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Executive summary
Frontier workers constitute a particular group of EU citizens who engage in crossborder employment. Whilst residing in one Member State, frontier workers engage in
employment in another Member State, with the distinction that the individuals
concerned return to the Member State of residence on a daily or, alternatively, weekly
basis. Legislative provisions and the Court of Justice of the European Union have
consistently affirmed that, indeed, frontier workers are EU workers and are thus to be
accorded the safeguards and rights encompassed in Article 45 TFEU pertaining to the
free movement of workers. In addition, frontier workers are entitled to call upon the
equal treatment provisions enshrined in Regulation (EU) No 492/2011 on the freedom
of movement for workers within the Union when engaging in employment in a Member
State other than the Member State of residence, in conjunction with the recently
enacted Directive 2014/54/EU on measures facilitating the exercise of rights conferred
to workers in the context of freedom of movement for workers and Regulation (EC) No
883/2004 on the coordination of social security systems. Despite the plethora of
instruments available to frontier workers, however, a myriad of obstacles, albeit
oftentimes indirect, nevertheless hinder the individuals concerned in their effective
exercise of the right to free movement.
In clarifying the realm of legal ambiguity which characterises frontier work in the
European Union, this report commences by contextualising frontier work in the EU and
by shedding light on the various notions associated thereto. In particular, the
legislative framework concerning cross-border work, including frontier work, is
elucidated. As a supplement, further clarifications are given with respect to the notions
of frontier work as understood in a European context, as well as the various notions of
residence and stay, which are indispensable in comprehending frontier work and the
difficulties it is associated with.
The second part of the report focuses on conducted studies and surveys which focus in
particular on cross-border work, thus including frontier work. Whereas this report
seeks to elucidate obstacles which frontier workers encounter in the exercise of their
right to free movement as a result of (in-)direct residence requirements, the consulted
studies and surveys approach frontier work generally, by focusing on general
obstacles encountered when engaging in frontier work and thus not necessarily related
to residence requirements. Notably – according to the consulted reports – lacking
mutual recognition and acceptance of qualifications, varying social security and
taxation regimes, and ambiguity as to the applicable legislative provisions render
frontier work arduous to engage in. Additionally, discrepancies in national and regional
legislation as well as lacking cooperation between administrations have solely
augmented the difficulties experienced by frontier workers. In consulting the
aforementioned reports and studies, a glance is subsequently cast upon the
suggestions and recommendations postulated therein.
In providing a comprehensive overview of the framework and context within which
frontier workers operate, an analysis of relevant judgments by the CJEU is
indispensable. The third part of the report thus focuses on judgments by the CJEU
which delineate the personal scope of the free movement provisions and subsequently
the applicability thereof with respect to frontier workers. Equally so, an analysis
ensues of pertinent case law pertaining to the material scope of the right to free
movement of workers, and frontier workers in particular. Within this context,
particular attention is paid to the notion of social advantages, and how the CJEU
defines the latter, as oftentimes frontier workers are disadvantaged with respect to
the entitlement and receipt of social advantages despite their contributions to the
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Member State of employment as a result of their residence elsewhere. Furthermore,
an analysis ensues pertaining to judgments by the CJEU with respect to tax
advantages as an aspect of the material scope of the free movement provisions
bestowed upon, amongst others, frontier workers. From the consulted case law
conclusions are drawn pertaining to the particular situation and difficulties
encountered by frontier workers.
The fourth section of the report embarks upon a comparative analysis of the situation
of frontier workers in the respective Member States, with a particular focus on
imposed residence requirements in the entitlement to various benefits. Within this
context, notable experts in the respective Member States analysed the situation of
frontier workers in their respective States, and compiled the findings within a national
fiche, which subsequently served as the basis for the comparative analysis. The
submissions by the Member States focus upon predefined inquiries relevant to frontier
workers. In particular, the information sought focuses on the difficulties encountered
by frontier workers in attaining assistance by employment offices in the Member State
of employment, in accessing training in vocational schools and retraining centres, in
partaking in trade unions, as well as difficulties encountered pertaining to the
entitlement and receipt of social advantages. Furthermore, the fourth section of this
report focuses on the difficulties encountered in equal treatment with respect to tax
advantages, as well as the difficulties encountered by frontier workers in gaining
access to housing advantages. Lastly, the report focuses on additional obstacles which
frontier workers may face, pertaining specifically to residence requirements in the
respective Member States that have not yet been mentioned.
Following the comparative analysis of the situation of frontier workers in the
respective Member States, an analysis of the findings ensues. This section
concentrates on the conclusions that can be drawn from the findings in the particular
aforementioned specific areas of concern. Particularly, with respect to the right to
access to assistance by employment offices, explicit residence requirements seemingly
do not hinder frontier workers in the exercise of their right to free movement of
workers. However, de facto obstacles do effectively act as a disincentive to engage in
frontier work in various Member States. Similarly, no explicit residence requirements
are imposed in gaining access to training in vocational schools and retraining centres,
whilst de facto obstacles again do effectively hinder equal treatment of frontier
workers. In gaining access to membership in trade unions, it appears that, generally,
frontier workers are not confronted with residence requirements, and complaints in
this respect are seemingly extremely limited. Furthermore, due to the broad scope of
social advantages, much variation exists in their exportability. Within this context a
distinction need be made between social advantages of a contributory nature and
residence-based social advantages. Not inconceivably, frontier workers will experience
difficulties in attainting entitlement to the latter category, which, however, may be
warranted in view of the manner by which such advantages are financed. Pertaining to
tax advantages, it need be noted that a vast majority of the Member States make tax
advantages applicable to those individuals who exceed a given income threshold in the
Member State concerned. This income threshold that frontier workers need to meet in
order to acquire entitlement to tax advantages is oftentimes replaced or imposed in
combination with a durational stay requirement, implying that the frontier worker is
obliged to spend a certain amount of time in the territory of the Member State. Whilst
this may not be deemed an explicit residence requirement which hinders frontier
workers in the exercise of the rights bestowed upon them, it can nevertheless act as a
de facto obstacle, as the lack of cooperation and coordination between Member States
may give rise to double taxation of the individuals as well as refused entitlement to
certain tax advantages. Lastly, with regard to access to housing advantages, it
appears that a majority of Member States make a distinction between social housing
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and other housing advantages and/or supplements. However, despite the distinction,
not inconceivably, housing advantages are primarily subject to residence
requirements.
Pursuant to the foregoing comparative analysis and findings, the report subsequently
formulates certain recommendations based upon good practices and highlights
remaining concerns vis-à-vis frontier workers with respect to residence requirements.
Conclusively, the report contains individual country fiches for the respective Member
States, encompassing the analysed information.
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Introduction
The free movement of workers of Article 45 of the Treaty on the Functioning of the
European Union (TFEU) is one of the fundamental principles of the European Union. It
encompasses and bestows upon EU workers the right to move freely, void of any
discrimination with respect to employment, remuneration or any other conditions
related thereto. This right is furthermore elaborated upon and guaranteed by
Regulation (EU) No 492/2011 on the freedom of movement for workers within the
Union. Subsequent thereto, the recently enacted Directive 2014/54/EU on measures
facilitating the exercise of rights conferred to workers in the context of freedom of
movement for workers (hereinafter the Enforcement Directive) seeks to further solidify
the rights for migrant workers enshrined in Article 45 TFEU and Regulation (EU) No
492/2011. Regulation (EC) No 883/2004 on the coordination of social security systems
is additionally of particular relevance in safeguarding and facilitating the free
movement of workers, albeit restricted in the field of social security. Labour migration,
free movement of workers and safeguarding the rights of these workers have always
been considered pillars upon which Europe was built.
Notwithstanding a history of more than 50 years of free movement of workers, it is
undisputed that the migrant worker is still subjected to problems of integration and
adaptation in social life. A significant distinction is easily perceived between the rights
European citizens and workers can rely on in theory, and daily reality. Every day,
migrant workers are confronted with problems and even discrimination when crossing
borders. It is for this reason that the European Commission, aware of this friction and
danger, has been very active the last years by adopting some of the above-mentioned
instruments witnessing the remaining legal and administrative challenges. In
particular frontier workers may be seen as one of the first victims of such challenges
as they are the first to be confronted with the lack of coherence between national
legislation and the legal consequences and problems resulting from the European
integration process.
Further improving intra-EU mobility rights would constitute a major step towards the
realisation of the single European labour market and make Europe more attractive. In
this respect, the Committee of the Regions has called upon the European Commission
to monitor on a regular basis the implementation of EU legislation on free movement
of workers, non-discrimination and social security coordination in the EU Member
States and to actively contribute to a better protection of social rights of workers in
1
the EU. This opinion of the Committee of the Regions, amongst others, suggested the
elaboration of "a compendium of most urgent mobility obstacles and problems with
possible ways of solution".
Although migrant workers and frontier workers are confronted with several obstacles,
this report based on the mandate received from the European Commission will
concentrate on the obstacles resulting from national legislation and practice that stem
specifically from the fact that frontier workers work in a country different from the
country where they reside. National legislation or practice that contains residence
requirements concerning the different aspects of a worker’s working life affects
frontier workers more so than workers who work and reside within the same Member
State.
1
On 3 July 2013 the Committee of the Regions adopted the own initiative opinion entitled ‘Frontier workers:
Assessment of the situation after twenty years of the Internal Market: Problems and perspectives’, CDR
246/2013.
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After defining and describing the scope of the project (chapter 1), the report will start
with a general analysis of obstacles frontier workers are confronted with and this
based upon existing studies (chapter 2). This will be followed by an overview of the
relevant case law by the Court of Justice of the European Union (CJEU) on frontier
workers, highlighting the main problems encountered by the national referring courts
and the replies provided by the CJEU in interpretation of EU law (chapter 3). In the
next chapter (chapter 4) an overview and summary of the different residence
requirements, will be given, as can be found in the different EU Member States and
EFTA States. These are divided into a) rights to assistance by the employment offices;
b) rights to training in vocational schools and retraining centres; c) rights to
membership of trade unions and the rights attached to them; d) main social
advantages (e.g. study grants for dependent children); e) tax advantages (e.g. tax
incentives, rebate schemes, tax exemptions etc); f) rights and benefits in matters of
housing. This chapter is followed by an analysis (chapter 5). In chapter 6 some
general conclusions and recommendations will be drafted. The study will be completed
with individual country fiches, giving an overview of residence requirements that can
be found in the respective country legislation.
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1 Free movemen
nt and ffrontier
r worke
ers
1.1 Defining
g frontier
r workers
s
The aforementioned prom
mulgated ri ght to free
e movemen
nt of worke
ers, in conjunction
a
2007 enlargemen
e
nts, has res
sulted in a substantiall increase of
o crosswith the 2004 and
border workers
s, as a distinct grou
up of migrrant worke
ers in the EU. Cross
s-border
kers, also known
k
as frrontier work
kers are, within
w
this context,
c
EU
U citizens who work
work
in on
ne EU Member State yet
y reside i n another, and who return to th e Member State of
2
resid
dence on a daily orr weekly b
basis. Frontier work
k thus enccompasses a dual
cond
dition – em
mployment in a Mem
mber State other than
n the State
te of reside
ence, in
conju
unction witth daily or weekly re
eturn to th
he State off residence
e. Frontier workers
cons
stitute a pa
articular cattegory of m
migrant wo
orkers, the latter bein
ng EU citize
ens who
k and reside in a Mem
mber State other than
n the Memb
ber State o
of origin. Mindful of
work
the fforegoing definition,
d
which
w
is asssociated to
o social protection of ffrontier wo
orkers, it
need
d be mentio
oned that the concern
ned term an
nd the defin
nition assocciated thereto may
vary somewhatt depending
g on the a
applicable field of law (e.g. tax law as opp
posed to
socia
al security coordinatio
on).3 Lastly
y, whilst th
he foregoin
ng definitio
on may con
njure up
the notion of traditional frontier workers who
w
are employed i n close te
erritorial
ational bord
ders, enhan
nced means
s of transpo
ortation, am
mongst others, has
proximity of na
ally so facilitated an increase in the mobiliity of frontier workerss. By mean
ns of an
equa
exam
mple, it sufffices to notte the existtence of hig
gh-speed trrains and lo
ow-budget airlines,
which have ena
abled additiional cross--border mo
obility, beyo
ond the trad
ditional imp
plication
ontier work
k.
of fro
A lac
ck of generral statistic
cal data ren
nders it diffficult to es
stimate the
e entirety of
o crossborder workers
s active in
n the EU. 4 Howeverr, a study
y commiss ioned by the DG
nd Social Affairs
A
of th
he European Commiss
sion, publisshed in 200
09, held
Employment an
w
am
mounted to approxima
ately 780,0
000 individ
duals in the EU in
that frontier workers
2006
6.5 Conceiv
vably, in vie
ew of the e
enlargemen
nts of the EU
E thereaftter, the number of
fronttier workers
s commutin
ng across i nternal borrders was solely
s
boun
nd to increa
ase. In a
mem
mo by the European Commission
C
n on labou
ur mobility in the EU on 25 Sep
ptember
6
2014
4, the numb
ber of cross
s-border wo
orkers was estimated at 1.1 milllion individu
uals.
Frontier workerrs in the EU are pred
dominantly situated in
n North-We
estern Euro
ope, and
7
equally so vastly em
mployed in the Scandinavian countries. In
n addition, due to
are e
recen
ntly established interrnal borderrs, there has
h
been an
a increase
e in frontier work
betw
ween Eston
nia and Fin
nland, as w
well as Hun
ngary and Austria.8 Similarly, Italy is
incre
easingly em
mploying fro
ontier work
kers from Slovenia.9.

2

Artic
cle 1(f) of Reg
gulation (EC) No
N 883/2004 on the coordination of social security sysstems
http://ec.europa.eu/taxation_c
customs/taxattion/personal_
_tax/crossbord
der_workers/iindex_en.htm
m.
4
Asso
ociation of Eurropean Borderr Regions, ‘Infformation serv
vices for cross
s-border work
kers in Europe
ean border
region
ns’, October 2012,
2
41. http://www.aebr. eu/files/publications/12103
30_Final_Repo
ort_EN_clean.pdf, p. 1.
5
G. N
Nerb, F. Hitzelsberger, A. Woidich, S. Pommer, S. Hemmer & P.
P Heczko, ‘S
Scientific Repo
ort on the
Mobiliity of Cross-B
Border Workers within the EU-27/EEA/E
EFTA Countrie
es’, MKW Wirttschftsforschu
ung GmbH
and Empirica Kft., January
J
2009, 86. http://b orderpeople.info/cross-border-mobility, p. VII.
6
Euro
opean Commis
ssion, ‘Labourr Mobility with
hin the EU’, Me
emo, Brussels
s, 25 Septemb
ber 2014.
7
G. N
Nerb, F. Hitzelsberger, A. Woidich, S. Pommer, S. Hemmer & P.
P Heczko, ‘S
Scientific Repo
ort on the
Mobiliity of Cross-B
Border Workers within the EU-27/EEA/E
EFTA Countrie
es’, MKW Wirttschftsforschu
ung GmbH
and Empirica Kft., January
J
2009, 86. http://b orderpeople.info/cross-border-mobility, p. VII.
8
Ibid..
9
Ibid..
3
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States such as Bulgaria, Cyprus, Greece and Malta, however, are only marginally
confronted with frontier workers coming from abroad. The latter is due to a variety of
reasons, ranging from geographical locations rendering cross-border mobility difficult,
to the economical welfare of the State which renders cross-border work unattractive to
non-nationals (see infra, Country fiches – Additional observations).

1.2 Applicable legislation
1.2.1 Regulation (EU) No 492/2011
Regulation (EU) No 492/2011 has proven to be of irrefutable relevance in safeguarding
the rights of migrant workers, and frontier workers specifically, as it imposes the
obligation for Member States to implement and adhere to the principle of equal
treatment in matters concerning cross-border work.10 The principle of equal treatment
as promulgated in Article 7(2) of the above-mentioned Regulation ensures that
migrant workers and their respective (dependent) family members are accorded equal
11
treatment with respect to social and tax advantages, as would a national worker.
The foregoing is, equally so, applicable to frontier workers as confirmed by the 5th
recital of the concerned Regulation, as well as article 1 which prescribes the free
movement and equal treatment principles to be applicable “irrespective of place of
residence”. In addition to the broad scope of Article 7(2) of Regulation (EU) No
492/2011, which will be discussed below, frontier workers may additionally, albeit in a
limited manner, remain entitled to certain benefits despite the termination of an
12
employment relationship.
1.2.2 The Enforcement Directive
Supplementary to Regulation (EU) No 492/2011, Enforcement Directive
13
recently enacted, is equally so aimed at safeguarding the rights of
2014/54/EU,
frontier workers, as enunciated by the first and third recital thereof. Furthermore, it is
to facilitate the exercise of rights conferred upon workers in the context of freedom of
movement for workers, and the enforcement of the principle of equal treatment of
mobile workers. Implementation of the Directive is foreseen by 21 May 2016, and
seeks to ensure the rights of, amongst others, frontier workers, by means of
independent legal assistance to migrant workers, the publishing of surveys, research
and reports, as well as the dissemination of relevant information to national
authorities pertaining to the EU legal provisions applicable to migrant workers.
Pursuant to the facilitating of free movement and the protection of the right to equal
treatment, the Enforcement Directive imposes upon national authorities the obligation
to establish national institutions aimed at ensuring the concerned objectives. Amongst
others, these bodies are established in order to act as contact points for similar bodies
in other Member States, to facilitate the exchange of pertinent information in crossborder situations. Lastly, the Enforcement Directive provides for, amongst others, the
adequate and sufficient dissemination of information of relevance to migrant workers,
10
The rules of equal treatment in respect of social advantages in now Regulation (EU) No 492/2011 apply to
dependent workers only. However, the self-employed may invoke comparable rights by virtue of Article 49
TFEU despite the absence of secondary legislation.
11
The fourth recital of the preamble of Regulation (EEC) No 1612/68 (predecessor to Regulation (EU) No
492/2011) states that the right of free movement must be enjoyed without discrimination by permanent,
seasonal and frontier workers as well as by those who pursue their activities for the purpose of providing
services.
12
Case C-39/86, Lair.
13
OJ of 30 April 2014.
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in order to safeguard access to the labour market and the social protection associated
thereto. This Directive aims to safeguard that the rights workers were given 50 years
ago are effectively applied and put into practice.
1.2.3 Regulation (EC) No 883/2004
Lastly, mention need be made of Regulation (EC) No 883/2004 as an additional means
of protecting the (social security) rights of frontier workers. Despite the protective
objective of this regulation, it cannot go unnoticed that its material scope is limited to
the field of social security as exhaustively described in its Article 3, entailing that not
all welfare benefits will be accorded protection under this Regulation. The latter solely
solidifies the importance of Regulation (EU) No 492/2011, as its equal treatment
provisions are not limited to the field of social security coordination, and can thus be
invoked generally to contest residence requirements. Regulation (EC) No 883/2004
contains certain exceptions to the general principle of export of benefits. One
exception are e.g. special non-contributory cash benefits – benefits between social
security and social assistance for which a separate coordination mechanism has been
set up in Article 70 of the Regulation based on residence in the country concerned.
Another exception are unemployment benefits, which can, in accordance with Article
64, in principle not be exported unless for three months in order to look for a job.
Mindful of the foregoing, it can be held that Article 7(2) of Regulation (EU) No
492/2011 acts as a catch-all provision, in that entitlement to benefits will be justified
thereupon insofar entitlement is not protected by the equal treatment provisions
enshrined in Regulation (EC) No 883/2004. The principal function of Regulation (EU)
No 492/2011 is to provide a general prohibition of discrimination with respect to
benefits which do not qualify as ‘social security’ in the sense of the social security
coordination Regulation. Furthermore, the material scope of legal arrangements
covered by the Regulation on free movement of workers is not restricted to legislation
as in Article 1(l) of Regulation (EC) No 883/2004.
Hence, in order to determine whether a benefit is effectively a social benefit within the
scope of Regulation (EU) No 492/2011, it initially needs to be assessed whether this
benefit has not yet been accorded protection under Article 3 of Regulation (EC) No
883/2004. However, despite the broad scope of Article 7(2) of Regulation (EU) No
492/2011, a welfare benefit will not automatically fall under this scope if it does not
fall within the ambit of Regulation (EC) No 883/2004. In order to determine, however,
whether a benefit falls within the scope of Regulation (EC) No 883/2004, in
accordance with CJEU case law, regard must be had for “the constituent elements of
each benefit, in particular its purpose and the conditions for its grant, and not on
14
whether it is classified as a social security benefit by national legislation”.
Contrary to the material scope, the personal scope of Regulation (EC) No 883/2004 is
broader than the personal scope of Regulation (EU) No 492/2011. Whilst the latter is
solely applicable to migrant workers and their respective (dependent) family
members, Regulation (EC) No 883/2004 is applicable to not only workers, but equally
so, to self-employed persons, economically inactive individuals. The CJEU has
identified a worker as being an individual who undertakes genuine and effective work,
under the direction of someone else, for which he or she is paid. This includes full-time
workers, part-time workers (irrespective of the hours worked), working students and
jobseekers. Despite the personal scope of Regulation (EU) No 492/2011 being more
limited vis-à-vis Regulation (EC) No 883/2004, however, frontier workers are
14
See, amongst others, C-111/91, Commission v Luxembourg; C-66/92, Acciardi v
beroepszaken administratieve geschillen in de provincie Noord-Holland.

Commissie
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considered (migrant) workers and thus are nevertheless accorded the protection
enshrined therein.

1.3 Incentives and obstacles associated to frontier work
A variety of motives can be identified which have incentivised individuals to engage in
frontier work. More specifically, differences between Member States with respect to
wages as well as job opportunities and prospects are oftentimes deemed a motivating
factor. Equally so fiscal advantages, social security advantages and enhanced cross15
border mobility potential may increase cross-border mobility. Despite the increasing
in and out-commuting by EU citizens from their respective Member States, substantial
obstacles nevertheless persist, hindering frontier workers in their enjoyment of the
16
right to free movement of workers.
Linguistic differences, a lack of sufficient
information and cooperation between competent authorities with respect to frontier
work, cross-border infrastructure and transportation, as well as difficulties in mutual
recognition of qualifications of workers, hamper cross-border mobility and frontier
17
work.
Within this context, the differences and lacking cooperation between applicable fiscal
regimes vis-à-vis social security regimes are a particularly pertinent obstacle, which
18
severely limits the potential for cross-border mobility.
The lack of a uniform
definition of cross-border work between the concerned regimes results in the
applicability of differing provisions. This may, in turn, lead to unequal treatment, in
violation of the right to free movement of workers in contravention of Regulation (EU)
No 492/2011. Additionally, differing rates of direct taxation and social security
contributions and varying degrees in which the concerned regimes are intertwined
may place frontier workers at a substantial disadvantage. Furthermore, the lack of
knowledge and information about the applicable regimes in the respective Member
States render cooperation and equal treatment an extremely arduous task to achieve.
Conceivably, as frontier workers are oftentimes subject to legislation of varying
Member States, they encounter first-hand the implications of new legislation and the
repercussions thereof vis-à-vis legislation of other Member States. As a result, frontier
workers may be subject to a vast amount of conditions and requirements, which
incidentally hinder their right to free movement. Of the concerned obstacles imposed
upon frontier workers, however, residence requirements are irrefutably relevant and
15

Y. Jorens. Grensarbeid (die Keure, Bruges, 1997).
G. Nerb, F. Hitzelsberger, A. Woidich, S. Pommer, S. Hemmer & P. Heczko, ‘Scientific Report on the
Mobility of Cross-Border Workers within the EU-27/EEA/EFTA Countries’, MKW Wirtschftsforschung GmbH
and Empirica Kft., January 2009, 86. http://borderpeople.info/cross-border-mobility, p. 43; Association of
European Border Regions, ‘Information services for cross-border workers in European border regions‘,
October 2012, 43. http://www.aebr.eu/files/publications/121030_Final_Report_EN_clean.pdf; p. 15.
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19

may result in (in)direct discriminatory treatment vis-à-vis residents.
The scope of
this report will subsequently focus on the imposition of residence requirements across
Member States, the potential legitimacy thereof as well as the potentially detrimental
effect this has on the cross-border mobility of frontier workers in view of Regulation
(EU) No 492/2011.

1.4 Defining residence and residence requirements
The Court of Justice of the European Union (CJEU) has consistently held that measures
which are likely to hinder the enjoyment of the right to free movement, as enshrined
in Article 45 TFEU as well as in the provisions pertaining to equal treatment of migrant
workers in Regulation (EU) No 492/2011, cannot be deemed legitimate if they do not
20
pursue a legitimate objective.
In particular a residence requirement is indirectly
discriminatory as nationals are more likely to be resident in the national territory than
non-nationals.21 In conjunction therewith, a measure which impedes free movement of
workers must not go beyond what is necessary, entailing that it must be appropriate
22
to pursue the said objective as well as proportionate. Article 45 TFEU as construed
by the CJEU furthermore prohibits unjustified barriers to movement and barriers to
market access.
Within this context, the CJEU has, on numerous occasions, explained that residence
requirements in order to gain access to welfare benefits are to be deemed
automatically suspicious and contrary to European provisions on free movement of
23
workers when applied to migrant workers and frontier workers specifically.
In the
Hartmann case, the Austrian spouse of a German national working in Germany who
resided in Austria was excluded from receiving German child-raising allowance
because she did not have either her permanent or ordinary residence in Germany.
According to the CJEU such a provision must be regarded as indirectly discriminatory if
it is intrinsically liable to affecting migrant workers more than national workers and if
there is a consequent risk that it will place the former at a particular disadvantage.24
Prior to an assessment of imposed residence requirements vis-à-vis frontier workers,
however, a distinction need be made between the various forms of residence.
Surprisingly, the concept of residence is not defined throughout all pertinent EU
instruments. Habitual residence refers to the place where a person regularly resides.
Oftentimes, habitual residence is equally associated to the place where an individual
25
has the centre of his or her interests. In addition, the CJEU has clarified that when
defining the place of residence, regard should equally be had for “the employed
person's family situation; the reasons which have led him to move; the length and
continuity of his residence; the fact (where this is the case) that he is in stable
26
employment; and his intention as it appears from all the circumstances” . In
Regulation (EC) No 883/2004 residence refers to the place where the habitual centre
19

Case C-379/11, Caves Krier Frères, paragraph 53.
See, amongst others, case C-20/12, Giersch and others, paragraph 37.
21
See, amongst others, case C-237/94, O’Flynn; case C-246/80, Broekmeulen.
22
See, amongst others, case C-20/12, Giersch and others, paragraph 37.
23
Case C-379/11, Caves Krier Frères, paragraph 53.
24
Case 212/05, Hartmann.
25
European Commission, ‘Practical guide on the applicable legislation in the European Union (EU), the
European
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Area
(EEA)
and
in
Switzerland’,
December
2013,
53.
http://ec.europa.eu/social/keyDocuments.jsp?advSearchKey=4944&mode=advancedSubmit&langId=en&pol
icyArea=&type=0&country=0&year=0, p. 40.
26
Case C-90/97, Swaddling, paragraph 29.
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of a person’s interests is situated. A number of criteria are taken into account in order
to establish whether this is the case. These include: the length and continuity of the
person’s presence on the territory of the State concerned; (where applicable) the fact
that the person is in stable employment in the State to which he or she moved and
the duration of any work contract; the person’s family status and ties; the fact that
the person carries out a non-remunerated activity; (in the case of students) the
source of the person’s income; the person’s housing situation; the person’s residence
for fiscal purposes; and finally the person’s intention and reasons which have led him
27
or her to move. The latter criterion is more important than the length of residence in
the territory, which is not a decisive factor.
With respect to frontier workers, the place of habitual residence is generally
considered to be the Member State of residence as opposed to the Member State of
employment. Thus, when Member States make access to welfare benefits conditional
upon habitual residence, frontier workers are placed at a substantial disadvantage as
opposed to residents of the Member State of employment, despite the contribution
frontier workers deliver to the State concerned.
Reference to the ‘place of stay’ need be distinguished from habitual residence, in that
it refers to the place of temporary residence and, alternatively, any other form of
28
presence in a Member State which is not defined as habitual residence.
The term
‘stay’ within this context entails that the physical presence of an individual is required
in a Member State which is not the habitual place of residence of the individual, and
entails that the individual returns to the place of residence when the purpose of the
stay elsewhere is fulfilled. It is paramount to note that an individual, for the purpose
of the legal provisions concerned, can only be deemed resident in one Member
29
State.
Hence, with respect to frontier workers, the foregoing confirms that the
Member State of employment is to be deemed the place of stay of the concerned
worker, whereas the Member State of residence, as aforementioned, is to be deemed
the place of habitual residence.
Having distinguished the various types of residence, it need be recalled that the CJEU
has consistently held that residence requirements imposed upon a frontier worker in
the State of employment in gaining access to welfare benefits will automatically be
deemed suspicious and liable to infringe the right to free movement of workers.
However, residence-related requirements imposed in the Member State of residence
can equally so be regarded as potentially hindering the exercise by frontier workers of
the right to free movement of workers. The latter is exemplified by the case of S and
G v Minister voor Immigratie, Integratie en Asiel.30 In this case the CJEU was held to
assess the refusal by Dutch authorities to grant a right of residence to third-country
family members of Dutch citizens who are employed in Belgium as frontier workers,
yet reside in the Netherlands. The CJEU was asked to what extent the EU provisions
on the freedom of movement confer upon third-country nationals a derived right of
residence, if they are family members of the EU citizens, particularly in view of the
fact that the Dutch citizens concerned are employed in Belgium as frontier workers,
yet resident in the Netherlands. In this matter the CJEU confirmed, in accordance with
consistent case law, that indeed the Dutch frontier workers fall within the scope of
Regulation (EU) No 492/2011, and are thus accorded the protection afforded thereby,
27

Article 11 of Regulation (EC) No 987/2009.
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Case C-589/10, Wencel, paragraph 43-51.
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as well as by Article 45 TFEU. Subsequently, the CJEU affirms that in order to
guarantee the effectiveness of the above-mentioned right to freedom of movement,
derived rights may be bestowed upon third-country national citizens who are family
members of the frontier worker. However, in its reasoning the CJEU clarifies that this
derived right of residence, which is subject to the discretion of national courts, is to be
derived from Article 45 TFEU specifically, as opposed to Directive 2004/38/EC on the
right of citizens of the Union and their family members to move and reside freely
within the territory of the Member States. The lack of recognition of the particular case
of frontier workers and the notion of residence associated thereto is demonstrative of
the potential for (in-)direct obstacles to the exercise of frontier workers’ free
movement of workers, particularly with respect to the impact this may have upon
family members of frontier workers.
Mindful of the above-mentioned definitions, in the following sections an overview will
be given of the pertinent studies and surveys, as well as of the relevant case law
concerning residence requirements imposed upon frontier workers.
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2.2 ‘Information Services for Cross-border workers in European
Border Regions’
A second study of particular relevance, namely, “Information services for cross-border
workers in European border regions”, was published in 2012 by the Association of
33
European Border Regions.
This report acknowledged that the majority of obstacles to which frontier workers are
subjected, are registered in those Member States which count the highest number of
cross-border workers. Within the States concerned, a high demand for information by
frontier workers can be observed, particularly with respect to the applicability of social
security regimes and provisions, as well as the applicability and implications of
differing regimes of taxation, which has proven to be particularly difficult with respect
to frontier workers. The report confirms that the discrepancies with respect thereto
detrimentally affect the mobility of frontier workers because the lack of knowledge
invokes anxiety over being confronted with potentially unfavourable consequences by
working abroad.
As indicated in the report, the lack of sufficient and adequate knowledge with respect
to the applicable legislation to frontier workers and the implications thereof is not
solely equated to the individual frontier workers. Despite individual knowledge of the
applicable legislation and entitlements, insufficient awareness and knowledge
nevertheless oftentimes permeates the relevant official bodies. The foregoing entails
that the competent authorities may misapply and/or misinterpret the applicable
legislation in view of national legislation. More often than not, national regulations in
the sphere of social policy and allowances insufficiently deal with the situation of
cross-border employees. Not inconceivably, it is subsequently difficult to reconcile the
existing national legislation and applicable European provisions.
In addition to identifying obstacles common to frontier workers across the Member
States, the report specified several recommendations in order to ameliorate the
complex realities to which frontier workers are subjected.
Firstly, the report held that the organisation of work teams and task forces via the
means of ‘regional round tables’ may result in better comprehension and
interpretation of the applicable European legislation and subsequently result in
enhanced practical solutions to particular issues in border regions.
An enhanced systematic approach to cooperation between the competent authorities
in the respective Member States is, equally so, paramount in reducing the complex
nature of cross-border work. It need be noted that authorities and services which are
not frequently called upon by frontier workers, need nevertheless be aware of the
applicable provisions, particularly in view of increasing cross-border mobility.
The report furthermore recommends to organise joint initiatives and undertake
educational initiatives to strengthen cross-border cooperation, as only immediate and
direct communication by the relevant authorities will facilitate the promptness of
administrative procedures, benefiting frontier workers.

33
Association of European Border Regions, ‘Information services for cross-border workers in European
border
regions‘,
October
2012,
43.
http://www.aebr.eu/files/publications/121030_Final_Report_EN_clean.pdf.
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Furthermore, it was recommended to hold regular training sessions and courses with
respect to regulations at both a national as well as an EU level, which may help to
dispel concerns about administrative errors.
Lastly, on a political level, cross-border cooperation with respect to frontier workers
should not be negated, as this is an important forum to draw attention to the
obstacles with which frontier workers are confronted. Establishing (bilateral)
agreements with a specific focus on frontier workers could further protect and
subsequently stimulate cross-border mobility.

2.3 Additional studies
A study by the Irish Centre for Cross Border studies, ‘Measuring mobility in a changing
34
island’ published in 2010, reported that frontier workers commuting between Ireland
and the UK encounter substantial difficulties in claiming welfare benefits.
“Discussions with government departments and agencies in a quest to gather statistics
suggest that cross-border mobility is still not catered for within the psyche of the
public sector in either jurisdiction. The current public sector reforms do not provide for
cross-border commuters .... It is prudent to suggest, given the experience of the
Centre for Cross Border Studies, that these cross-border commuters and their
extended families may have different cross-border needs than the general population.
Currently, there is no centralised point addressing these needs within public
35
administration on either side of the border.”
The Eurobarometer Qualitative Study ‘Obstacles citizens face in the Internal Market’,
36
equally so provides examples of difficulties and
published in September 2011,
barriers mentioned by citizens who consider employment in another Member State
than the Member State of residence. Amongst these communicated issues are
concerns that local labour force will be given preference over other, non-resident, EU
nationals; the distrust of professional qualifications from certain Member States; and
the risk that frontier workers would be paid less than resident employees. Additionally,
conditions and administrative formalities that needed to be adhered to prior to
employment such as, amongst others, the necessity of having a bank account or place
of residence are equally so considered as potential obstacles which dissuade
37
individuals from engaging in frontier work.
Lastly, some conclusions with respect to the obstacles encountered by frontier workers
can equally be derived from publications by the former Network on Free Movement of
Workers.38 In one of its most recent annual publications, published in 2012 for 20102011, the concerned network identified three main categories of obstacles
encountered by cross-border workers. The first category referred to the imposition of
34
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Ibid, p. 35.
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37
Ibid, p. 64.
38
K. Groenendijk, E. Guild, R. Cholewinski, H. Oosterom-Staples & P. Minderhoud, ‘Annual European Report
on the Free Movement of Workers in Europe in 2010-2011’, European Network on the Free Movement of
Workers, January 2012, 148. http://ec.europa.eu/social/main.jsp?catId=475; K. Groenendijk, E. Guild, R.
Cholewinski, H. Oosterom-Staples, P. Minderhoud & S. Mantu, ‘Annual European Report on the Free
Movement of Workers in Europe in 2011-2012’, European Network on the Free Movement of Workers, 2013,
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residence requirements and the difficulties in acquiring social benefits for themselves
and family members. Secondly, it was noted that discrepancies between taxation
regimes were particularly detrimental for frontier workers, specifically in absence of
double taxation agreements. Lastly, additional obstacles were encountered with
respect to, amongst others, access to education and with respect to the receipt of
invalidity benefits. The last annual report by this network, referring to 2011-2012 and
published in 2013, highlighted that despite the substantial efforts undertaken by
Member States by means of double taxation agreements, tax-related issues
nevertheless persisted with respect to frontier workers. Equally so, the report
emphasised that much ambiguity persisted with respect to entitlement to and
eligibility for social benefits. Furthermore, the report hinted that for the more recent
Member States, the lack of specific mentioning of frontier workers in national
legislation could potentially negatively affect their right to equal treatment.

2.4 Conclusion
The findings and conclusions derived from the foregoing reports and studies clearly
demonstrate that the obstacles to which frontier workers are subjected are clearly
concentrated on three distinct grounds. Firstly, it is clear that lacking sufficient
information on behalf of all parties involved, with respect to the particular situation of
frontier workers, as well as their entitlement, applicable national and European
legislation, and the difficulties they encounter, is one of the most fundamental
obstacles in their exercise of free movement as enshrined in Article 45 TFEU. Whilst
lacking information and knowledge was initially not inconceivable due to limited crossborder movement, this no longer holds true. Secondly, the findings in the varying
reports have continuously referred to discrepancies in taxation regimes as a
substantial obstacle. Despite the double taxation agreements concluded between
various Member States, frontier workers consistently communicate disadvantageous
tax regimes as a source of scepticism for cross-border work. Lastly, discrepancies
between entitlements to welfare benefits have a substantial deterrent effect on the
free movement of frontier workers.
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demonstrates integration in the Member State of employment concerned. The latter is
due to the fact that as an employee in the Member State concerned, the individual is
subject to taxation and thus contributes to its general welfare. This stance taken by
the CJEU solely reinforces the wording in Article 7 of Regulation (EU) No 492/2011,
which prescribes equality of treatment with respect to social and tax advantages for
migrant workers. Mindful of Article 7 of Regulation (EU) No 492/2011, and as has
been confirmed in a plethora of CJEU judgments, obstacles via the means of, amongst
others, residence requirements are automatically deemed inappropriate and are liable
to raise discriminatory obstacles, with respect to cross-border workers.
The foregoing work-centric approach, warranting the receipt of welfare benefits cannot
simply be transposed to the economically inactive, despite having been accorded
European citizenship and the rights associated therewith. In reconciling the concerns
Member States share with respect to unbridled access to welfare benefits by those
who do not actively contribute to the economic welfare of a state, the CJEU has
41
developed the real link test. The latter entails that, in order for economically inactive
EU citizens to acquire access to welfare benefits, despite residing in another Member
State, sufficient integration in the other Member State need be demonstrated. In other
words, Member States may render the exportability and receipt of welfare and
solidarity benefits by economically inactive individuals conditional upon a tangible and
42
Within this context the CJEU has, on
sufficient link with the State concerned.
numerous occasions, adjudicated on the means by which the foregoing real link can be
demonstrated. As such, the CJEU has held that sufficient integration can be
43
44
demonstrated by, amongst others, (habitual) residence, , familial circumstances,
45
46
and nationality.
It suffices to mention that the degree of
linguistic affiliation
integration required will be dependent upon the type of benefit that is sought.
It is paramount to note the particular situation of the family members of economically
active individuals in a cross-border context. Family members of migrant workers, who
are subject to equal treatment pursuant to Article 7 of Regulation (EC) No 492/2011,
are not necessarily economically active, which begs the question as to entitlement to
welfare benefits by the Member State of employment. Despite the wording of Article 7
of the foregoing Regulation, which stipulates that workers are entitled to equal
treatment with respect to social and tax advantages, the CJEU has ruled that this
provision is equally applicable to the (dependent) family members of the worker
concerned. This was, amongst others, exemplified in the case Commission v the
47
which concerned the exportability of study grants. The Netherlands
Netherlands,
sought, in casu, to limit the export of study grants to those who had fulfilled a
durational residence requirement. To this effect, the Netherlands claimed that Article
10 of Regulation (EU) No 492/2011, which imposes a residence requirement for
dependent children who want to gain analogous access to educational facilities in the
Member State of employment, demonstrates that the equal treatment prescribed in
Article 7 of this same Regulation, is solely applicable to migrant workers, thus
excluding the (non-resident) family members thereof. This reasoning was rejected by
the CJEU, and has done so continuously. It held that Article 7 of Regulation (EU) No
492/2011 is equally applicable to the family members of migrant workers, irrespective
of their employment.
41
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In making a distinction between the economically active vis-à-vis the inactive and the
respective assessment of requisite integration in a Member State to ascertain
entitlement to welfare benefits, the CJEU was held to define what constitutes migrant
work in view of Regulation (EU) No 492/2011. As aforementioned, if an individual is
engaged in migrant work, the latter, precisely due to his or her employment, initially
received automatic access to welfare benefits. However, the CJEU has increasingly
allowed Member States to impose certain additional conditions in order to demonstrate
sufficient integration by workers, thus justifying equal treatment of social and tax
48
Mrs Geven
advantages. Of particular relevance in this regard, is the Geven case.
was a frontier worker in Germany who performed less than 15 hours a week in
Germany, entailing that Mrs Geven was engaged in minor employment. Despite
having an employment contract in Germany as a frontier worker, and irrespective of
the fact that the entitlement thereof was extended to non-residents working in
Germany, Mrs Geven was denied a German child-raising benefit. The CJEU accepted
the stance by Germany that certain benefits can indeed be denied, notwithstanding
the fact that an employment contract has been concluded, if sufficient integration has
not been demonstrated. In other words, the status as a migrant worker no longer
automatically suffices in demonstrating that a sufficient link has been established with
the State of employment, in order to warrant unbridled access. With respect to the
case of Mrs Geven, the fact that she was only bound by minor employment
detrimentally affected the exportability of benefits in her favour. Consequently, the
foregoing entails that the real link test, as had initially solely been applied to assess
integration of economically non-active individuals, has now equally so, in a limited
amount of cases, been applied to assess the entitlement of economically active
individuals to welfare benefits in a Member State other than the Member State of
residence.

3.2 The material scope of Article 7 of Regulation (EU) No 492/2011
In addition to defining the parameters for cross-border entitlement to welfare benefits,
the CJEU has equally so been called upon on numerous occasions to determine the
material scope of Article 7 of Regulation (EU) No 492/2011. As the exportability of
social and tax advantages as such is possible for migrant workers and their dependent
family members (see supra, 1.2 Applicable Legislation, 1.2.1 Regulation (EU) No
492/2011) who reside in Member States outside of the Member State of employment,
the substance thereof is of particular relevance, and may have far-reaching
implications for the Member State of employment.
3.2.1 Social advantages
3.2.1.1

Preliminary observations

The CJEU defines social advantages as being “all advantages which, whether or not
linked to a contract of employment, are generally granted to national workers because
of their objective status as workers or by virtue of the mere fact of their residence on
49
the national territory” . The extension of the concept of ‘social advantage’ in the
CJEU case law, which may include advantages as diverse as the right of a person to
50
request that proceedings take place in a language other than that normally used, or
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51

the right of residence for the unmarried partner of a migrant worker,
52
central pivot in the development of migrant workers’ rights.

has been a

Whilst the foregoing definition makes the distinction between employment related
benefits and non-employment related benefits, it need be recalled that entitlement
generally will not solely depend on the qualification of an individual as a worker in
accordance with Regulation (EU) No 492/2011. Rather, dependent family members are
equally accorded equal treatment in the access to social and tax advantages, and the
economically inactive will be the recipients of such benefits if a sufficient degree of
integration has been demonstrated. Mindful thereof, the CJEU has been called upon,
on numerous occasions, to adjudicate on the legitimacy of residence requirements as
conditions for the receipt of such aforementioned benefits.
Prior to an assessment of the various cases in which the CJEU adjudicated on the
legitimacy of residence requirements in a particular circumstance, it need be noted,
however, that residence requirements will not automatically be deemed contrary to
Regulation (EU) No 492/2011 and subsequently the free movement of workers. The
53
This case concerned a Dutch
foregoing is explicitly stated in the Hendrix case.
frontier worker who worked and lived in the Netherlands. While continuing to work in
the Netherlands, he transferred his residence to Belgium. Before his relocation he had
been entitled to an invalidity benefit according to the Disablement Assistance Act for
Handicapped Young Persons of 24 April 1997 (Wajong). The benefit concerned was
deemed a non-exportable special non-contributory benefit, as listed in Annex II(a) of
Regulation (EEC) No 1408/71. Subsequently, upon his relocation, the Dutch
competent institution stopped paying the benefit. However, as Mr Hendrix continued
to be active as a worker in the Netherlands, the CJEU was asked whether the
withdrawal of the benefit was not contrary to Article 39 or Article 18 of the EC Treaty
(now Article 45 and Article 21 TFEU, respectively). The CJEU stated that Article 39 TEC
(now Article 45 TFEU) and Article 7 of Regulation (EEC) No 1612/68 must be
interpreted as not precluding national legislation that imposes residence requirements,
meaning that a special non-contributory benefit listed in Annex II(a) to Regulation
(EEC) No 1408/71 may be granted only to persons who are resident in the national
territory. However, a residence requirement upon which a benefit is conditioned can
solely be imposed if it is objectively justified and proportionate to the objective
pursued. The CJEU held that, in casu, the condition of residence was objectively
justified. In relation to proportionality, however, the CJEU noted that the Dutch
legislation provided that the condition might be waived if it led to an unacceptable
degree of unfairness. In this context, it stated that, in interpreting this provision in
conformity with the requirements of Community law, the national court had to be
satisfied that the requirement of residence did not lead to such unfairness, taking into
account the fact that the applicant had exercised rights to free movement as a worker
and that he had maintained economic and social links to the Netherlands. Thus,
despite the CJEU’ highly sceptical regard with respect to residence requirements and
the suspicion of discrimination it associates thereto, such requirements may
nevertheless be warranted if additional conditions are met.
51
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Similarly in the case of Giersch,54 which concerned the entitlement to study grants of
dependent children of frontier workers who are engaged in employment in
Luxembourg, the CJEU had to rule on the legitimacy of the refusal to grant (financial)
aid to the children as a result of their residence elsewhere. The CJEU held that a
residence condition as such constitutes indirect discrimination on grounds of
nationality. However, prior to ascertaining the foregoing, the CJEU reiterated that
certain residence conditions may be deemed justified. In casu, given the social
objective envisaged by the Luxembourg authorities, the CJEU held that seeking to
increase the number of Luxembourg residents who have enjoyed higher education is a
legitimate, public interest objective, which may warrant seemingly indirect
discriminatory behaviour. Within this context, the ruling explicitly stipulates that
indeed for certain public interest objectives, it may be warranted to require a certain
degree of integration by not only the frontier worker, but equally so the indirect
recipients thereof, i.e. the dependent children. The foregoing entails that in contrast
with earlier rulings the CJEU is increasingly applying a sufficient integration test not
only with respect to economically inactive EU citizens, but equally so concerning
economically active EU citizens (see supra 3.1 The personal scope of Regulation (EU)
No 492/2011). The CJEU affirms this by noting that in pursuit of the accepted public
interest objective, the Luxembourg authorities could have imposed a durational
employment condition for the receipt of the study grants concerned, rather than the
contested residence condition. Mindful of the foregoing, the CJEU thus held that the
applied measure was too exclusive and subsequently contradictory to the free
movement of workers, despite having envisaged a legitimate justification for the
indirectly discriminatory measure.
3.2.1.2

Social advantages in judgments by the CJEU

Within the context of social advantages and the equal treatment provision
encompassed in Article 7 of Regulation (EEC) No 1612/68, the case of Sotgiu55 is of
particular relevance. In casu, Mr Sotgiu – an Italian national – received a separation
allowance for being employed in Germany whilst his family members remained
residents in Italy. Following legislative amendments, the nominal value of the
separation allowance was increased for individuals who worked abroad and whose
family remained resident in Germany. However, the increased value of the separation
allowances was not granted to individuals who were employed in Germany with family
members who remained residents in another Member State, entailing that Mr Sotgiu
received the same allowance as prior to the legislative amendment. Whilst not being
explicitly related to frontier workers, the CJEU clarified a number of elements
pertaining to the principle of equal treatment in view of free movement of workers as
encompassed in Article 7 of Regulation (EEC) No 1612/68. Particularly, in the case
concerned the CJEU was held to assess to what extent a separation allowance fell
within the ambit of the equal treatment provision concerning social advantages as
encompassed in Article 7 of Regulation (EEC) No 1612/68. Moreover, the CJEU was
asked, amongst others, to what extent the equal treatment principle affected the
legitimacy of residence conditions. In the case concerned, the CJEU ruled that, indeed,
separation allowances are to be deemed conditions of employment in accordance with
Article 7 of Regulation (EEC) No 1612/68 and are thus subject to the equal treatment
test. Moreover, the CJEU confirmed that, insofar no legitimate justification can be
found, residence requirements may indeed result in discrimination in direct
contravention of the foregoing equal treatment provision.
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When dealing with activation measures, mention need be made of an interesting case,
i.e. ITC (C-208/05). A German private sector recruitment agency, acting as a mediator
and intermediary between those applying for and those offering positions of
employment, was refused a fee in respect of a person’s recruitment of an unemployed
person, as this fee was conditional on the job found by the agency being subject to
compulsory social security contributions in that Member State. The German interim
agency, however, helped the unemployed person concerned to a contract of
employment of the Netherlands. As by application of the coordination provisions, the
person concerned and the employer became subject to compulsory social security
contributions in the Netherlands and not in Germany, the fee was refused. The CJEU
considered that this condition to be subject to the German social security for obtaining
a fee was contrary to the provisions of the freedom for workers. The right of workers
to take up an activity as an employed person within the territory of another Member
State, without discrimination, must also entail as a corollary the right of intermediaries
to assist them in finding employment in accordance with the rule governing the
freedom of movement for workers. A measure which constitutes an obstacle to this
freedom of movement can only be accepted if it pursues a legitimate aim compatible
with the Treaty and is justified by pressing reasons of public interest. The German
government had the following arguments. First, such a system represents a new
instrument of the national employment policy, which aims to improve workers’
recruitment and reduce unemployment. Second, its purpose is to protect the national
social security system, which can be done only if contributions are paid on a national
basis; contributions would be lost if persons seeking employment were to be recruited
in other Member States. Thirdly, it seeks to protect the national labour market against
the loss of qualified workers. These arguments were not accepted by the CJEU. The
CJEU confirmed that it is true that the risk of seriously undermining the financial
balance of the social security system may constitute an overriding reason in the
general interest. However, this is not the case here. The contributions that the
German social security system will lose, can be reduced. First, while a person seeking
employment who is recruited in another Member State is no longer required to pay
social security contributions in his or her Member State of origin, that State is no
longer required to pay him or her unemployment benefits. Second, it is of the essence
of the freedom of movement for workers that the departure of a worker to another
Member State may be counterbalanced by the arrival of a worker from another
Member State.
A second case relevant within the context of a residence requirement for entitlement
to activation measures is the case Caves Krier Frères.56 In casu the CJEU states that
Article 45 TFEU precludes Luxembourg legislation which makes the grant to employers
of a subsidy for the recruitment of an unemployed person aged over 45 years subject
to the condition that the recruited unemployed person has been registered as a
jobseeker in Luxembourg, if such registration is subject to a residence requirement.
With respect to family benefits and residence requirements attached thereto, the
57
58
case and the Hartmann
case are particularly relevant.
aforementioned Geven
Hartmann concerned the entitlement of frontier workers to receive child-raising
allowance in the State of employment (Germany), rather than that of residence
59
(Austria), as a social advantage under Article 7(2) of Regulation (EEC) No 1612/68.
The regime encompassed in Regulation (EEC) No 1408/71, allegedly did not apply, as
the applicant was not employed and her husband, who was a civil servant, fell outside
56
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the scope thereof. The CJEU held that the fact that the husband had settled in Austria
for reasons unconnected with his employment did not justify refusing him the status of
migrant worker when he had made full use of his right to free movement of workers
by going to Germany to work there. The CJEU equally so held that the allowance was
a social advantage for the frontier worker, although it was in fact claimed by the wife,
and that it could not be denied to him on the basis that he did not reside in Germany.
In the Hartmann case the CJEU declared that a full-time employment legitimately
demonstrates sufficient integration into the German society, entailing that equally so
Mr Hartmann’s children are entitled to German child-raising allowance.
Conceivably the most pertinent cases with respect to the rights to study grants – a
particularly contentious issue with respect to frontier workers – are the Meeusen case,
the case Commission v the Netherlands, and the aforementioned Giersch case.
The Meeusen case60 concerned a Belgian couple residing in Belgium. The mother was
considered a frontier worker as she worked in the Netherlands for two days during the
week. As a result, the daughter applied for a Dutch study grant for studies undertaken
in Belgium. The grant was refused, however, on the ground that the child was not a
resident in the Netherlands. The CJEU decided that the dependent child of a national
of one Member State who pursues an activity as an employed person in another
Member State while maintaining his residence in the State of which he is a national
can nevertheless rely on Article 7(2) of Regulation (EEC) No 1612/68 in order to
obtain study financing under the same conditions as children of nationals of the State
of employment. Particularly, the CJEU noted that children of frontier workers are
entitled to claim such financial aid without any further requirement as to the child's
place of residence. A residence requirement, as imposed by the national legislation at
issue in the main proceedings was therefore not objectively justified and
proportionate.61
A second case involving access to Dutch study grants is European Commission v The
62
which pertained to the Dutch provision that entitlement to funding for
Netherlands,
higher educational studies abroad was conditional upon students having legally
resided in the Netherlands for at least three out of the six years preceding the
beginning of the course abroad. The CJEU held that by requiring migrant workers and
dependent family members to comply with this durational residence requirement the
Netherlands failed to fulfil its obligations under Article 45 TFEU and Article 7(2) of
Regulation (EEC) No 1612/68 (now Regulation (EU) No 492/2011). In fact, the
requirement concerned establishes inequality of treatment between Dutch workers
60

Case C-337/97, C.P.M. Meeusen v Hoofddirectie van de Informatie Beheer Groep.
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by Dutch legislation, such as portable study finance for his or her dependent child. (Opinion of the Advocate
General of 24 September 2014, case C-359/13, B. Martens v Minister van Onderwijs, Cultuur en
Wetenschap.
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and migrant workers residing in the Netherlands or employed in that Member State as
frontier workers.

Article 7 of Regulation (EEC) No 1612/68 requires the principle of equal treatment to
be applied, amongst others, in cases of dismissal and advantages with respect
thereto. Within this context the CJEU has been held to assess the compliance of the
refusal to grant supplementary retirement points in the event of early retirement to
frontier workers who had previously been employed in France whilst being resident in
Belgium. The CJEU held, in the case of Commission v the French Republic,63 that these
compulsory French supplementary retirement points to be granted mindful of early
retirement are not to be deemed a benefit within the ambit of Regulation (EEC) No
1408/71, entailing that compliance with Community provisions is to be assessed,
within the present matter, solely upon the equal treatment provision enshrined in
Article 7 of Regulation (EEC) No 1612/68. The CJEU subsequently held that the
frontier workers residing in Belgium yet having previously been employed in France
are placed at a distinct disadvantage, given the compulsory nature of the
supplementary coverage, vis-à-vis individuals in the same position yet resident in
France, as the former category is denied the supplements solely upon the ground of
residence elsewhere. As France, throughout the proceedings, did not submit adequate
grounds to justify the aforementioned distinction, the CJEU subsequently held that
indeed, the provisions by which frontier workers residing in Belgium were denied the
supplementary pension points in the event of early retirement contravenes the equal
treatment provision enshrined in Article 7 of Regulation (EEC) No 1612/68.
3.2.2 Tax advantages
In the absence of unifying or harmonising measures at Union level, the Member States
retain their competence. This does not mean, however, that Member States are
entitled to impose measures that contravene the freedoms of movement guaranteed
by the Treaty. A difference in treatment with respect to tax advantages between
residents and non-residents may constitute discrimination where there is no objective
difference between the situations which justify that differential treatment. Within this
context, several distinct cases are noteworthy.
64

Mr Renneberg was a Dutch
In the Renneberg case, direct tax law is discussed.
citizen who relocated to Belgium while continuing to work in the Netherlands where he
generated more than 90% of his total income. At the time, a resident of the
Netherlands was entitled to tax relief with respect to the ownership of immoveable
property. Insofar the property was situated in the Netherlands, a tax deduction was
granted based on the difference between the rental value of the dwelling and interest
paid on the mortgage, which was known as the negative income. If the property was
situated outside the Netherlands, relief was still available, albeit far more limited. Mr
Renneberg applied, unsuccessfully, for deduction of the negative income relating to his
Belgian dwelling against his income arising in the Netherlands.
The CJEU responded by acknowledging the protection of Article 39 TEC (Article 45
TFEU) with respect to workers who became cross-border workers solely by moving
their residence. As a result thereof, Mr Renneberg was disadvantaged with respect to
the applicable tax advantages vis-à-vis resident workers. The CJEU was subsequently
held to assess whether this unequal treatment was the legitimate result of the
63
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bilateral tax agreement between the Netherlands and Belgium. It responded
negatively for two reasons. Firstly, it was held that the distribution of the taxing
powers in the bilateral tax treaty does not preclude entitlement to tax relief for
immoveable property in Belgium. Secondly, the rules of the CJEU with respect to the
taxation of cross-border work as derived from Article 39 TEC (new Article 45 TFEU)
have precedence over the allocation of taxing powers as agreed by the Member State.
That is, when there is no objective difference between residents and non-residents,
the latter may not be denied the tax advantages available to residents. This is the
case particularly when a non-resident taxpayer receives no significant income in his
Member State of residence and derives the majority of his taxable income from an
activity pursued in the Member State of employment. In a situation as such
discrimination arises due to the fact that the personal circumstances of the taxpayer
are not taken into account in the Member State of employment, nor in the Member
State of residence.
The foregoing case reaffirms a judgment by the CJEU two years prior thereto. In the
case concerned, Ritter-Coulais65, Mr and Mrs Ritter had asked the German authorities,
in determining their respective tax liability, to take into consideration the negative
income derived from their residence in France. Substantiating its reasoning upon the
bilateral taxation agreement with France, the authority concerned refused to do so,
despite the individuals being employed in Germany and receiving no income in France.
Construing their claim upon the notions of free movement of capital and freedom of
establishment, the CJEU was ultimately asked by means of a preliminary ruling to
what extent the provisions concerned preclude a distinction as such, albeit indirect,
between residents and non-residents in the calculation of tax liability in Germany. The
CJEU, in its ruling, negated the applicability of the provisions concerning freedom of
establishment and free movement of capital, and asserted its competence to assess
the compliance of the bilateral tax agreement between France and Germany with the
provisions concerning the free movement of workers. Consequently, the CJEU held
that indeed the provisions concerned, which indirectly target non-residents and
prohibit negative income to be taken into regard in the calculation of tax liability in
Germany, were not in conformity with the provisions on the free movement of
workers. Moreover, the reasoning granted by the German state, i.e. the necessity of
fiscal coherence to justify the indirect distinction between residents and non-residents,
did not suffice to justify the indirect distinction.
In the case of Ladebrink66 the CJEU becomes far more explicit in assessing a similar
dispute. Mr and Mrs Ladebrink, exclusively employed in Luxembourg, yet resident in
Germany, applied to the Luxembourg authorities, to have negative income resulting
from two properties they own in Germany to be taken into consideration in the
computation of the their tax liability. Distinct from the previous cases, it need be
noted that the Mr and Mrs Ladebrink did not occupy the notified properties. Despite
not being subject to taxation in Germany, Mr and Mrs Ladebrink were thus denied any
means to rely on their negative income loss in the determination of their tax liability.
Within this context the CJEU explicitly held that such legislation, resulting from a
bilateral tax arrangement, was discriminatory vis-à-vis frontier workers, as it placed
them at a substantial disadvantage in comparison to residents in Luxembourg, who do
have the possibility of invoking their negative income derived from owned property in
the determination of their tax liability in Luxembourg.
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67

Another pertinent tax-related case is the matter of Commission v Germany. In this
case the CJEU declared that Germany failed to fulfil its obligations under Article 39 EC
(45 TFEU) and Article 7(2) of Regulation (EEC) No 1612/68 (now Regulation (EU) No
492/2011) and Article 18 EC (Article 21 TFEU). The CJEU held that Germany was in
violation of European legislation by having introduced and having maintained the
provisions for entitlement to complementary pensions, which deny cross-border
workers and their spouses the right to a savings pension bonus, unless they are fully
liable to taxation in that Member State. Additionally, the German legislation concerned
prohibited cross-border workers to use the subsidised capital for the acquisition or
construction of an owner-occupied dwelling unless the property is situated in
Germany. Lastly, the concerned provisions provide that the bonus received by frontier
workers be reimbursed on termination of full liability to tax in that Member State.
68

The Ettwein case is a pertinent case when assessing the stance taken by the CJEU
on equal treatment with respect to tax advantages and imposed residence
requirements. This case concerns the applicability of the German ‘splitting’ procedure.
This is a tax advantage for spouses subject to income tax in Germany where the
income received by one of them is substantially higher than that received by the
other. This system was introduced to mitigate the progressive nature of the income
tax scales. It consists in aggregating the total income of the spouses and then
notionally attributing 50% of it to each of them and taxing it accordingly. If the
income of one spouse is high and that of the other low, ‘splitting’ levels out their
taxable amounts and palliates the progressive nature of the income tax scales. The
system applies only if the spouses have their permanent or usual residence either in
German territory or in the territory of another Member State of the European Union or
a State to which the EEA Agreement applies. That agreement does not apply to the
Swiss Confederation, where both spouses live. According to the CJEU Article 1(a) of
the Agreement between the European Community and its Member States, of the one
part, and the Swiss Confederation, of the other, on the free movement of persons,
signed in Luxembourg on 21 June 1999, and Articles 9(2), 13(1) and 15(2) of Annex I
to that Agreement must be interpreted as precluding legislation of a Member State
which refuses the benefit of joint taxation with the use of the ‘splitting’ method,
provided for by that legislation, to spouses who are nationals of that State and subject
to income tax in that State on their entire taxable income, on the sole ground that
their residence is situated in the territory of the Swiss Confederation.
A final case of relevance with respect to tax advantages is the Merida case.69 In casu
the CJEU was requested to pronounce upon the legitimacy and compliance of a
provision pertaining to interim assistance and the calculation thereof with European
provisions on the free movement of workers, by the Member State of employment. In
particular, Mr Merida, residing in France and employed in Germany was subject to
taxation in France as a result of an underlying bilateral agreement enacted in
Germany and France. Pursuant to German legislation, Mr Merida was entitled to
interim assistance following the cessation of his employment in Germany. However,
the manner by which the interim assistance benefit was calculated, as alleged by Mr
Merida, was contrary to European provisions on the free movement of workers, and
placed frontier workers at a distinct disadvantage. In determining the basis of
assessment of the interim assistance, the German authorities not only deducted the
social security contributions, but equally so the wage tax and the unemployment
benefits Mr Merida had received in France. Mr Merida held that the deduction of the
wage tax in the determination of the basis of assessment of the interim assistance he
67
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was to receive, constituted prohibited double taxation. Not only was Mr Merida subject
to the taxation regime in the Member State of residence as determined by the bilateral
taxation agreement, he was equally so being subjected to the taxation regime in
Germany as a result of the deduction of the wage tax in the determination of the
entitled amount of interim assistance. If Mr Merida had been resident in Germany, he
would not have been subject to this disadvantage. The CJEU held, accordingly, that
interim assistance granted in the event of dismissal falls within the scope of Article 7
of Regulation (EEC) No 1612/18 and is thus subject to the principle of equal
treatment. The CJEU furthermore found that, indeed, the provisions on free movement
do preclude national legislation which determines that the wage tax should be
deducted in order to determine the amount of interim assistance to be disbursed in
the event of a dismissal, despite a bilateral agreement dictating that individuals will be
subject to the taxation regime of the Member State of residence only.

3.3 Conclusion
The aforementioned cases with respect to frontier workers demonstrate the complex
nature of cross-border work, as a result of residence in a Member State other than
that of employment. Additionally, it demonstrates that residence requirements for
access to social benefits and study grants, but also for tax related issues are under
increasing pressure and are deemed to solely be in accordance with the free
movement of workers under very strict circumstances. Indeed, whilst residence
requirements are not absolutely prohibited, strong objective justifications have to exist
in order to justify the inaccessibility to the benefits, advantages and other measures.
Aforementioned benefits can be employment-related, but can equally so be granted
irrespective of employment. Indeed, with respect to the latter benefits, residence is a
requisite criterion for entitlement. Residence-based benefits are primarily an
expression of territorially organised solidarity, thus warranting the exclusion thereof to
non-residents, as this could potentially jeopardise the implemented system of
solidarity. Conceivably, residents retain a stronger link with the Member State of
residence – in addition to having social and employment ties, residents are fully
taxable in the concerned State and thus contribute to the financial welfare thereof.
Hence, it is not unreasonable to take these factors into consideration when
determining the eligibility for a residence-based benefit.
Rendering the particular situation of frontier workers more complex is the fact that
Regulation (EU) 492/2011, unlike Regulation (EC) No 883/2004, does not assign
exclusive applicable legislation. The latter entails that no provisions dictate the
approach that should be employed in the event of overlapping benefits (or
advantages). Additionally, it fails to protect a frontier worker if he or she is not eligible
for certain benefits in both Member States concerned. This conceivably places frontier
workers at a substantial disadvantage vis-à-vis resident workers, in direct
contravention of the right to free movement of workers.
In casting a glance upon more recent disputes the CJEU has been confronted with in
the realm of frontier work and equal treatment, it becomes apparent that , despite the
foregoing steps that have been taken, in safeguarding the right to free movement of
frontier workers, much ambiguity still remains. In the aforementioned case of S. and
70
G. v Minister voor Immigratie, Integratie en Asiel, the CJEU was held to assess the
refusal by Dutch authorities to grant the right to residence to third-country family
members of Dutch citizens, who are employed in Belgium as frontier workers, yet
70
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reside in the Netherlands. The CJEU, in its judgment, affirms that in order to
guarantee the effectiveness of the above-mentioned right to freedom of movement,
derived rights may be bestowed upon third-country national citizens who are family
members of the frontier worker. The foregoing entails that national courts are
accorded the discretion to decide whether the granting of a derived right, of residence
in casu, is requisite for guaranteeing the free movement of workers. Whilst not
specifically related to explicit residence conditions imposed upon frontier workers by
the Member State of employment, this case is demonstrative of the potential danger
for implicit residence requirements, equally so imposed by the Member State of
residence, and the deterrent effect such measures are liable to have on frontier
workers. The concerned case amongst others, demonstrates that indeed, despite the
progression made in recognising the legal ambiguity frontier workers are oftentimes
subjected to, much remains to be resolved in order to effectively safeguard the rights
bestowed upon them by article 45 TFEU.
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suffices, amongst others, to communicate a place of stay, although it may
nevertheless prove more arduous for frontier workers to gain access to assistance.
In Germany and Hungary, it appears that access to and assistance by employment
offices is twofold. In Germany for example, two categories of claimants for assistance
by employment offices can be identified, i.e. those who are able to support
themselves, and those who are not in the position to support themselves. With respect
to the first category of claimants, German legislation does not prescribe a residence
requirement, in the assumption that the frontier worker had previously been employed
or is employed in Germany, and was thus subject to contributory payments. The
second category of claimants, however, receives benefits based upon taxation as
opposed to contributory benefits and subsequently needs to adhere to a habitual
residence requirement in order to be entitled thereto. It need be noted, however, that
scholars and academics have challenged the constitutionality thereof.
Access to and assistance by an employment office in Hungary on the other hand
depends on the qualification of the claimant, albeit in a different manner. According to
Hungarian legislation, the claimant can either be categorised as a jobseeker or a
person requesting services, the former providing an individual with a greater array of
services and assistance by the employment office, to which the latter category of
claimants are not entitled. Frontier workers are disadvantaged in this regard, due to
the fact that registration as a jobseeker is limited to those individuals who reside in
Hungary. The second category of claimants on the other hand solely have access to
basic assistance by employment offices in Hungary, limited to information concerning
the labour market, rehabilitation guidance and local job counselling. Hence, frontier
workers cannot enjoy assistance via the means of, amongst others, placement or
wage subsidies, and are disadvantaged in their ability to freely move and seek
employment in Hungary.
Whereas in France and Malta, residence is requisite for registering at an employment
office, in other Member States oftentimes such residence requirements are not
explicitly imposed. In various Member States (BE, AT, DK, EE, FI, EL, LU, PT and
ES), frontier workers have been known to encounter difficulties as a result of implicit
residence requirements/de facto obstacles and de facto practicalities.
In Austria the calculation of cash unemployment benefits is burdensome, particularly
if employment by a frontier worker was brief, and may encompass an indirect
residence requirement. In addition, entitlement to such benefits is oftentimes
conditioned upon availability for market reintegration techniques, which may be
deemed particularly difficult due to the State of residence of a frontier worker being in
another Member State.
Neither Belgian legislation nor practice imposes residence requirements when
granting assistance to individuals by employment offices, thus entailing that frontier
workers equally enjoy the right concerned. However, it has been noted that stringent
linguistic formalities in order to partake in training initiatives may hinder frontier
workers in receiving unbridled access thereto.
Denmark, albeit having reformed the legislation concerned in 2014, previously
imposed the obligation to obtain a civil registration number in order to obtain
assistance from employment offices via its digital platform. These in turn presupposed
residency, ultimately excluding frontier workers therefrom. Having eliminated this
obstacle with the aforementioned reform, Denmark has taken steps in ameliorating
the position of frontier workers. It need be noted, however, that discrepancies still
exist between the legal landscape and the practical reality faced by frontier workers in
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Denmark, as it is believed that they have been subject to discrimination and refusal to
assistance by employment offices due to lacking a Danish civil registration number,
which presupposes residency.
Despite the good cooperation Estonia has with other Member States in matters
concerning cross-border work, practical difficulties nevertheless persist with respect to
frontier workers. Particularly with respect to the recognition of unemployment
insurance forms in Estonia, problems have arisen. As a result, individuals are
oftentimes subjected to extensive delays in the receipt of their benefits, despite their
rightful entitlement thereto. Furthermore, although EU citizens do have access to
labour market services in Estonia, void of any residence requirements, other
conditions may nevertheless be required. For example, the concerned individual must
have contributed to unemployment insurance for at least 12 months during the 36
months prior to the application for assistance.
Most services provided by employment offices in Finland are accessible irrespective of
residency, hence equally accessible to frontier workers. However, access to certain,
specific services is limited to those who have attained the status of jobseeker. Slightly
problematic in this regard is the need for a Finnish social security number in order to
attain the status of a jobseeker, which subsequently presents a problem for frontier
workers due to the fact that this number cannot be attained from a distance. In order
to attain a social security number, individuals need to travel to the employment
offices, which may be burdensome in some regions due to the remoteness thereof,
linguistic issues, and discrepancies with respect to, amongst others, opening hours.
Whilst these particularities are borne by all those whom are in need of a social security
number, this may be particularly burdensome for frontier workers, as this requires
additional travel.
Whilst legislation in Luxembourg stipulates that national citizens as well as EU
citizens can register as jobseekers, in practice this is somewhat problematic.
Notwithstanding the fact that registration as such can be done online, when
registering, the competent region in Luxembourg will need to be identified. As frontier
workers do not reside in Luxembourg, it is not possible for them to identify the latter.
This renders it impossible to register as a jobseeker, and thus demonstrates the
existence of an implicit residence requirement. Moreover, concerning the
reimbursement of certain social security contributions, as discussed in the case Caves
71
it need be mentioned that the same problem persists. However, for other
Krier,
employment services, which are not of a financial nature, no residence requirement
can be identified.
Similarly in Portugal, the relevant legislation provides for the accessibility to
employment services for Portuguese citizens as well as EU citizens generally, via
registration on the website of the Employment and Vocational Training Institute.
However, the provisions concerned do not designate the competent regional offices
responsible for providing the services, which may prove to be burdensome for frontier
workers. In addressing this practicality, administrative practice demonstrates that
ultimately the regional delegation of the place where the employment is situated will
be responsible for the granting of such services. With exception of the foregoing
matter, no other residence requirements can be identified.
Pursuant to the relevant legislation, including anti-discriminatory provisions, in Spain,
frontier workers formally enjoy analogous access to employment services as Spanish
citizens, void of residence requirements. Yet, in practice the latter does not hold true.
71

Case C-379/11, Caves Krier Frères Sàrl v Directeur de l’Administration de l’emploi.
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Spanish employment offices solely enrol and register those individuals who have a
residence in the respective competent area of the employment office, automatically
excluding frontier workers from the provision of such services.
The United Kingdom utilises a particular approach in determining whether an
individual has access to the vast array of employment services provided by the
competent employment offices, by taking into account the passport benefit. The
foregoing entails that entitlement to (some of) the services provided by employment
offices are based upon entitlement to other benefits. In the event of unemployment
benefits for example, Regulation (EC) No 883/2004 prescribes that the country of
residence will be competent. If the country of residence is thus the UK, this will result
in the provision of services to the individual concerned by an employment office.
However, despite the provision of services depending upon the type of benefit an
individual is in need of, it is clear that this could nevertheless negatively affect frontier
workers, as oftentimes residence will be required in order to gain access to
employment assistance. Alternatively, it need be mentioned, however, that with
respect to assistance by means of information pertaining to available jobs and
vacancies, note can be made of the cross-border advisors in Northern Ireland and the
Republic of Ireland. These cross-border advisors have specific information at their
disposal with respect to the concerned vacancies and available jobs, and thus are best
suited to provide information with respect thereto.

4.3 Rights to training in vocational schools and retraining centres
Article 7 of Regulation (EU) No 492/2011
”1. A worker who is a national of a Member State may not, in the territory of another
Member State, be treated differently from national workers by reason of his nationality
in respect of any conditions of employment and work, in particular as regards
remuneration, dismissal, and, should he become unemployed, reinstatement or reemployment.
[…]
3.
He shall also, by virtue of the same right and under the same conditions as
national workers, have access to training in vocational schools and retraining centres.
[…]”

The principle of equality of treatment enshrined in Regulation (EU) No 492/2011
guarantees, to workers from other Member States, conditions for access to training in
vocational schools and retraining centres analogous to those guaranteed to nationals
of that Member State. The latter formally imposes the obligation upon Member States
to treat nationals of other Member States as they do their own and subject them to
the same conditions as their respective nationals in providing access to vocational
schools and retraining centres. Mindful of the principle of non-discrimination, it
remains dubious as to whether a residence requirement in this context is automatically
void of legitimacy (see supra, 1.4 Defining residence and residence requirements). If
national citizens are equally subjected to a residence requirement in order to receive
access to vocational training and retraining centres, this would, seemingly, given the
wording of the aforementioned provision, not result in a breach by the Member State
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of the said obligation vis-à-vis frontier workers. However, this does not entail that a
residence requirement as such could not be found problematic by frontier workers
generally.
Whilst refraining from imposing residence requirements sensu stricto, as is the case in
several Member States (MT, NO), various Member States (CY, EE, FR, LT, LU, PL,
RO) do make access to vocational schools and retraining centres subject to alternative
conditions. Such conditions are oftentimes related to previous employment in the
Member State concerned. The latter is the case for Romania, where previous
employment and/or the gaining of income in the State concerned is required in order
to gain access to vocational schools and retraining centres. However, insofar known,
the foregoing is not subject to temporal conditions. Similarly, Cyprus, France,
Lithuania, and Luxembourg impose conditions pertaining to previous and/or current
employment in the respective Member States, with the one distinction that temporal
conditions are imposed. In Lithuania for example, the last place of employment
needs to have been in Lithuania in order to be entitled to access to vocational schools
and retraining centres. In Luxembourg an individual is held by a three-tier condition:
an individual needs to be affiliated by the Luxembourg social security system, be
bound by a contract with a firm which is legally established in Luxembourg, and have
his or her main activity in Luxembourg.
In Belgium, Greece, Latvia, the Netherlands, Portugal and Slovenia, no explicit
residence requirements have been imposed and EU workers are accorded the same
access to vocational schools and retraining centres as the respective national citizens.
However, for some Member States it is unclear as to what other conditions, if any, are
imposed on acquiring such rights. As demonstrated in Belgium and Latvia for
example, the status as a jobseeker or unemployed is requisite for attaining access, yet
in Latvia no mention is made of requirements in order to be deemed a jobseeker or
unemployed. The foregoing demonstrates potential leeway for conditional access to
vocational schools and retraining centres, which may amount to implied residence
requirements, thus detrimentally affecting frontier workers.
In order to benefit access to vocational schooling and retraining in Iceland, an
individual need be registered as a jobseeker, which, insofar known, is not conditioned
upon residency in Iceland. Access, however, will only be granted if two additional
conditions are adhered to. Firstly, the individual is required to be searching for
employment in Iceland. Secondly, the individual must also be enjoying employment
benefits in Iceland. In applying the relevant coordination rules enshrined in Regulation
(EC) No 883/2004, however, it can be derived that the latter condition imposes upon
individuals an implied residence condition. That is to say, the concerned coordination
rules dictate that the unemployment benefits will be received in the State of
residence, which in the case of frontier workers differ from the State in which
vocational schooling and retraining is sought. Consequently, notwithstanding the lack
of an explicit residence requirement, frontier workers are effectively confronted with a
residence requirement when seeking vocational guidance in Iceland.
Likewise in Ireland, access to vocational training is not explicitly subject to residence
requirements. However, it is subject to the receipt of certain social welfare payments,
which in turn may be subject to a habitual residence requirement. Frontier workers,
due to their residence, cannot be deemed to be habitual residents in Ireland and
subsequently have little to no access to vocational schooling and/or training.
The necessity to register as a jobseeker in order to gain access to training is equally
prevalent in Spain, which formally does not impose a residence requirement in order
to benefit from the concerned rights. However, as can be recalled (see supra, 4.2 –
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The right to assistance by employment offices), administrative practice indicates that
frontier workers are denied the possibility of registering as a jobseeker due to their
lack of Spanish residence. Hence, it appears that frontier workers are equally so
denied rights due to their lacking residence in Spain. Contrary thereto, residence is
required in order to register and subsequently receive access to vocational training in
Malta.
In some Member States (AT, CZ, DK, IS, IE, IT, ES, SE, UK), frontier workers do
encounter de facto residence requirements and related practicalities, notwithstanding
the explicit lack thereof in legislation. In Austria, availability for the vocational
training and retraining is requisite for enjoying the rights. Consequently, for frontier
workers this may be experienced as somewhat burdensome because the place of
residence is not in the same Member State of the vocational school and/or retraining.
Whilst frontier workers are formally granted the same access to vocational schooling
and training in Sweden as national citizens, they may nevertheless encounter
obstacles in exercising those rights. Whilst it suffices to demonstrate that the
individual has Swedish or equivalent foreign qualifications, potential problems may
nevertheless arise in the effective acknowledgement of foreign qualifications. Indeed
this does not impose a residence requirement upon frontier workers in a direct
manner; it may negatively affect frontier workers vis-à-vis Swedish nationals who
obtained respective qualifications in the Member States concerned.
The United Kingdom does not impose residence requirements in order to grant
access to vocational schooling and/or retraining. However, it has been demonstrated
that frontier workers coming from Ireland and Northern Ireland will not be entitled to
cash allowances and free equipment inherent to such training. Yet again, whilst not
constituting an explicit residence requirement, it does place frontier workers at a
disadvantage vis-à-vis nationals due to the differing residence and/or nationality.
Finland and Germany both apply a dual approach in granting access to vocational
schools and retraining centres. Finland specifically allows access to certain types of
training and benefits, void of any residence requirements.72 Notwithstanding the lack
of residence requirements, however, access to such services and benefits may
nevertheless be conditional upon other requirements, such as, amongst others,
previous employment. As aforementioned, conditions as such may still constitute
implicit residence requirements/de facto obstacles. Germany on the other hand
makes the distinction between those claimants who are able to support themselves, as
opposed to those individuals who are not able to do so. The former, in order to gain
access to vocational schooling and retraining centres are not bound by a habitual
residence requirement, whereas the latter are effectively bound by this obligation, of
which the constitutionality has been challenged.
Similarly to the foregoing, Hungary makes a distinction between the types of
claimants. Recalling the distinction made in Hungarian legislation between jobseekers,
who are held to be Hungarian residents, as opposed to other persons seeking services
(see supra), it need be noted that only jobseekers, entailing those who reside on
Hungarian territory, have access to vocational training and retraining centres, thus
constituting a particularly burdensome obstacle for frontier workers.
Within this context it is paramount to note that, notwithstanding the lack of an actual
explicit residence requirement, the aforementioned access to vocational schools and
retraining centres made conditional upon (previous) employment in the respective
72

Labour market training, job alteration benefits, rehabilitation in cross-border situations
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Member States, may potentially affect frontier workers precisely due to their residence
in another Member State. Whilst the foregoing stipulations do not pose a problem to
frontier workers who had effectively been previously employed in that Member State
other than the Member State of residence, they might negatively affect the free
movement of frontier workers who are searching employment on a first-time basis in
the respective aforementioned Member States. Mindful thereof, it is questionable,
however, whether this would amount to a breach of Article 7 of Regulation (EU) No
492/2011 and effectively hinder cross-border movement by frontier workers in the
said States.
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4.5 Rights to membership of trade unions and the rights attached to
them
Article 8 Regulation 492/2011
“A worker who is a national of a Member State and who is employed in the territory of
another Member State shall enjoy equality of treatment as regards membership of
trade unions and the exercise of rights attaching thereto, including the right to vote
and to be eligible for the administration or management posts of a trade union. He
may be excluded from taking part in the management of bodies governed by public
law and from holding an office governed by public law. Furthermore, he shall have the
right of eligibility for workers’ representative bodies in the undertaking.
The first paragraph of this Article shall not affect laws or regulations in certain Member
States, which grant more extensive rights to workers coming from the other Member
States.”

In accordance with Article 8 of Regulation (EU) No 492/2011, a vast majority of the
Member States (AT, BE, BG, HR, CY, CZ, DK, EE, FI, FR, DE, EL, HU, IS, IE, IT,
LV, LT, LU, MT, NL, NO, PL, PT, RO, SK, SI, ES, SE, UK) accord frontier workers
the same rights to membership of trade unions as the respective national citizens,
void of any residence requirements. Rather, in most Member States membership of a
trade union and the associated rights thereto is dependent upon current or past
employment. Notwithstanding the general lack of residence requirements, however,
certain particularities and observations can respectively be identified and made.
Firstly, whilst no explicit residence requirements are encompassed in the relevant
legislation concerning trade unions, certain Member States, such as Germany,
Greece, and Ireland, acknowledge that membership requirements form an aspect of
the statutes of the individual trade unions. The latter entails that indeed certain
membership requirements can be imposed which may or may not directly or indirectly
detrimentally affect frontier workers as a result of their residence in another Member
State. In addition, statutes may result in practicalities, which may render it hard for
frontier workers to fully enjoy the rights accorded to them by means of their
membership of trade unions. By means of an example, in Germany it has been
indicated that linguistic differences may impede frontier workers from fully
comprehending the rights bestowed upon them. However, in this regard it need be
noted that this is not an obstacle to which frontier workers are objected due to their
residence and not necessarily limited to trade union membership.
Furthermore, as aforementioned, membership of trade unions in many Member States
(HR, DK, EE, FR, IS, MT, RO, SI, UK) is dependent upon previous or current
employment. In order to further facilitate the right to membership of a trade union,
trade unions in certain Member States, such as Greece and Luxembourg, have
joined ETUC, which has resulted in the mutual recognition of rights attained in trade
unions in different Member States. This is interesting to, amongst others, frontier
workers, as this entails that seniority gained in a trade union of another Member State
will be taken into regard in a new Member State, which in turn may facilitate the
acquiring of certain rights or a specific position in a trade union.
Whilst Latvia does not impose residence requirements on according the right to
membership of a trade union, it does acknowledge the difficulties that may arise for
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frontier workers. The latter is due to the fact that trade unions in Latvia are currently
not well organised and hence cannot necessarily provide adequate protection to
frontier workers. However, this is not solely limited to frontier workers and thus does
not constitute a residence requirement.

4.6 Main social advantages
Article 7 Regulation 492/2011
“1. A worker who is a national of a Member State may not, in the territory of another
Member State, be treated differently from national workers by reason of his nationality
in respect of any conditions of employment and work, in particular as regards
remuneration, dismissal, and, should he become unemployed, reinstatement or reemployment.
2.

He shall enjoy the same social and tax advantages as national workers.

[…]”

Notwithstanding the unequivocal right to equal treatment in matters concerning social
advantages conferred upon EU workers, as enshrined in Regulation (EU) No 492/2011,
much discrepancy with respect thereto currently prevails across the Member States.
Within this context it is paramount to note that social advantages, as described by the
73
Rather, social advantages should be
CJEU, are not to be interpreted restrictively.
interpreted as “all advantages which, whether or not linked to a contract of
employment, are generally granted to national workers because of their objective
status as workers or by virtue of the mere fact of their residence on the national
territory, and whose extension to workers who are nationals of other Member States
therefore seems likely to facilitate the mobility of such workers within the
74
75
Community”. Demonstrative of the broad interpretation employed by the CJEU to
determine what constitutes a social advantage is the right of a person to request that
76
proceedings take place in a foreign language other than accustomed to,
or
alternatively, the right of residence accorded to unmarried partners of migrant
77
workers.
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Case C-57/96, Meints v Minister van Landbouw, Natuurbeheer en Visserij.
Case C-57/96, Meints v Minister van Landbouw, Natuurbeheer en Visserij, p. 39.
75
See amongst others, for additional examples of the broad interpretation employed by the CJEU to assess
social advantages: railway discount cards for large families; case C-32/75, Cristini, childbirth loans; case C65/81, Reina, invalidity benefits; case C-63/76, Inzirillo and case C-310/91, Schmid, minimum means or
subsistence; case C-261/83, Castelli; case C-249/83, Hoeckx; case C-122/84, Scrivner; case C-139/85,
Kempf, financial support for students; case C-235/87, Matteucci; case C-308/89, di Leo; case C-3/90,
Bernini, maternity benefits; case C-111/91, Commission of the European Communities v Grand-Dutchy of
Luxembourg, and family benefits; case C-185/96, Commission of the European Communities v Hellenic
Republic, guaranteed social minimum for elderly persons; case C-157/84, Frascogna; case C-261/83,
Castelli. From this case law it appears that the principal function of Regulations (EEC) No 1612/68 and now
(EU) No 492/2011 is to provide for a general prohibition of non-discrimination with respect to benefits which
do not qualify as ‘social security’ in the sense of the social security coordination Regulations. Furthermore,
the material scope of legal arrangements covered by the Regulation on free movement of workers is not
restricted to legislation as in Article 1 (l) of Regulation (EC) No 883/2004.
76
Case C-137/84, Mutsch.
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Case 95/85 Reed [1986] ECR 1283
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Mindful of these aforementioned discrepancies and the vast array of potentially
differing social advantages, the most prevalent clusters of social advantages will be
assessed, focusing specifically on residence requirements applicable thereto.
4.6.1 Educational benefits and study grants
Having been the subject of ample case law by the CJEU, study grants and educational
benefits are an undisputed social advantage according to Article 7 of Regulation (EU)
78
No 492/2011. These advantages can either benefit the frontier workers themselves,
or, alternatively, the respective children thereof. Despite the clear stance taken by the
CJEU, by which a genuine and effective link with the Member State of employment
should suffice in warranting the exportability of study grants and various similar
benefits, much divergence is nevertheless apparent amongst the Member States.
Whilst in some Member States no issues have been reported (BG, CZ, EL, IT, PL, RO,
SK, SE), certain Member States, such as Austria, Belgium, Croatia, Cyprus,
Hungary, Ireland, Latvia, Malta, Norway, Portugal and the United Kingdom
have imposed clear residence requirements. However, it need be noted that in
Austria, Finland, and Latvia steps have been taken in order to reverse the
concerned residence requirement with respect to frontier workers, and thus be
compliant with European legislation. In Austria case law has indicated that the
imposed residence requirement stands in contrast with European legislation. In
Finland on the other hand, the residence requirement to receive study grants for
foreign students has been the subject of a law proposal, which would render the
residence requirement redundant if a sufficient link with the country of employment is
demonstrated. The above-mentioned somewhat reflects the tendency by the CJEU to
accord increasing weight to the sufficient integration test, also known as the real link
test (see supra, 3.1 – The personal scope of Regulation (EU) No 492/2011).
Some Member States have opted for a dual approach in assessing eligibility for study
grants and other related benefits. In Denmark for example, as an alternative to the
initial residence condition, a durational employment condition has been added to
demonstrate eligibility for such benefits. Similarly in France and Luxembourg,
entitlement to certain related benefits can be demonstrated by a genuine and
sufficient employment-related link and a durational employment link respectively. In
Iceland and Spain entitlement may be demonstrated by means of employment if this
establishes a sufficient degree of integration in the Member State of employment,
entailing that no residence requirements are applied.
Pertaining to Lithuania, it need be noted that state subsidies for schooling in
Lithuania are void of any residence requirements. However, additional compensation
and/or benefits require the residence of at least one parent in Lithuania.
In Germany the distinction is made between frontier workers and the children
thereof. Frontier workers themselves are entitled to grants and benefits, albeit solely
insofar this is connected to their employment, whereas the respective children of the
frontier workers cannot claim such rights.
Interestingly, benefits
exclusively for citizens
been made for frontier
concerned inapplicable,
citizens.
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and grants in the realm of education in Slovenia are
and Slovenian residents. However, a distinct exception has
workers in this regard, rendering the residence requirement
thus according frontier workers the same rights as national

See, amongst others: Judgment of 20 June 2013, Giersch and others (C-20/12) ECLI:EU:C:2013:411
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Lastly, whilst the Netherlands does not impose residence requirements for access to
educational benefits and study grants concerning education in the Netherlands, it does
however, impose a temporal residence requirement upon claimants for such benefits
intended for use outside of the Netherlands, unless the concerned claimant enjoys
protection under article 45 TFEU. Indeed the foregoing would imply that frontier
workers and the respective family members are accorded equal treatment, practice
has demonstrated that the concerned individuals will not be granted benefits intended
for the pursuit of educational activities outside of the Netherlands.
4.6.2 Family benefits
A second category of social advantages which have proven to be of great importance
to frontier workers concern family benefits in the broad sense, encompassing amongst
others child care benefits and parental benefits. Despite the fact that family benefits
fall within the scope of Regulation (EC) No 883/2004, problems nevertheless arise
with respect thereto.
In Austria family assistance was initially conditioned upon the fulfilling of a habitual
residence requirement. Despite the fact that the latter is no longer deemed acceptable
79
it appears that problems nevertheless prevail with
pursuant to the Slanina case,
respect to overlapping benefits in differing Member States concerning frontier workers.
Furthermore, Austrian legislation provides for family hardship compensation and
family promotion allowance, both of which are based upon having received the abovementioned family assistance and the (former) requirement of habitual residence.
Lastly, within this context note must be made of child care cash benefits. In order to
be entitled thereto, the same conditions for family assistance must be taken into
regard. The foregoing implies that frontier workers are no longer bound by the legal
obligation of residence in order to benefit from the advantage. However, it need be
mentioned that the exportability of such benefits will only be accepted if the Member
State of residence does not provide analogous benefits.
Equally so in Croatia, Estonia, Poland, and Portugal similar benefits are limited by
similar residence requirements, thus hindering the accessibility thereto for frontier
workers.
Germany, with respect to child benefits and youth welfare, however, has taken a very
distinct stance vis-à-vis frontier workers. Generally, a residence requirement is
imposed, yet with respect to frontier workers specifically this has been eliminated,
thus granting frontier workers full accessibility void of any residence requirements.
4.6.3 Activation measures
Activation benefits in cash or in kind are oftentimes related to the receipt of other
benefits, entailing that much discrepancy exists amongst Member States as to the
imposition of a residence requirement for entitlement thereto.
In certain Member States (FR, BE, IS, IE, NO) residence requirements are clearly
imposed in granting entitlement to activation measures. Interestingly however, in
France and Iceland the award of activation measures are dependent upon having
received minimum subsistence support and unemployment benefits respectively.
Similarly in Belgium, a variety of activation measures are provided for. However,
whilst these are not bound by formal residence requirements, it can nevertheless be
79
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derived that frontier workers may encounter a variety of practical obstacles in order to
enjoy the measures concerned, which take the form of benefits in cash and/or benefits
in kind. By means of an example it suffices to refer to the allowance for individuals
aged 55 or older who are returning to work, and employment allowance for long-term
unemployed individuals aged 45 years or younger. In both scenarios the entitlement
of such allowance is conditioned upon having received unemployment benefits in
Belgium, which thus entails that the concerned individuals were resident in Belgium.
Equally so, in Ireland, the right to activation measures is based upon the receipt of
social welfare. Within this context it need be noted, however, that insofar activation
measures are effectively linked to the receipt of unemployment benefits, this will in all
likelihood result in indirect residence requirements as a result of the coordination of
unemployment benefits by Regulation (EC) No 883/2004, which assigns the Member
State of residence as the competent Member State.
In other Member States, such as Slovenia and the Netherlands, additional
conditions are imposed in order to be the recipient of activation benefits, namely, one
must register as a jobseeker in the respective Member States. However, registration
as a jobseeker in Slovenia and the Netherlands presupposes residence, thus imposing
an indirect residence requirement upon frontier workers.
Other Member States such as Cyprus and Latvia equally so impose the obligation to
register in as a jobseeker with the competent authorities, albeit void of a residence
requirement. Analogously Sweden does not condition access to activation measures
upon residence in the concerned Member State.
Furthermore, it need be emphasised that whilst in certain Member States no explicit
residence requirements are imposed upon frontier workers, they are nevertheless
subjected to a vast array of de facto obstacles. In Austria and Italy for example,
activation benefits are granted by local authorities in the territory of the Member
State, which presupposes presence and/or attendance by the claimant in the
concerned State. As frontier workers reside in another Member State, this may result
in additional travel expenses, which residents are not confronted with in attaining
access to activation measures. Additionally, lacking information amongst local
authorities as to the obligations incumbent upon them pertaining to activation
measures, persists as an obstacle for frontier workers in Denmark. Frontier workers
in Finland are subjected to similar problems due to ambiguity amongst local
authorities.
In Lithuania, access to activation measures presupposes employment in the
concerned Member State, which could be detrimental to frontier workers vis-à-vis
residents, as residents are far more likely to have been engaged in employment in
Lithuania prior to the claim to activation measures.
Lastly, in certain Member States (DE, HU, MT, NL) two alternative approaches can be
undertaken in order to gain access to activation measures. Germany, as
aforementioned, distinguishes between two types of claimants, namely those who can
support themselves and those who cannot. Whilst the former is not subjected to a
residence requirement, the latter is effectively subjected thereto. It need be noted
however, that due to concerns with respect to the conformity thereof with EU law and
constitutional provisions, frontier workers are no longer subjected to residence
requirements. Similarly, Malta and the Netherlands make distinctions between
activation benefits as a result of contributory payments and activation benefits not
based on contributory payments. Not inconceivably, frontier workers in the former
category will not be held to adhere to a residence requirement, whereas the latter will
be subjected thereto. In Hungary a similar distinction exists, albeit to the detriment
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of frontier workers. As aforementioned, in order to register as a jobseeker in Hungary,
residence is required, entailing that frontier workers cannot register as such. By
contrast they will be deemed ‘persons seeking services’, a category of claimants which
does not have access to activation measures.
4.6.4 Social assistance
Within the field of social assistance a number of different benefits and advantages can
be identified, ranging from minimum income, to specific long-term care allowance.
Conceivably due to the nature of these benefits, it can generally be noted that these
are conditioned upon the fulfilment of a durational residence requirement.
In Croatia, social welfare is effectively solely accessible to residents and citizens.
Similarly in Latvia municipalities are responsible for social advantages generally.
Consequently, permanent residence in conjunction with a personal Latvian code is
requisite for attaining the benefits enshrined therein. The law pertaining to social
allowance regulates flat-rate allowances, which, with respect to family benefits are
bestowed upon and accessible to frontier workers in accordance with Regulation (EC)
No 883/2004. However, frontier workers are not automatically excluded from other
flat-rate allowances (e.g. childbirth allowance) insofar that they can show that they
have a centre of interests in Latvia. Problematic in this regard is the fact that a centre
of interests is usually deemed to be in the State of residence. Hence, frontier workers
have a very limited ability, if any at all, to access social advantages. It need be noted,
however, that not a lot of information is available with respect to frontier workers in
Latvia. Moreover, frontier workers in Latvia are predominantly Lithuanian, and as a
result thereof receive analogous flat-rate allowances, entailing that frontier workers
are not necessarily disadvantaged.
In Germany access to social assistance for frontier workers will depend primarily on
the type of claimant they are and the type of assistance they are seeking. With the
exception of unemployment benefits, two additional types of assistance can be
identified, namely social assistance for jobseekers and social assistance generally. The
former is applicable to those who are either not yet entitled or have surpassed their
entitlement to unemployment benefits or workers of whom the wage is below the
minimum subsistence level and who are unemployed but employable without sufficient
financial resources. Entitlement in this case is based upon a habitual residence
requirement. However, as this is contested due to constitutionality concerns, frontier
workers are normally exempted from this exclusion. On the other hand the German
Social Court has denied such a claim due to the fact that this type of assistance is taxfinanced and not financed by contributions. The sole manner by which to circumvent
this reasoning is by demonstrating an existent sufficient link with the German labour
market. General social assistance on the other hand is granted to individuals who are
not employable and is subsequently subject to residence in Germany. Equally so,
specific social assistance exists for the elderly who are completely and permanently
subjected to reduced earning capacity, which equally depends on a habitual residence
requirement.
Pertaining to specific social advantages such as minimum income, it is interesting to
note that France has implemented a residence requirement, albeit a relatively short
3-month period, for entitlement thereto. For long-term care Spain has conditioned
entitlement to a durational residence requirement of five years prior to the receipt of
the benefit, and two years following the initial receipt of the benefit.
Quite contrary to the foregoing, the United Kingdom provides tax credits to certain
individuals. Tax credits are means-tested payments made to low paid individuals
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and/or individuals with families and are divided in work tax credits and child tax
credits. Whilst the former presupposes employment, the latter does not. It has been
confirmed that frontier workers are effectively eligible to apply for both types of tax
credits and thus not bound by formal residence requirements. However, a variety of
difficulties have arisen in various stages of the application process for such tax credits,
primarily due to lack of knowledge by all involved parties with respect to the rights
bestowed upon frontier workers.

4.7

Tax advantages

Article 7 of Regulation (EU) No 492/2011
1. A worker who is a national of a Member State may not, in the territory of another
Member State, be treated differently from national workers by reason of his nationality
in respect of any conditions of employment and work, in particular as regards
remuneration, dismissal, and, should he become unemployed, reinstatement or reemployment.
2.

He shall enjoy the same social and tax advantages as national workers.

[…]

The means by which taxation occurs varies tremendously in the concerned Member
States, with the one exception that most Member States (BE, BG, CY, CZ, DE, DK,
EE, EL, FR, HU, IS, IE, IT, LV, LU, MT, NL, PL, RO, SI, SK) apply the notion of tax
residency. Tax residency can be attained in the varying aforementioned states, if
either an income threshold in the concerned Member State has been surpassed and/or
the concerned individual has been present in the said country for the duration of at
least 183 days during the year. The foregoing notion of tax residency is widely
accepted and not seemingly perceived as imposing a residence requirement, to the
detriment of frontier workers.
In France, Iceland, Luxembourg, Malta and Slovenia frontier workers may be
assimilated to national citizens if they effectively surpass an income threshold.
Frontier workers in Belgium and France would have to generate 75% of their income
in Belgium and France respectively in order to be accorded the same tax benefits as
national citizens. In the event that one does not meet this threshold in France
alternative means are provided for in order to nevertheless be granted the same
status as national citizens. Hence, it is doubtful whether the foregoing conditions
constitute residence requirements to the detriment of free movement of the frontier
workers. Equally so, in Iceland, one can be accorded the same tax benefits as
national residing citizens, if the generated income in Iceland surpasses 75%. In
Luxembourg, however, the threshold for non-residents to be accorded a similar
taxpayer status as residents is somewhat steeper, and requires the generated income
to amount to 90% of the total income. Moreover, if the threshold is indeed met; the
concerned non-resident will solely enjoy the tax benefits with respect to the income
acquired in Luxembourg, as opposed to the worldwide income. Similarly, Malta and
Slovenia impose a 90% threshold in order to be accorded a tax resident status with
the subsequent benefits attached thereto. Additionally, it need be noted that although
Slovenia has agreed upon various double taxation agreements, certain issues due to
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lacking cooperation and a lack of knowledge still persist, potentially detrimentally
affecting frontier workers.
In Cyprus, Romania and Poland frontier workers will acquire tax benefits analogous
to those granted to residing nationals, if they have been physically present in the
Member State for at least 183 days or, alternatively in Romania and Poland, if it can
be demonstrated that the centre of interests of the concerned individuals is in the
respective Member State.
Similarly, in Estonia and Latvia tax residency, and the subsequent entitlement to tax
benefits, can be demonstrated by a combination of the aforementioned techniques.
More specifically a frontier worker can demonstrate his or her status as a tax resident
by means of exceeding a 75% income threshold or, alternatively, having been present
in the respective Member State for the duration of at least 183 days in the concerned
year. If the latter is demonstrated, frontier workers can thus enjoy tax benefits in
Estonia and Latvia.
Interestingly, in Finland you are required to have lived in the concerned State for
more than six months per year, in order to be entitled to a lower progressive tax and
tax deductions. However, an income threshold of 75% of the total income is
furthermore obliged, to have been generated in Finland. According to the Nordic Social
Security Convention, however, frontier workers specifically are held to be taxed in
their countries of residence. Notwithstanding the foregoing, not a lot of information
exists with respect to the taxation of frontier workers.80
Whilst seemingly the foregoing techniques to demonstrate tax residency are equally
employed in Greece and Hungary, and thus are void of residence requirements
which detrimentally affect frontier workers, a nuance must be made. In Greece it is
held that frontier workers are not eligible to be deemed tax residents, as they do not
fulfil the requirement of having been present in Greece for at least 183 days.
Consequently, frontier workers are solely taxed upon the income generated in Greece
and are not entitled to tax benefits. By maintaining this stance, Greek legislation and
practice indicate that mere presence beyond 183 days in Greece does not suffice.
Rather, it imposes on frontier workers, amongst others, the obligation to reside, as
opposed to being physically present, in Greece in order to receive the same
advantages as national citizens, in stark contrast to the obligation enshrined in Article
7 of Regulation (EU) No 492/2011. In Hungary on the other hand, note must be
made of the fact that various grounds can be invoked to demonstrate the status as tax
resident, of which two are of interest with respect to frontier workers. Frontier workers
can qualify as a Hungarian tax resident if it is demonstrated that the centre of
interests is effectively in Hungary or, alternatively, if the concerned individual does not
have residence in Hungary at all and the centre of interests of the individual cannot
be defined. However, in assessing whether the centre of interest of a frontier worker is
effectively in Hungary, the place of the closest family and personal relationships as
well as the closest economic ties are examined. Concerning frontier workers it is thus
unclear what grounds would prevail in the concerned assessment, rendering their
position potential precarious and disadvantageous due to the residence being in
another Member State.
Interestingly, tax residency in the United Kingdom is approached differently than in
the foregoing Member States. In order to determine whether an individual would be
80
Additional obstacles are differences in exchange rates and additional work/formalities for the employer
and employee. (In essence the foregoing entails that indeed a residence requirement is applicable for
frontier workers).
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deemed a tax resident, regard must be had for both the individual’s domicile, as well
as his or her residence. If the individual is domiciled and resident in the United
Kingdom, he or she will be taxed upon the worldwide income. In the event that the
individual is resident but not domiciled in the United Kingdom, however, he or she will
have the choice as to whether the worldwide income is taxed or, alternatively, solely
the income brought into the United Kingdom. As frontier workers are neither domiciled
nor resident in the concerned Member State, they will not be taxed upon their
worldwide income and subsequently be excluded from the tax advantages attached
thereto.
In Austria, the receipt of certain tax benefits is dependent upon the eligibility to
receive family assistance (see supra, 4.6.2 – Family benefits ). Whilst indeed it has
been found that the imposed residence requirement to receive family assistance is
non-compliant with the concerned European provisions, it is conceivable that frontier
workers face de facto difficulties with respect to the implementation thereof.
Attaining tax benefits as frontier workers in Croatia, Lithuania, Norway, Portugal,
and Spain may prove to be somewhat more burdensome. In Croatia for example, tax
benefits are only granted to a very specific group of residents, therefore automatically
excluding frontier workers. In Lithuania, the tax advantage, which raises the nontaxable level of income per child, is limited to residents only, thereby excluding
frontier workers. However, residence is in Lithuania formulated in a broad sense as
having your main personal, social or economic interest in Lithuania as opposed to
elsewhere abroad. This is reminiscent of the potential problems frontier workers may
encounter in Hungary, as frontier workers will nevertheless be treated as nonresidents due to the fact that they have their social centre abroad.
A taxation agreement between Spain and Portugal dictates that individuals will be
taxed on their income in the country of residence, entailing that frontier workers do
not benefit from the monthly salary retentions, as do national citizens. However,
within this context it is interesting to note that the concerned agreement, which Spain
equally concluded with France, encompasses a definition of frontier work, which does
not adhere to the European definition. Within the concerned agreements, frontier
workers are qualified as such if they return home, to the country of residence, on a
daily basis and do not reside in the employing Member State for more than 183 days.
In the event that this is not the case the individual will be taxed in the country where
he or she is employed. In Spain the latter would entail that he or she would be
considered as a non-resident and would thus be taxed accordingly. The only deduction
that would subsequently be possible would be for donations, hence substantially
limiting the access to tax benefits for those workers who do not adhere to the
requirements to qualify as a frontier worker under the said taxation agreements.
Finally, Sweden provides frontier workers with a choice regarding the applicability of
certain, albeit diverging, rules on taxation. A frontier worker residing elsewhere has
limited tax liability and may choose to make special rules applicable (SINK), as
opposed to the regular taxation rules. The specific taxation rules are beneficial for
frontier workers as they allow for frontier workers to be taxed at a lower rate, albeit
without any potential tax reductions.
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4.9

Rights and benefits concerning housing

Article 9 of Regulation (EU) No 492/2011
1. A worker who is a national of a Member State and who is employed in the territory
of another Member State shall enjoy all the rights and benefits accorded to national
workers in matters of housing, including ownership of the housing he needs.
2. A worker referred to in paragraph 1 may, with the same right as nationals, put his
name down on the housing lists in the region in which he is employed, where such
lists exist, and shall enjoy the resultant benefits and priorities.
If his family has remained in the country whence he came, they shall be considered
for this purpose as residing in the said region, where national workers benefit from a
similar presumption.

Article 9 of Regulation (EU) No 492/2011 irrefutably seeks to guarantee equal
treatment for workers in matters concerning housing and housing benefits within the
concerned Member States. Despite the foregoing, however, frontier workers are
currently predominantly excluded from such benefits in a vast majority of Member
States (AT, BE, HR, CY, CZ, DK, EE, FI, FR, EL, DE, HU, IE, IT, LV, LT, LU, MT,
NL, NO, PL, PT, RO, SI, ES, UK). By conditioning access to certain benefits and
allowances upon residency in the respective states, frontier workers are oftentimes
disadvantaged, thus potentially affecting their ability to move freely in line with the
spirit of Regulation (EU) No 492/2011.
In Austria, local authorities/municipalities are in charge of awarding housing benefits
of all kinds, entailing that the rules and regulations with respect thereto may vary
tremendously depending on the region in the Member State. However, it appears that,
generally, frontier workers are disadvantaged, due to the fact that the benefits are
predominantly awarded with respect to housing units in the specific states in Austria.
Belgian and Croatian legislation is extremely clear with respect to the fact that
housing benefits such as social housing are to be awarded solely to Belgian and
Croatian residents respectively. Not only does this requirement impose a past
residence requirement, it equally imposes an obligation to reside in the concerned
Member State for the future. Access to social housing is equally so, difficult in
Ireland, where continuous residence for the duration of five years at any given time
or, alternatively, employment within a 15 km distance from the establishment is
initially required. In the event that frontier workers manage to adhere to one of these
conditions, however, access to social housing would nevertheless remain arduous due
to the fact that entitlement is equally so, means-tested.
In the United Kingdom a distinction is made between access to housing benefits as
opposed to access to social housing specifically. Whilst access to housing benefits is
clearly conditioned upon habitual residency requirement, access to social housing
specifically may be available to frontier workers to a certain extent. Namely, if an EEA
resident is a worker or self-employed or a family member thereof, he or she will have
access to social housing. Despite the foregoing, however, steps have nevertheless
been taken to reverse this situation and condition social housing upon more stringent
residence requirements.
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In Spain on the other hand, access to social housing falls within the scope of
competence of municipalities/regions. Whilst in some regions, registering for social
housing may require residence, in some others this might not be the case. The
diverging potential stance with respect thereto may be disadvantageous to frontier
workers.
Similarly, in order to acquire a subsidy for purchasing or building a residence in
Cyprus, a frontier worker would have to be a permanent resident, as is equally the
case for similar benefits in Denmark, Germany, Latvia, Lithuania and Poland.
In some Member States, such as Finland, France, Hungary, Iceland, and Poland,
access to housing benefits of all sorts, is not (solely) conditioned upon residence of the
individual. Rather, access will be granted, including to frontier workers, if the property
is effectively within the respective territories of the Member States. Mindful of the fact
that this does not act as a strict residence requirement, it is still questionable though,
as to whether frontier workers are not substantially disadvantaged as a result thereof.
Within this context, due to the Member State of residence being elsewhere, it is not
inconceivable that frontier workers already have a residence and thus have no need
for an additional establishment in the Member State of employment.
Additionally it need be mentioned that oftentimes the entitlement to housing benefits,
such as housing allowance, is means-tested in conjunction with the aforementioned
conditions, therefore rendering it even more burdensome for frontier workers to enjoy
housing benefits. Within this context Finland awards housing allowance to those
families whose establishment is in the concerned state and, whom do not exceed a
given income threshold. Equally so, as aforementioned, social housing in Ireland is,
amongst others, strictly means-tested.
Some Member States, such as Romania and Slovenia approach entitlement to
housing benefits from a different perspective. Rather than imposing a past residence
requirement, the concerned states make the receipt of such benefits conditional upon
future residence in the concerned establishment.
Notwithstanding the lack of legal residence requirements for housing allowance in
Estonia, Poland and Portugal, it need be noted that frontier workers may be
subjected to de facto difficulties as a result of their residence in another Member
State. In Estonia, access to housing benefits depends on entitlement to a general
right to social welfare services. However, in order to be entitled thereto, an individual
is effectively held to reside in Estonia, thus encompassing an implicit residence
requirement, detrimental to frontier workers. In Poland, in order to benefit from
housing allowance, an individual needs to be the holder of a legal title of the
establishment. The latter requires extensive investment by frontier workers who are
considered to be residing elsewhere already, vis-à-vis national citizens. In Portugal,
residence requirements are not necessarily imposed formally, however, practice may
differ in this regard. As state-subsidised housing is at the discretion of the
municipalities, there has been a tendency to accord such entitlement to Portuguese
citizens, thereby excluding frontier workers.
Interestingly, notwithstanding its qualification as a social advantage conform
Regulation (EU) No 492/2011; housing allowance in Sweden presupposes residence
in Sweden, thus excluding frontier workers. However, a supplement granted in
addition to housing allowance, for families with children, is nevertheless qualified as a
family benefit and is subsequently deemed exportable and thus accessible to frontier
workers.
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4.10 Additional obstacles
In providing a comprehensive overview of the situation to which frontier workers are
currently subjected to in the respective Member States, note need be made of
additional obstacles which hamper their right to free movement void of residence
requirements.
In a vast amount of Member States (BG, CY, CZ, ES, FR, IS, LT, LU, LV) no
additional obstacles were identified. In Cyprus and Malta, however, the most
fundamental obstacle encountered by frontier workers is of a practical nature. Due to
the geographical location of both States, frontier workers must inevitably incur air or
sea travel expenses to commute to and from the respective States. This implies
financial disadvantages in view of the relative costs involved. Additionally, the
foregoing involves logistical problems as transportation is not necessarily tailored to
the professional commitments of the frontier workers concerned, which conceivably
creates an obstacle in the exercise of the right of free movement of workers.
The majority of additional obstacles noted, which are not necessarily directly the result
of residence requirements, are highly similar to those aforementioned in previous
reports (see supra). Namely, linguistic differences, as observed in particular in
Belgium and Germany, constitute a substantial obstacle frontier workers need to
overcome in order to fully enjoy the right to free movement. Additionally, as has been
observed in various reports, the lack of information and knowledge pertaining to the
legal status of frontier workers and the implications thereof, by all parties involved,
persists as an impediment to the right to free movement in Belgium, Denmark and
Germany. In Denmark particularly, note was made of the need for tailored
information, which in an era of increased digitalisation is becoming increasingly
difficult to acquire. The lack of sufficient information, and awareness, in conjunction
with linguistic difficulties, places frontier workers in a legally ambiguous position,
which has a deterrent effect on their desire to engage in cross-border employment.
In Belgium, Germany and Greece, the lack of mutual recognition of professional and
academic qualifications has, again, been identified as a substantial hindrance to the
free movement of frontier workers.
Furthermore, the lack of cooperation between competent authorities and
administrations in the various Member States is still deemed an obstacle to crossborder mobility. As observed in Germany and Greece, delays in processing requests
for certain welfare benefits, as well as discrepancies in the calculation of benefits by
the various authorities, place frontier workers in a particularly precarious and
disadvantageous position vis-à-vis residents and nationals. In Finland, this lack of
cooperation is felt as a result of the different regulatory provision applicable to
regulated professions. As regulated professions in Finland are not necessarily
compatible with regulated professions in neighbouring Member States, this may cause
some difficulties for frontier workers wishing to engage in such activities outside of
Finland.
A particular issue deals with the receipt of a series of complaints by the European
Commission in August 2013 about checks made by the Spanish authorities at the
border with Gibraltar.81 After investigation the Commission did not find evidence to
conclude that the checks on persons and goods as operated by the Spanish authorities
at the crossing point of La Línea de la Concepción have infringed the relevant

81

OJ EU 2013 C 246/07.
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provisions of Union law. The management of this crossing point is nevertheless
challenging, in view of the heavy traffic volumes in a relatively confined space (some
35,000 persons crossing each day on entry and an equal number on exit, around
10,000 cars per day) and the increase in tobacco smuggling into Spain. In December
2013, the Commission invited Spain and the UK to consider a range of actions.82 In
July 2014 it was announced that residents in Spain who work in Gibraltar, will soon be
able to “jump the queue” by showing a special pass issued by the Spanish authorities.
The pass will enable workers to use the red customs channel allowing them to bypass
any delays on the green channel. The scheme will operate at the land border and is
open to both pedestrians and vehicle users. Residents of Gibraltar who work in Spain
will also be eligible to apply. The new arrangement is a response to the European
Commission recommendations.83 According to the document, the proposal is designed
to make the most of the limited space available to improve frontier flow.
Lastly, certain Member States, such as Bulgaria and Croatia do not have pertinent
information with respect to frontier workers at their disposal. Whilst in Croatia this is
due to the fact that frontier workers are not legislatively protected as a distinct group,
Bulgaria is hardly confronted with frontier workers commuting in, therefore rendering
it extremely difficult to acquire information relevant thereto.

82 OJ EU 2013 C 357/07.
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ever, acts as
a a genera
al obstacle in the guaranteeing of
o the right to free mo
ovement
to fro
ontier work
kers as bestowed upon
n them purrsuant to Arrticle 45 TF
FEU.
With respect to
o the rightt to assista
ance by em
mployment offices, itt can be held that
erally, expllicit legal residence
r
rrequiremen
nts are not imposed,, entailing that in
gene
princ
ciple frontie
er workers have acce
ess thereto in complia
ance with R
Regulation (EU) No
492//2011. How
wever, in assessing
a
tthe de fac
cto adheren
nce to equ
ual treatme
ent with
respe
ect to the right to ass
sistance by
y employme
ent offices, it become
es abundantly clear
that frontier workers
w
pre
ecisely due
e to their residence
r
encounter
e
mount of
a vast am
hindrances, wh
hich detrim
mentally afffect their right to free move
ement. Ofttentimes
mber States
s impose the
t
fulfilme
ent of durrational em
mployment conditions
s in the
Mem
conc
cerned State. Whilst th
his does no
ot constitute
e an explicit residence
e requireme
ent, it is
unco
ontested tha
at a condition as such
h is easier to
t fulfil for residents a
as opposed to nonresid
dents, whic
ch conform
m CJEU casse law, ind
dicates potential indirrect discrim
mination
base
ed upon nattionality and/or reside
ence (see supra
s
3.2 – The materrial scope of
o Article
84
7 of Regulation
n (EU) No 492/2011,
4
3.2.1 – So
ocial advanttages). In
n addition thereto,
vario
ous practica
al obstacles
s have been
n identified
d, due to residence elssewhere, re
endering
employment by frontier workers a
arduous. Small
S
practical obsta
acles such as the
j
online (see
e supra 4.2 The righ
ht to assistance by
inabiility to register as a jobseeker
employment offfices – Denmark), ass required in order to
o gain acce
ess to employment
er States, a
are solely exacerbate
ed by the la
acking cooperation
serviices in certtain Membe
betw
ween competent employment offfices in th
he Memberr States an
nd the sub
bstantial
delay
ys experien
nced pursua
ant thereto
o. Tools suc
ch as EURES, could pla
ay an instrumental
role in facilitatting the co
oordination of access for frontier workerss to assista
ance by
a the disse
emination of informa
ation to all parties
employment offfices, partticularly via
cerned.
conc
Similarly to the right to assistance
e by emplo
oyment offiices, the rright to tra
aining in
ools and rettraining ce ntres is ge
enerally nott subject to
o explicit re
esidence
vocational scho
d
fronttier workers from
requirements. However, de facto issues equally so deter
aging in cro
oss-border work. Dura
ational pastt and future employm
ment conditions are
enga
often
ntimes imp
posed as co
onditions in
n order to gain access to voca tional scho
ools and
85
retra
aining centrres, in direc
ct contrave
ention of consistent CJ
JEU case law
w.
Mem
mbership off trade unio
ons and th
he rights associated thereto,
t
ass a constitu
utionally
prote
ected right in most Member Sta tes, is not subject to residence requiremen
nts, and
is gu
uaranteed both
b
legally
y and in pra
actice to fro
ontier workers. Whilstt indeed sta
atutes of
indiv
vidual trade
e unions may
m
imposse condition
ns in order to attain
n certain positions
p
withiin trade un
nions, thes
se conditio ns are primarily focu
used on pa
ast and/or current
84

Cas
se C-379/11, Caves Krier Frères Sàrl v Directeur de l’Administra
ation de l’em ploi, paragrap
ph 45-47;
ary of State fo
Case C-138/02, Briian Francis Co
ollins v Secreta
or Work and Pensions,
P
para
agraph 45.
85
Cas
se C-39/86, La
air v Universittät Hannover,, paragraph 42; case C-197
7/86, Brown v Secretary off State for
Scotla
and, paragrap
ph 22.
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employment, as opposed to residence requirements. Consequently, frontier workers
generally will not experience obstacles in exercising their right to membership of a
trade union as a result of their residence in a Member State other than the Member
State of employment. The sole difficulties that have been observed are of a pure
practical nature, such as, by means of an example, linguistic difficulties. Furthermore,
it need be noted that cooperation amongst trade unions in differing Member States via
ETUC has been facilitated to a certain extent, ultimately benefiting frontier workers in
effectively enjoying the right to membership in a trade union.
Due to the broad scope envisaged by Article 7 of Regulation (EU) No 492/2011 with
respect to social advantages, large discrepancies exist amongst Member States as to
the exportability thereof. Although Article 7 of the above-mentioned Regulation seeks
equal treatment for migrant workers, thus including frontier workers, Member States
interpret this to imply that residence conditions may be legitimate if these conditions
are equally applied with respect to national citizens. Additionally, due to the fact that
virtually all welfare benefits are social advantages under Article 7 of the said
Regulation, a distinction need be made between contributory benefits as opposed to
benefits granted from a perspective of solidarity, as well as between employment
benefits and residence-based benefits. Depending on the type of benefit sought, a
frontier worker will be more or less likely to encounter residence requirements, which
in turn, depending on the type of benefit, will be more or less justifiable. By means of
example it suffices to refer to minimum subsistence support by Member States. In this
context it isn’t inconceivable that Member States limit the entitlement thereto to
individuals residing in the concerned State or alternatively, who are equated to
residents due to the fact that they demonstrate sufficient integration in the concerned
State. The limited entitlement to such benefits is to be ascribed to the fact that these
benefits are the result of taxation as opposed to contributions by the concerned
workers. Insofar unlimited access were to be tolerated in this regard, it is not
inconceivable that the envisaged solidarity regime would be jeopardized.
Generally, tax residency is implemented as a means to distinguish between workers in
a Member State, which is predominantly assessed based on an income threshold
and/or effective presence in a Member State, which exceeds the duration of 183 days
in a given year. Whilst the latter clearly does not pose an explicit residence
requirement, it could be held that it is far more feasible for residents to adhere to the
notion of tax residency and thus be entitled to advantages. However, it remains
questionable as to whether a frontier worker is effectively disadvantaged due to the
fact that he or she is not deemed a tax resident in a specific Member State.
Particularly due to the fact that the implications of not being deemed a tax resident,
merely implies that an individual is taxed solely on the income generated in the
concerned State as opposed to his or her worldwide income. Within this context it
need be noted that a multitude of bilateral double taxation treaties have been
concluded by Member States in order to avoid the double taxation of migrant workers.
Despite the efforts taken however, it has been observed that the persistent lack of
cooperation nevertheless renders the taxation of frontier workers a complex and
oftentimes disadvantageous matter, potentially deterrent for the exercise of the right
to free movement. Furthermore, it need be noted that the concerned treaties do not
necessarily provide for equal access to tax advantages as envisaged by Article 7 of
Regulation (EU) No 492/2011.
Lastly with respect to housing benefits a distinction must be made between the access
to social housing as opposed to benefits such as housing allowances and supplements.
Generally, it can be held that social housing and additional financial benefits – not
inconceivable due to the aforementioned notion of solidarity – are subject to a
residence requirement. Interestingly, residence requirements with respect to housing
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advantages vary somewhat in their application, in that they are primarily durational
residence requirements. Whilst in some Member States a past residence requirement
need be adhered to, in other Member States housing benefits are conditioned upon
the fulfilment of future residence in the concerned establishment. Additionally, in
certain Member States, housing benefits are conditional upon the receipt of other
benefits. In any event however, it is clear that generally, frontier workers are not
entitled to such benefits and thus find themselves in a disadvantaged position vis-àvis resident. The question poses itself however, as to the legitimacy thereof, given the
specific nature of housing benefits.
As aforementioned, many of the additional obstacles encountered by frontier workers,
not necessarily related to residence requirements, have been noted in previous reports
and relate to matters such as, amongst others, linguistic differences, lacking
information with respect to the legal status of frontier workers, by all parties involved,
and local administrations in particular. Additionally, a prevalent issue is the lacking
recognition of professional and academic qualifications, which renders the right to free
movement of frontier workers difficult. Lastly, lacking cooperation between the various
administrations in Member States makes frontier work particularly burdensome. Within
this context, it is interesting to note the solutions that have been proposed in
facilitating frontier work, as a result of the recommendations given by the European
Commission in view of the practical problems between Gibraltar and Spain (see supra
4.10 Additional obstacles).
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acquisition of such data particularly arduous. Conclusively, the requisite measures to
be taken in safeguarding the rights of frontier workers cannot be ascertained if
ambiguity remains amongst Member States as to who constitutes a frontier worker
and the segment they represent on the national and the European labour market.
Initiatives that could be employed to advance and safeguard the rights of equal
treatment bestowed upon frontier workers as a result of the right to free movement,
need be assessed on two distinct levels. On the one hand, Europe can undertake
initiatives to shed light on and ameliorate the potentially discriminatory situations
frontier workers are confronted with. On the other hand, however, the responsibility of
national administrations in adhering to frontier workers’ free movement rights cannot
be negated, as they are pivotal with respect thereto.
Indeed, initiatives, projects and organisations on a European level, such as, amongst
others, EURES, ETUC, SOLVIT and the Enterprise Europe Network cannot be
underestimated, as they have proven to be extremely resourceful in facilitating
coordination and disseminating information about the rights and obligations bestowed
upon all parties within the context of frontier work. The organisations and tools
concerned have shed light, and continue to do so, on the particular situation of
frontier workers in the EU, on the difficulties and (in-)direct discrimination experienced
thereby, and have served as a means of aggregating the myriad of complaints and
concerns. Hence continued use should be made thereof in safeguarding the rights of
frontier workers.
Furthermore, from a European perspective, legislative provisions which recognise the
distinct situation of frontier workers contribute to the ameliorated safeguarding of
their rights. Within this context the recently adopted Enforcement Directive not only
includes distinct references to frontier workers and their family members in the first
and third recital of the preamble, but equally so provides for national measures that
are aimed at facilitating free movement of workers, and the safeguarding of rights
associated thereto. Within this context, it is irrefutably of relevance that the directive
imposes the obligation on Member States to assign distinct bodies aimed at “…the
promotion, analysis, monitoring and support of equal treatment of Union workers and
members of their family without discrimination on grounds of nationality, unjustified
restrictions or obstacles to their right to free movement and shall make the necessary
arrangements for the proper functioning of such bodies.”86 The envisaged bodies are
thus intended to deal with a lot of the concerns which permeate across Member States
with respect to frontier workers. Moreover, in its respective Articles 5 and 6, the
Enforcement Directive directly acknowledges the need for enhanced and detailed
information concerning the practical application of the provisions on the free
movement of workers. Consequently, from a European perspective, a close follow-up
of the implementation is requisite in furthering the safeguarding of the right to equal
treatment enjoyed by frontier workers.
Notwithstanding the initiatives taken from a European perspective, however, the
foregoing findings are demonstrative of the enhanced role national administrations
have and must have in protecting the rights of frontier workers. Oftentimes, as
demonstrated by the foregoing, indirect discrimination and de facto obstacles are the
result of lacking knowledge and discrepancies in the application of free movement
provisions by local administrations. The free movement bodies envisaged by the
Enforcement Directive could as neutral institutions be irrefutably instrumental in

86
Article 4 of Directive 2014/54/EC of 16 April 2014 on measures facilitating the exercise of rights conferred
on workers in the context of freedom of movement for workers.
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facilitating coordination and cooperation between the varying institutions within
Member States.
In addition thereto, from a transnational perspective, national Member States could
attempt to engage in negotiations in order to adopt bilateral agreements with a
particular focus on frontier workers. Mindful of the fact that only a limited amount of
Member States are effectively confronted with a large influx of frontier workers, this
alternative may be somewhat more tailored to the contemporary labour market
concerning frontier workers.
Residence requirements can certainly be considered as one of the main and often
most obvious obstacles. Analysing different national legislation, it can be noticed that
residence requirements are still frequently provided for but that equally so, in cases
where Member States do not impose requirements of residence, the de facto situation
remains complex, as frontier workers often encounter difficulties due to other
requirements (such as the fulfilment of a durational employment condition,
registration …). Within this context, enhanced attention need be paid to whether an
obstacle, such as a residence requirement, is always to be deemed an impediment to
the rights of free movement bestowed upon frontier workers. Whilst initially it
appeared that the CJEU was highly sceptical of obstacles such as residence
requirements, recent judgments have indicated that the CJEU has taken preference to
the real-link/sufficient integration test to determine whether indeed a frontier worker
and his or her dependent family members are entitled to welfare benefits. The
foregoing is not inconceivable in view of the fact that Member States are often of the
opinion that such residence requirements are necessary criteria for the entitlement to
certain social rights and have to be perceived as an expression of territorially
organised solidarity. Awarding them also to persons who are not deemed to be
residents, or alternatively not sufficiently integrated, could from this perspective be
seen as jeopardising the system.
Particularly, in view of frontier workers and the distinction between various types of
advantages as well as recent case law by the CJEU, a clearer distinction between what
constitutes a legitimate condition in accessing welfare benefits is requisite. In
elucidating the extent and limits of the real-link/sufficient integration test, legal
ambiguity will be less prevalent, thus beneficially affecting not only frontier workers,
but equally so the administrations dealing with cases of frontier work.
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AUSTRIIA – NAT
TIONAL FICHE

RIGHT TO
ASS
SISTANCE
BY
EMP
PLOYMENT
O
OFFICES

Explicit resid
E
dence require
ements: No issues
i
reporte
ed
I
Implicit
resid
dence requirrements/de facto obstac
cles: If an ind
dividual is emp
ployed, no
implicit residence requirem ents/de facto obstacles hav
ve been obserrved. However, if an
individual is unemployed, a
an indirect residence require
ement may ex
xist with respe
ect to the
c
calculation
of cash benefits,, especially if a former frontier worker ha
ad only been employed
f a brief period of time in Austria, but long
for
l
enough to
t fulfil the req
quirements fo
or
u
unemploymen
nt cash benefitts according to
t national law
w. Some instittutions calcula
ate the
b
benefits
in suc
ch cases in refference to Artticle 62 of Reg
gulation (EC) No 883/2004,, based on
t
the
previously
y earned incom
me in Austria, whereas othe
er institutionss base themse
elves on
A
Austrian
natio
onal legislation
n and refer to the income of the penultim
mate year, as is the case
in exclusively national case s even if the person concerrned had been
n employed in
n another
M
Member
State
e in this period
d of time as well.
w
The Austrrian Administrrative Court, however,
h
h recently (cf 10/9/2014,, 2012/08/023
has
39) explicitly stated that th
he unemploym
ment cash
b
benefit
must be
b calculated in such cases exclusively on the basis off the income of
o last
Otherwise thi s would cause
e
employment.
e an obstacle for free move
ement of perso
ons.
A
Additionally,
entitlement
e
to cash benefits
s may be cond
ditioned upon availability fo
or
r
reintegration
in
i the labour m
market, which
h may prove to
t be more diffficult for a fro
ontier
w
worker
residin
ng elsewhere.
A
Alternative
conditions/o
c
observations: No issues re
eported

RIGHT TO
TRA
AINING IN
VOC
CATIONAL
SCHOOLS AND
TRAINING
RET
CENTRES

Explicit resid
E
dence require
ements: No issues
i
reporte
ed
I
Implicit
resid
dence requirrements/de facto obstac
cles: An impliccit residence
r
requirement
arises
a
due to tthe requisite availability
a
of the frontier w
worker for the schooling
a
and/or
retraining concerned
d.
A
Alternative
conditions/o
c
observations: No issues re
eported

RIGHT TO
MEM
MBERSHIP
OF
F TRADE
U
UNIONS

Explicit resid
E
dence require
ements: No issues
i
reporte
ed
I
Implicit
resid
dence requirrements/de facto obstac
cles: No issue
es reported
A
Alternative
conditions/o
c
observations: No issues re
eported

MAIIN SOCIAL
ADV
VANTAGES

Educational
E
B
Benefits

Explicit re
esidence req
quirements: Mobility study
y grants
(Mobilitätssstipendien) are
a provided to
o claimants w
who are studying at an
approved foreign university. The claimant must, h
however, have
e been a
resident fo
or the past 5 years
y
or mustt have had hiss/her centre of interests
in Austria..
Implicit rresidence req
quirements/
/de facto obs
stacles: Stud
dy grants
for studiess in Austria arre solely disbu
ursed to sociallly disadvanta
aged
individualss, based upon
n the Austrian income tax, w
whereas for others, the
income is estimated. Ad
dditionally, some mobility a
allowance may
y be
granted to
o those who are receiving fa
amily assistan
nce, which is conditioned
c
upon resid
dency.
Alternativ
ve conditions/observatio
ons: No issue
es reported

Family
F
S
Support

Explicit re
esidence req
quirements: The receipt off family assisttance
(Familienb
beihilfe), family hardship co
ompensation ((Familienhärte
eausgleich)
and family
y promotion allowance prov
vided by the fe
ederal states
(Familienfö
förderungsleis
stungen der Lä
änder) is cond
ditioned upon a habitual
residence requirement. Nevertheless, according to
o the jurisdictiion of the
Austrian A
Administrative Court (Verwa
altungsgerichttshof) the com
mpetent
Austrian a
administrative bodies are ob
bliged to expo
ort these family benefits
into other Member States on the basis of Regulatio
on (EC) No 88
83/2004.
That applie
es also to chilld care cash benefits
b
(Kinde
erbetreuungsg
geld) even
if the entittlement is con
nditioned upon
n the receipt o
of family assis
stance,
which is co
onditioned res
spectively on a residence re
equirement.
Implicit rresidence req
quirements/
/de facto obs
stacles: No is
ssues
reported
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TAX
ADVANTAGES

RIGHTS AND
BENEFITS
CONCERNING
HOUSING

Activation
Benefits

Explicit residence requirements: No issues reported
Implicit residence requirements/de facto obstacles: The entitlement
to activation measures, such as vocational trainings, requires adherence
to the requirements for the entitlement to cash benefits. The foregoing
applies to activation measures provided by unemployment insurance as
well as to activation measures provided by health care or pension
insurance. Hence, the entitlement to such measures is not subject to
residence in Austria. Nevertheless, activation measures like vocational
trainings are de facto only provided by institutions located in the territory
of Austria. That does not exclude that a claimant, residing in another
Member State, could attend such a vocational training. Nevertheless, it
might be experienced as an obstacle for frontier workers, e.g. due to the
costs of transfer.
Alternative conditions/observations: No issues reported

Social
(Minimum
Subsistence)
Support

Explicit residence requirements: Minimum subsistence support is
provided, due to constitutional reasons, by the federal states of Austria.
Therefore, every federal state has its own regulations. Nevertheless, a
treaty between the state of Austria and the federal states has been
concluded in order to achieve a uniform legal basis for social minimum
subsistence support. This so-called Art-15a-treaty (BGBl I 2010/96)
provides that only persons who habitually reside in Austria are entitled to
social minimum subsistence support. That applies to EU citizens as well.
Furthermore, EU citizens are only entitled to social minimum subsistence
support if a claim would not result in a withdrawal of the right of
residence (cf Article 4 (3) of the Art-15a-treaty). In fact, Austrian
residence law provides that economically inactive EU citizens are entitled
to reside in Austria for a period longer than three months only if they
have sufficient means, so that they are not dependent on minimum
subsistence support or supplement (pension) benefits. Hence, a claim for
minimum subsistence support might result in the withdrawal of the right
to reside, if the person concerned is economically inactive and has already
exceeded the three-month period.
Implicit residence requirements/de facto obstacles: No issues
reported
Alternative conditions/observations: No issues reported

Other

Explicit residence requirements: An additional pension supplement is
granted, if an individual is legally and habitually residing in order to
guarantee a minimum level of income.
Individuals, who are in need of care (and receive a pension), are entitled
to federal care allowance (Bundespflegegeld) provided that they are
habitually residing in Austria. Nevertheless, since the rulings of the CJEU
in the Jauch (C-215/99, Jauch, ECLI:EU:C:2001:139) and Hosse case (C286/03, Hosse, ECLI:EU:C:2006:125) the competent Austrian
administrative bodies are obliged to export federal care allowance also
into other Member States on the basis of Regulation (EC) No 883/2004.
Implicit residence requirements/de facto obstacles: Additionally to
the foregoing supplement, an individual may be entitled to federal care
allowance, which was initially granted exclusively to residents, yet is now
deemed exportable.
Alternative conditions/observations: No issues reported

Explicit residence requirements: No issues reported
Implicit residence requirements/de facto obstacles: Individuals who are recipients of
family assistance are entitled to deduct a given amount from the respective income taxes
(Kinderabsetzbetrag). Even if the entitlement to family assistance requires habitual
residence in Austria, the Austrian Administrative Court has stated, as aforementioned, that
family assistance must be exported into other Member States. In fact Austrian tax law
explicitly provides for an exception to the obligation to export Kinderabsetzbetrag just for
children who are permanently staying in a State which is not a member of the EU, the EEA
or Switzerland.
Alternative conditions/observations: No issues reported
Explicit residence requirements: No issues reported
Implicit residence requirements/de facto obstacles: No issues reported
Alternative conditions/observations: The award of housing benefits is regulated by
local authorities, entailing potential discrepancies. Generally, however, housing benefits are
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predominantly awarded with respect to establishments in Austria, thus excluding frontier
workers.

ADDITIONAL
OBSERVATIONS

An additional issue arises with respect to social benefits linked to a social plan. A social
plan can be established pursuant to structural changes in a company by the employer and
the employees’ representatives, with the main objective being the provision of certain
services such as, amongst others, vocational training, for the employees. In this context
also special agreements with the competent labour market institution can be concluded to
support the employees with special vocational trainings to facilitate reintegration into the
labour market (so-called Arbeitsstiftung). These special vocational trainings are provided
and administered by the competent labour market institutions. The financial burden for
these trainings is carried by the respective employer and the labour market institution
jointly. However, in order to be a recipient of such benefits of an Arbeitsstiftung, the
(former) employee needs to receive unemployment benefits in Austria. In accordance with
Regulation (EC) No 883/2004, the latter entails that frontier workers would not be awarded
such benefits.
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BELGIU
UM – NAT
TIONAL FICHE

RIGHT TO
ASS
SISTANCE
BY
EMP
PLOYMENT
O
OFFICES

RIGHT TO
TRA
AINING IN
VOC
CATIONAL
SCHOOLS AND
RET
TRAINING
CENTRES

RIGHT TO
MEM
MBERSHIP
OF
F TRADE
U
UNIONS

Explicit resid
E
dence require
ements: No issues
i
reporte
ed
I
Implicit
resid
dence requirrements/de facto obstac
cles: Neither iin legislation nor
n
p
practice
are frrontier workerrs excluded fro
om entitlemen
nt and receiptt of assistance
e by
e
employment
offices,
o
in cash
h or in kind. Frontier
F
worke
ers thus have access to, am
mongst
o
others,
trainin
ng, career vou
uchers, trainin
ng vouchers, and
a
an employ
yment premium.
H
However,
it ha
as been noted
d that due to particularly
p
stringent linguisstic requireme
ents in
o
order
to partake in training , frontier workers may be slightly
s
disadv
vantaged and may thus
e
experience
the
e foregoing ass an obstacle.
A
Alternative
conditions/o
c
observations: No issues re
eported
Explicit resid
E
dence require
ements: No issues
i
reporte
ed
I
Implicit
resid
dence requirrements/de facto obstac
cles: No issue
es reported
A
Alternative
conditions/o
c
observations: Depending on
o the type off training and//or
s
support,
varying conditionss will apply. It need be note
ed, however, tthat stringent residence
are not impossed if the indiv
r
requirements
vidual concern
ned is an EEA
A Member Statte resident.
‐
A training
g allowance fo
or a jobseekerr not entitled to
t unemploym
ment benefits is granted
if the individual is regisstered as a jo
obseeker at the regional em
mployment office. The
latter, as aforemention
ned, does not require reside
ency in Belgiu
um.
‐
A traineeship allowancce for young workers
w
is conditioned upon
n registration as
a a
jobseeker in the region
nal employme
ent offices.
‐
Vouchers
s for transfera ble skills are granted to tho
ose who are e
employed in Flanders,
the Bruss
sels-Capital Re
egion and who
o are residentt in Flanders, Brussels, an EEA
E
Member State
S
or (if th ey have exerc
cised their right to free mov
vement of wo
orkers or
freedom of establishm ent) in the Walloon Region.
‐
Vouchers
s for career co
ounselling are granted to em
mployed or se
elf-employed individuals
who are residing
r
in Fla
anders, the Brrussels-Capital Region, an E
EEA Member State,
S
or (if
they have
e exercised th
heir right to frree movementt of workers o
or freedom of
establishment) the Wa
alloon Region.
Training vouchers
v
for tthe Walloon Region
R
are granted to those
e individuals who
w
either
‐
have EU Member State
e nationality or,
o alternatively, effectivelyy reside in the French
Community in Belgium
m.
Explicit resid
E
dence require
ements: No issues
i
reporte
ed
I
Implicit
resid
dence requirrements/de facto obstac
cles: No issue
es reported
A
Alternative
conditions/o
c
observations: No issues re
eported

Educational
E
B
Benefits

MAIIN SOCIAL
ADV
VANTAGES

Explicit re
esidence req
quirements: Study grants for tertiary ed
ducation
are genera
ally intended for
f Belgian cittizens. Howev
ver, the nation
nality
requireme
ent concerned is waived with respect to in
ndividuals who have
fulfilled a ((temporal) residence requirrement, or witth respect to individuals
eemed politica
g in Belgium.
who are de
al refugees an
nd are residing
Implicit rresidence req
quirements/
/de facto obs
stacles: For the
t
Flemish
Communitty, study gran
nts generally require the fullfilment of a durational
employme
ent condition, with respect to
t EEA nationa
als. Thus, in order
o
to be
entitled to
o financial support in this co
ontext, a fronttier worker must have
been emplloyed or self-e
employed for a set duration
n in Belgium. Whilst the
latter doess not impose explicit
e
residence condition s, it is conceiv
vable that
the forego
oing could be experienced
e
as
a an obstacle
e for frontier workers.
w
For the Fre
ench Commun
nity study fina
ance is primarrily reserved for
f Belgian
nationals, thus implying
g an implicit re
esidence requ
uirement. The nationality
condition iis waived in re
espect of:
th
he children off Union nationals who can re
ely on Article 12 of
Regulation
n (EEC) No 16
612/68, i.e. the children of a national of a Member
State who is or has bee
en employed in
n Belgium, if ssuch children are
residing th
here;
p
political refuge
ees residing in Belgium for a
at least a year;
p
persons residin
ng in Belgium with their fam
mily and study
ying there
for at leas t 5 years – in some cases there
t
is an ad ditional condition that
Belgian na
ationals have the
t
same righ
ht in their hom
me country.
Portable sttudy finance is granted to:
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Belgian nationals residing outside the EU;
Belgian nationals domiciled in Belgium and the children residing
in Belgium of EU nationals who can rely on Article 12 of Regulation (EEC)
No 1612/68 when they either pursue studies abroad which have no
equivalent in Belgium or when they are domiciled in the German-speaking
Community and seek to pursue their tertiary education in German;
Belgians enrolled at Belgian schools in Germany.
Alternative conditions/observations: No issues reported
Family
Support

Explicit residence requirements: A prior, temporal condition is
imposed in order to be the recipient of child benefits.
Implicit residence requirements/de facto obstacles: No issues
reported
Alternative conditions/observations: No issues reported

Activation
Benefits

Explicit residence requirements: The allowance for individuals
returning to work aged 55 or older is conditioned upon having received
unemployment benefits in Belgium, in addition to a past and current
residence requirement. Moreover, periods of work abroad are only
considered for the purpose of completing the waiting period when followed
by employment in Belgium. The allowance is granted to persons finding
work abroad only if they qualify as frontier workers within the meaning of
Regulation (EC) No 883/2004.
Implicit residence requirements/de facto obstacles:
‐
Vouchers for the performance of certain local services are granted to
individuals, void of any residence requirement. However, due to the
fact that the vouchers are granted for the performance of local
services, it is conceivable that this could contain an obstacle for
frontier workers.
‐
Employment allowance for the long-term unemployed individuals is
granted to individuals who have been the recipient of Belgian
unemployment benefits. The foregoing entails that the receipt of the
employment allowance is conditioned upon a residence requirement
prior to the commencement of the employment. Moreover, the
employer must have a primary or secondary establishment in
Belgium.
Alternative conditions/observations:
‐
A hiring premium is granted to employers that hire someone who is
aged 50 or older under an open-ended employment contract. The
foregoing is not conditioned upon residence requirements with
respect to the employee. However, the employer must have a
primary or secondary establishment in the Flemish region prior to the
hiring of the frontier worker concerned.
‐
A wage-premium is granted to (certain specified) employers who hire
long-term unemployed individuals. The latter is primarily reserved for
non-commercial employers in Belgium.

Social
(minimum
subsistence)
Support

Explicit residence requirements: Eligibility for societal integration is
confined to persons having their actual place of residence in Belgium.
Implicit residence requirements/de facto obstacles: No issues
reported
Alternative conditions/observations: No issues reported

Other

Explicit residence requirements: The tideover allowance is granted to
young unemployed individuals searching for a first job. In order to be a
recipient of an allowance as such, an individual must undergo a waiting
period of 310 days, which can in principle only be fulfilled while residing in
Belgium. Whilst a wide variety of various alternative factors to determine
entitlement have been established, in essence an individual will solely be
entitled on one of two grounds. Entitlement will be established, mindful of
the waiting period which must be completed, for those who enjoyed
Belgian education. Alternatively, children of migrant workers who reside in
Belgium are equally so entitled to an allowance as such. However, the
foregoing, as it is clearly conditioned upon a residence requirement,
detrimentally affects frontier workers.87

87
The practice and legislation concerned has been continuously discussed in a vast array of cases brought
before the CJEU, and found to be in violation of European legislation.
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Implicit residence requirements/de facto obstacles: No issues
reported
Alternative conditions/observations: No issues reported

TAX
ADVANTAGES

RIGHTS AND
BENEFITS
CONCERNING
HOUSING

ADDITIONAL
OBSERVATIONS

Explicit residence requirements: No issues reported
Implicit residence requirements/de facto obstacles: If a frontier worker is residing in
Belgium or, alternatively, generates 75% of his/her worldwide income in Belgium, he/she
will be assimilated to Belgian citizens for tax purposes. Thus, the latter entails that if one of
the two foregoing conditions have been met, a frontier worker will enjoy tax reductions
analogous to Belgian citizens.
Alternative conditions/observations: No issues reported
Explicit residence requirements: Rent allowance, which is income-tested, is solely
granted if a past and current residence requirement is fulfilled. Namely, only if the claimant
initially resided in the Flemish Region, and seeks to reside in the Flemish Region in the
future, will the allowance be granted. Furthermore, an allowance is granted to applicanttenants who have been registered as such, in the Flemish Region, for four years, and seek
to rent an establishment in this same Region.
Implicit residence requirements/de facto obstacles: No issues reported
Alternative conditions/observations: No issues reported
Linguistic issues and lacking or insufficient information complicate the access of frontier
workers and their respective family members to social advantages. Equally so, mutual
recognition of competences and qualifications is limited, and professional experience
acquired abroad is oftentimes not (adequately) valorised.
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BULGARIA – NA
ATIONAL
L FICHE

RIGHT TO
ASS
SISTANCE
BY
EMP
PLOYMENT
O
OFFICES

RIGHT TO
TRA
AINING IN
VOC
CATIONAL
SCHOOLS AND
RET
TRAINING
CENTRES
RIGHT TO
MEM
MBERSHIP
OF
F TRADE
U
UNIONS

Explicit resid
E
dence require
ements: No issues
i
reporte
ed
I
Implicit
resiidence requ
uirements/de
e facto obst
tacles: Desp
pite the lack of explicit
r
residence
requirements in gaining acces
ss to employm
ment services,, it appears that frontier
w
workers
will nevertheless
n
e
encounter de facto difficultties in gaining
g access to employment
e
s
services.
Firstly, a current o
or permanent address must be given in order to be re
egistered at
a employme
an
ent office. Ad
dditionally, th
he lack of ac
cknowledgeme
ent of frontier work in
legislation ren
nders focus th
hereupon diffficult. Lastly, the lack of m
monitoring in this regard
r
renders
it diffficult to acqu
uire specific in
nformation wiith respect to
o the effective obstacles
t
they
encounte
er.
A
Alternative
conditions/o
c
observations: No issues re
eported
Explicit resid
E
dence require
ements: No issues
i
reporte
ed
I
Implicit
resiidence requ
uirements/de
e facto obst
tacles: Desp
pite the lack of explicit
r
residence
re
equirements, practice de
emonstrates that frontie
er workers may, as
a
aforementione
ed, neverthel ess encounte
er de facto difficulties
d
in exercising th
he right to
t
training
in voc
cational schoo
ols and retrain
ning centres.
A
Alternative
conditions/o
c
observations: No issues re
eported
Explicit resid
E
dence require
ements: No issues
i
reporte
ed
I
Implicit
resid
dence requirrements/de facto obstac
cles: No issue
es reported
A
Alternative
conditions/o
observations
s: It must be noted thatt the two larrgest trade
u
unions
in Bu
ulgaria (CITU B and Podkrrepa) are bo
oth part of ETUC, entailing mutual
r
recognition
of trade union m
membership. No issues can be identified .
Educational
E
B
Benefits

Explicit re
esidence req
quirements: No issues rep
ported
Implicit residence requirement
r
s/de facto obstacles: No issues
reported
Alternativ
ve condition
ns/observatiions: Childre
en of employ
yed frontier
workers e
equally enjoy access to Bulgarian
B
edu
ucational facilities as do
Bulgarian nationals.

Family
F
S
Support

Explicit re
esidence req
quirements: No issues rep
ported
Implicit residence requirement
r
s/de facto obstacles: No issues
reported
Alternativ
ve conditions/observatio
ons: No issue
es reported

Activation
A
B
Benefits

Explicit re
esidence req
quirements: No issues rep
ported
Implicit residence requirement
ts/de facto obstacles: Ambiguity
persists w
with respect to entitlemen
nt by frontie r workers to
o activation
benefits. Whilst frontie
er workers are principally
y accorded th
he right to
activation benefits, reg
gistration is nevertheless rrequisite in atttaining the
latter, whiich presuppos
ses a permane
ent or currentt address. Adm
ministrative
practice m
may thus differr from the equ
uality provided
d for in legisla
ation.
Alternativ
ve conditions/observatio
ons: No issue
es reported

Social
S
(
(Minimum
S
Subsistence)
)
S
Support

Explicit re
esidence req
quirements: No issues rep
ported
Implicit residence requirement
r
s/de facto obstacles: No issues
reported
Alternativ
ve conditio
ons/observat
tions: Socia
al assistance is solely
granted to
o a set of prre-defined ind
dividuals (fore
reigners with permanent
residence,, individuals who have a refugee o
or humanitarian status,
foreignerss with a temporarily prote
ected status,, persons inc
cluded in a
treaty by w
which Bulgaria
a is bound), which
w
excludess frontier worrkers.

O
Other

Explicit re
esidence req
quirements: No issues rep
ported
Implicit residence requirement
r
s/de facto obstacles: No issues
reported
Alternativ
ve conditions/observatio
ons: No issue
es reported

MAIIN SOCIAL
ADV
VANTAGES

TAX
ADV
VANTAGES

Explicit resid
E
dence require
ements: No issues
i
reporte
ed
I
Implicit
residence requiirements/de
e facto obsta
acles: A disti nction is mad
de between
t
tax
residents as opposed to non-tax re
esidents. The latter catego
ory is taxed solely with
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respect to the income generated in Bulgaria, whereas tax residents will be taxed upon the
worldwide income and enjoy the tax relief associated thereto.
Alternative conditions/observations:

RIGHTS AND
BENEFITS
CONCERNING
HOUSING

ADDITIONAL
OBSERVATIONS

Explicit residence requirements: No issues reported
Implicit residence requirements/de facto obstacles: There is insufficient available
housing, which may result in discriminatory behaviour to frontier workers by the
competent municipalities with regard to the relevant housing and related rights and
allowances.
Alternative conditions/observations: No issues reported
It need be noted that due to the lack of (policy) focus on frontier workers in Bulgaria,
information with respect thereto is extremely scarce. Additionally, it must be emphasised
that Bulgaria does not attract high numbers of frontier workers due to the prevalent low
wages in conjunction with the low standard of living.
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CROATIA – NATIONA
AL FICHE

RIGHT TO
ASS
SISTANCE
BY

Explicit resid
E
dence require
ements: No issues
i
reporte
ed
I
Implicit
resid
dence requirrements/de facto obstac
cles: No issue
es reported
A
Alternative
conditions/o
c
observations: No issues re
eported

EMP
PLOYMENT
O
OFFICES

RIGHT TO
TRA
AINING IN
VOC
CATIONAL
SCHOOLS AND
TRAINING
RET
CENTRES

RIGHT TO
MEM
MBERSHIP
OF
F TRADE
U
UNIONS

MAIIN SOCIAL
ADV
VANTAGES

TAX
ADV
VANTAGES

RIG
GHTS AND
BE
ENEFITS
CON
NCERNING
HOUSING

Explicit resid
E
dence require
ements: Indiividuals who are
a temporary
y residents enjjoy rights
c
comparable
to
o those of Cro
oatian citizens with respect to training in vocational schools and
r
retraining
centres.
I
Implicit
resid
dence requirrements/de facto obstac
cles: No issue
es reported
A
Alternative
conditions/o
c
observations: No issues re
eported

Explicit resid
E
dence require
ements: No issues
i
reporte
ed
I
Implicit
resid
dence requirrements/de facto obstac
cles: No issue
es reported
A
Alternative
conditions/o
c
observations: Insofar as frrontier workerrs are effectively
e
employed,
irre
espective of th
he profession,, the individua
als concerned enjoy the right to
m
membership
of
o a trade unio
on as well as the
t
rights atta
ached thereto .
Educational
E
B
Benefits

Explicit re
esidence req
quirements: The receipt off study grants
s for
dependentt children, irre
espective of th
he type, is con
nditioned upon a
residence requirement.
Implicit rresidence req
quirements/
/de facto obs
stacles: No is
ssues
reported
Alternativ
ve conditions/observatio
ons: No issue
es reported

Family
F
S
Support

Explicit re
esidence req
quirements: Additional info
formation pending
Implicit rresidence req
quirements/
/de facto obs
stacles: No id
dentified
issues
Alternativ
ve conditions/observatio
ons: No identtified issues

Activation
A
B
Benefits

Explicit re
esidence req
quirements: Additional info
formation pending
Implicit rresidence req
quirements/
/de facto obs
stacles:
Alternativ
ve conditions/observatio
ons:

Social
S
(
(Minimum
S
Subsistence)
)
S
Support

Explicit re
esidence req
quirements: Social welfare
e is restricted to
Croatian ccitizens and pe
ermanent residents.
Implicit rresidence req
quirements/
/de facto obs
stacles: No is
ssues
reported
Alternativ
ve conditions/observatio
ons: No issue
es reported

O
Other

Explicit re
esidence req
quirements: No issues rep
ported
Implicit rresidence req
quirements/
/de facto obs
stacles: No is
ssues
reported
Alternativ
ve conditions/observatio
ons: No issue
es reported

Explicit resid
E
dence require
ements: Tax advantages are
a solely app
plicable to certtain
c
categories
of residents,
r
whiich do not include non-resid
dents, hence e
excluding fron
ntier
w
workers
as a result
r
of resid ence elsewhe
ere.
I
Implicit
resid
dence requirrements/de facto obstac
cles: No issue
es reported
A
Alternative
conditions/o
c
observations: No issues re
eported
Explicit resid
E
dence require
ements: Social housing is accessible so lely to those individuals
w
who
have fulfiilled a past re sidence requirement and will
w fulfil a futu
ure residence
r
requirement.
I
Implicit
resid
dence requirrements/de facto obstac
cles: No issue
es reported
A
Alternative
conditions/o
c
observations: No issues re
eported
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ADDITIONAL

Due to the lack of information about frontier workers in Croatia, it is extremely difficult to
draw conclusions concerning the obstacles they face as a result of residence requirements.

OBSERVATIONS
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CYPRUS
S – NATI
IONAL FICHE
I

RIGHT TO
ASS
SISTANCE
BY
EMP
PLOYMENT
O
OFFICES

RIGHT TO
TRA
AINING IN
VOC
CATIONAL
SCHOOLS AND
RET
TRAINING
CENTRES

RIGHT TO
MEM
MBERSHIP
OF
F TRADE
U
UNIONS

Explicit resid
E
dence require
ements: No issues
i
reporte
ed
I
Implicit
resid
dence requirrements/de facto obstac
cles: No issue
es reported
A
Alternative
conditions/o
c
observations: No issues re
eported

Explicit resid
E
dence require
ements: No issues
i
reporte
ed
I
Implicit
resid
dence requirrements/de facto obstac
cles: No issue
es reported
ndition is imposed, as
A
Alternative
conditions/o
c
observations: Solely an em
mployment con
o
opposed
to a residence req uirement. Hen
nce, frontier workers
w
are en
ntitled to state-approved
a
and
financed training
t
so lon
ng as they are
e employed by
y a Cypriot un
ndertaking in the
t
t
territories
gov
verned by the Republic of Cyprus.
C
For unemployed perrsons, see acttivation
b
benefits
below
w.
Explicit resid
E
dence require
ements: No issues
i
reporte
ed
I
Implicit
resid
dence requirrements/de facto obstac
cles: No issue
es reported
A
Alternative
conditions/o
c
observations: No issues re
eported

Educational
E
B
Benefits

Explicit re
esidence req
quirements: Study grants are means-te
ested and
are award ed to families
s who have habitual residen
nce in the terrritories
controlled by Cyprus an
nd who have children
c
in Cyp
prus or studying abroad
at the grad
duate or postgraduate leve
el. The habitua
al residence re
equirement
is defined as 30 months
s within a thre
ee-year period
d directly prec
ceding the
request, a
and concerning
g either the pe
erson requestting the grant or his/her
family.
Implicit rresidence req
quirements/
/de facto obs
stacles: No is
ssues
reported
Alternativ
ve conditions/observatio
ons: No issue
es reported

Family
F
S
Support

Explicit re
esidence req
quirements: The receipt off child benefitts is in
principle, ssubject to a residence crite
erion (at least three consecutive
years).
Implicit rresidence req
quirements/
/de facto obs
stacles: No is
ssues
reported
Alternativ
ve conditions/observatio
ons: With resspect to frontie
er workers,
the reside nce criterion is
i likely to be put aside und
der certain conditions.
However, the latter will depend on va
arying admini strative practtice and
may vary depending up
pon individual circumstance
es.

Activation
A
B
Benefits

Explicit re
esidence req
quirements: No issues rep
ported
Implicit rresidence req
quirements/
/de facto obs
stacles: No is
ssues
reported
Alternativ
ve conditions/observatio
ons: Entitlem
ment to activattion
benefits in
n the form of cash
c
benefits and benefits iin kind facilita
ating the
return to w
work, the stay
y at work or th
he finding of tthe first emplo
oyment
requires re
egistration at the Public Service of Emplo
oyment.

Social
S
(
(Minimum
S
Subsistence)
)
S
Support

Explicit re
esidence req
quirements: To be the reccipient of a guaranteed
minimum social income
e, which is nott related to so
ocial insurance
e
contributio
ons, a five-yea
ar consecutive
e stay residen
nce condition must be
fulfilled.
Implicit rresidence req
quirements/
/de facto obs
stacles: No is
ssues
reported
Alternativ
ve conditions/observatio
ons: Tempora
ary absences from the
territories governed by the Republic of Cyprus are
e tolerated when they
are less th
han a month per
p year or due to health-re
elated reasons
s.

MAIIN SOCIAL
ADV
VANTAGES
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Other

TAX
ADVANTAGES

RIGHTS AND
BENEFITS
CONCERNING
HOUSING

ADDITIONAL
OBSERVATIONS

Explicit residence requirements: No issues reported
Implicit residence requirements/de facto obstacles: No issues
reported
Alternative conditions/observations: No issues reported

Explicit residence requirements: No issues reported
Implicit residence requirements/de facto obstacles: In order to be deemed a tax
resident, an individual needs to have spent more than 183 days in Cyprus. Insofar that this
is the case, the individual will be taxed upon the worldwide income they have in
accordance with Cypriot taxation. Certain specific types of income can equally be taxed in
Cyprus without being deemed a tax resident.
Alternative conditions/observations: No issues reported
Explicit residence requirements: The subsidy scheme for purchasing or building a
residence is solely for those who are permanent residents in Cyprus and is intended for the
purchasing of one’s first and primary residence.
Implicit residence requirements/de facto obstacles: No issues reported
Alternative conditions/observations: No issues reported
Geographical location hinders the movement of frontier workers to Cyprus. Not much
information can thus be gathered with respect to the obstacles they face.
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CZECH REPUBLIIC – NAT
TIONAL FICHE

RIGHT TO
ASS
SISTANCE
BY
EMP
PLOYMENT
O
OFFICES

RIGHT TO
TRA
AINING IN
VOC
CATIONAL
SCHOOLS AND
RET
TRAINING
CENTRES

RIGHT TO
MEM
MBERSHIP
OF
F TRADE
U
UNIONS

MAIIN SOCIAL
ADV
VANTAGES

Explicit resid
E
dence require
ements: No issues
i
reporte
ed
I
Implicit
resid
dence requirrements/de facto obstac
cles: In order to gain acces
ss to
e
employment
offices,
o
a resid
dence address
s needs to be communicate
ed, irrespective
e of
w
whether
this residence
r
is pe
ermanent or short-term.
s
If an individual is not residen
nt, he/she
c
can
neverthele
ess gain accesss by commun
nicating his/he
er place of sta
ay. The latter entails
t
that
frontier workers
w
who a
are not residen
nt, yet have a place of stay
y, will be granted
a
assistance
by employment offices. It app
pears that fron
ntier workers who return ho
ome on a
d
daily
basis ma
ay encounter d
difficulties in receiving
r
assis
stance from e
employment offices.
A
Alternative
conditions/o
c
observations: No issues re
eported
Explicit resid
E
dence require
ements: No issues
i
reporte
ed
I
Implicit
residence requiirements/de
e facto obsta
acles: Althoug
gh no explicit residence
r
requirements
exist with resspect to the right to retraining, it need be
e noted that the
t
regional
labour office of
o the place off residence is competent to
o provide bene
efits in cash and
a
in kind.
T
Thus,
given that a fronti er worker is not a resident, it appea
ars they will encounter
d
difficulties.
A
Alternative
conditions/o
c
observations: No issues re
eported
Explicit resid
E
dence require
ements: No issues
i
reporte
ed
I
Implicit
resid
dence requirrements/de facto obstac
cles: No issue
es reported
A
Alternative
conditions/o
c
observations: In order to enjoy
e
the righ
ht to members
ship of a
t
trade
union, an
a individual ssolely needs to
o be employed
d. However, w
with respect to
o the rights
a
associated
to membership o
of a trade union, it need be
e noted that th
he specific tra
ade unions
p
prescribe
the applicable rig hts with respe
ect thereto in their respectiive statutes.
Educational
E
B
Benefits

Explicit re
esidence req
quirements: No issues rep
ported
Implicit rresidence req
quirements/
/de facto obs
stacles: No is
ssues
reported
Alternativ
ve conditions/observatio
ons: No issue
es reported

Family
F
S
Support

Explicit re
esidence req
quirements: Foster care alllowance, which includes
y if authorisattion for
three type
es of distinct allowances,
a
is granted solely
long-term residence has
s been grante
ed, or if the ind
dividual conce
erned
receives h is/her rights directly
d
from Regulation
R
(EU
U) No 492/2011.
Implicit rresidence req
quirements/
/de facto obs
stacles: No is
ssues
reported
Alternativ
ve conditions/observatio
ons: No issue
es reported

Activation
A
B
Benefits

Explicit re
esidence req
quirements: No issues rep
ported
Implicit rresidence req
quirements/
/de facto obs
stacles: No is
ssues
reported
Alternativ
ve conditions/observatio
ons: No issue
es reported

Social
S
(
(minimum
s
subsistence)
)
S
Support

Explicit re
esidence req
quirements: Living allowan
nce and specia
al
immediate
e aid is subjec
ct to a residence requireme nt. Additional various
social serv
vices are equa
ally subject to a residence rrequirement exceeding
e
three mon
nths, unless th
he individual concerned
c
derrives his/her rights
directly fro
om Regulation
n (EU) No 492
2/2011
Implicit rresidence req
quirements/
/de facto obs
stacles: No is
ssues
reported
Alternativ
ve conditions/observatio
ons: It need b
be noted that residence
can be dem
monstrated in
nsofar that a sufficient
s
proo
of of a connecttion with
the Czech Republic is de
emonstrated.

O
Other

Explicit re
esidence req
quirements: A mobility allo
owance and an
allowance for special aid
d for individua
als with disabiilities are subjject to a
residence exceeding thrree months in the Czech Re
epublic, if the individual
concerned
d does not derrive his/her rig
ghts directly fr
from Regulatio
on
492/2011..
Implicit rresidence req
quirements/
/de facto obs
stacles: No is
ssues
reported
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Alternative conditions/observations: No issues reported

TAX
ADVANTAGES

RIGHTS AND
BENEFITS
CONCERNING
HOUSING

Explicit residence requirements: No issues reported
Implicit residence requirements/de facto obstacles: Tax advantages are granted to
individuals who generate at least 90% of their income in the Czech Republic, which may
prove to be a high threshold for various frontier workers to attain.
Alternative conditions/observations: No issues reported
Explicit residence requirements: Housing allowance and housing supplements are
subject to a residence requirement.
Implicit residence requirements/de facto obstacles: No issues reported
Alternative conditions/observations: As is generally the case with social advantages,
the imposed residence requirement can alternatively be deemed fulfilled if the individual
concerned can demonstrate that he/she is sufficiently connected to the Czech Republic.
Additionally, it need be noted that individuals are entitled if they receive their rights
directly from Regulation (EU) No 492/2011.
No additional observations

ADDITIONAL
OBSERVATIONS
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DENMA
ARK – NA
ATIONAL FICHE

RIGHT TO
ASS
SISTANCE
BY
EMP
PLOYMENT
O
OFFICES

RIGHT TO
TRA
AINING IN
VOC
CATIONAL
SCHOOLS AND
RET
TRAINING
CENTRES

RIGHT TO
MEM
MBERSHIP
OF
F TRADE
U
UNIONS

Explicit resid
E
dence require
ements: No issues
i
reporte
ed
I
Implicit
resid
dence requirrements/de facto obstac
cles: Prior to 2
2014, a civil registration
r
n
number,
which is conditione
ed upon residency in Denm
mark, was need
ded in order to
t register
f assistance on the digita l platform of employment
for
e
offices.
o
The co
ompetent auth
hority has
instructed, however, to am end this de fa
acto obstacle. Nevertheless,, It appears th
hat EU
c
citizens,
includ
ding amongst others frontie
er workers, ha
ave been subjject to discrim
mination in
t
this
regard (i.e. refused asssistance). A distinction need
d be made be
etween the Law
w on
A
Active
Social Policy
P
and the
e Law on Activ
ve Employmen
nt. The latter d
does not impo
ose
r
residence
requ
uirements, wh
hilst the forme
er does, creating additionall ambiguity with respect
t frontier worrkers.
to
A
Alternative
conditions/o
c
observations: No issues re
eported
Explicit resid
E
dence require
ements: No issues
i
reporte
ed
I
Implicit
resid
dence requirrements/de facto obstac
cles: As afore mentioned, th
he Active
S
Social
Policy Law
L
imposes rresidence requ
uirements, wh
hereas the Law
w on Active Em
mployment
d
does
not, crea
ating ambiguitty with respec
ct to the applic
cable rules forr frontier workers.
e deemed in
W
Whilst
the residence require
ements are no
ot to be enforced if they are
c
contravention
of EU require
ements, it can
nnot be exclud
ded that local officials are oftentimes
u
unaware
of ho
ow to apply th
he provisions concerned,
c
en
ntailing that frrontier workerrs can,
n
nevertheless,
be disadvanta
aged due to their residence
e being located
d elsewhere.
A
Alternative
conditions/o
c
observations: No issues re
eported
Explicit resid
E
dence require
ements: No issues
i
reporte
ed
I
Implicit
resid
dence requirrements/de facto obstac
cles: No issue
es reported
A
Alternative
conditions/o
c
observations: Employmentt is requisite i n order to enjjoy the
r
right
to memb
bership of a trrade union and
d the rights atttached theretto.
Educational
E
B
Benefits

Explicit re
esidence req
quirements: No issues rep
ported
Implicit rresidence req
quirements/
/de facto obs
stacles: Initia
ally, a
temporary
y residence requirement wa
as imposed in order to receive a study
grant. How
wever, frontier workers can
n now circumv
vent this obligation if a
sufficient llink with Denm
mark is demonstrated. The former reside
ence
requireme
ent has been replaced
r
by a five-year dura
ational employment
condition ffor children an
nd other family members o
of frontier worrkers.88
Alternativ
ve conditions/observatio
ons: No issue
es reported

Family
F
S
Support

Explicit re
esidence req
quirements: No issues rep
ported
Implicit rresidence re
equirements/de facto o
obstacles: In 2010, the
Danish law
w on child ben
nefits was amended so thatt a parent would have to
have work
ked or resided
d in Denmark for two yearss out of the last 10 years
in order tto be entitled
d to the full amount of cchild benefit. Whilst the
concerned
d provision wa
as deemed in contraventio n of EU law, the Danish
governme nt could not must
m
sufficient parliamenta
ary support to amend the
foregoing provision. Th
he latter resulted in a del icate situation by which
administra
ative practice is in complia
ance with EU
U law, but as it has not
he Danish law
been able to establish a majority fo
or changing th
w, this new
administra
ative practice is against the
e Danish law.
Alternativ
ve conditions/observatio
ons: No issue
es reported

Activation
A
B
Benefits

Explicit rresidence re
equirements: The aforem
mentioned law
w on active
social policcy imposes legal residence as a condition
n for entitlement.
Implicit residence requirement
ts/de facto
o obstacles:: The law
pertaining to sicknes
ss benefits also operattes with a residence
requireme
ent. Howeverr, the residence require
ement is wa
aived with
reference to Regulation (EC) No 88
83/2004. Forr frontier worrkers active
labour ma
arket policy appears to create
c
problem
ms in genera
al, as local
administra
ations are oftten unclear about where tthe unemploy
yed frontier

MAIIN SOCIAL
ADV
VANTAGES

88

The
e Danish prov
visions concerrned have reccently been amended to be
e compliant w
with recent ca
ase law by
the CJJEU such as, amongst
a
others, case C-20//12, Giersch and
a
others.
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worker is to be activated. Administrative ambiguities increase if the
frontier worker becomes sick for a longer period.
Alternative conditions/observations: No issues reported

TAX
ADVANTAGES

RIGHTS AND
BENEFITS
CONCERNING
HOUSING

ADDITIONAL
OBSERVATIONS

Social
(Minimum
Subsistence)
Support

Explicit residence requirements: The law on active social policy lays
down legal residence as an eligibility criterion. To receive Danish social
assistance benefits, the concerned individual has to reside in Denmark.89
Implicit residence requirements/de facto obstacles: No issues
reported
Alternative conditions/observations: No issues reported

Other

Explicit residence requirements: No issues reported
Implicit residence requirements/de facto obstacles: No issues
reported
Alternative conditions/observations: No issues reported

Explicit residence requirements: Residents are subject to tax on their worldwide
income. Non-residents are subject to tax on income generated in Denmark and deductions
are limited to deductions relating to this income. Non-residents can, however, opt for
taxation as residents if they derive at least 75% of their global income in a tax year from
employment income, including pension income or business income in Denmark. In the
latter case their tax is calculated in the same way and with the same tax deductions as for
residents.
Implicit residence requirements/de facto obstacles: No issues reported
Explicit residence requirements: Housing benefits are not exportable and thus subject
to residence requirements.
Implicit residence requirements/de facto obstacles: No issues reported
Alternative conditions/observations: No issues reported
It has been noted that the increased digitalisation of information poses a problem to
frontier workers, who might need personalised assistance in order to fully comprehend the
applicable legislation, rights and obligations.

89
It need be noted, however, that this is deemed compliant with EU specifications as elaborated upon in
case C-406/04, De Cuyper.
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ESTO
ONIA – N ATIONA
AL FICHE

RIGHT TO
ASS
SISTANCE
BY
EMP
PLOYMENT
O
OFFICES

RIGHT TO
TRA
AINING IN
VOC
CATIONAL
SCHOOLS AND
RET
TRAINING
CENTRES
RIGHT TO
MEM
MBERSHIP
OF
F TRADE
U
UNIONS

MAIIN SOCIAL

Explicit resid
E
dence require
ements: No issues
i
reporte
ed
I
Implicit
residence requi rements/de facto obsta
acles: It has been noted that despite
g
general
good cooperation with Member States, issu
ues have arissen with resp
pect to the
r
receipt
of forreign unemplloyment insurance forms when an ind
dividual is applying for
b
benefits
or se
ervices in Esttonia. As a result,
r
individ
duals are ofte
entimes confrronted with
e
extensive
dela
ays, despite e ntitlement, in receiving une
employment b
benefits.
A
Alternative
conditions/o
c
observations: Amongst oth
hers, EU citize
ens who are sttaying in
E
Estonia
have access
a
to labo
our market services and benefits. In orde
er to gain acce
ess to
u
unemploymen
nt insurance b enefits, it sufffices that the individual con
ncerned has contributed
t his/her une
to
employment in
nsurance for at
a least 12 mo
onths during tthe 36 months
s prior to
h
his/her
registrration as being
g unemployed
d. To receive unemploymen
u
nt allowance, a person,
in general, has to have bee
en employed or
o engaged in work or an acctivity equal to work for
a least 180 days during the
at
e 12 months prior to registtration as une mployed. The
e income
n less than th
m
must
additionally have been
he 31-fold daily unemploym
ment allowance
e rate. For
s
services
to be received from
m employmen
nt offices, therre are in gene ral no require
ements for
t
the
length of previous
p
emp loyment.
Explicit resid
E
dence require
ements: No issues
i
reporte
ed
I
Implicit
resid
dence requirrements/de facto obstac
cles: No issue
es reported
A
Alternative
conditions/o
c
observations: It suffices to
o be employed
d in Estonia to
o be
g
granted
the right to obtain training and additional
a
edu
ucation. In add
dition thereto, if the
t
training
is worrk-related, the
e individual co
oncerned may
y benefit from paid leave to
o complete
t
the
studying.
Explicit resid
E
dence require
ements: No issues
i
reporte
ed
I
Implicit
resid
dence requirrements/de facto obstac
cles: No issue
es reported
A
Alternative
conditions/o
c
observations: In order to enjoy
e
the righ
ht to members
ship of a
e employed in
t
trade
union, itt suffices to be
n Estonia.
Educational
E
B
Benefits

Explicit rresidence re
equirements: No significa
ant benefits concerning
underage children are apparent. So
ome local mu
unicipalities grant school
benefits att the beginnin
ng of the school year. Sim
milar to social assistance,
residence requirements
s will apply in order to be e
entitled to suc
ch benefits.
Additionallly, some mun
nicipalities condition entitle
ement thereo
of upon the
fulfilment of a durationa
al residence re
equirement ex
xceeding one year.
Study allo
owances for vocational schooling and
d university students
s
is
granted ssolely with respect to individuals w
who are tem
mporary or
permanen t residents in Estonia, and registered in the Estonian population
register.
Implicit rresidence req
quirements/
/de facto obs
stacles: No is
ssues
reported
Alternativ
ve conditions/observatio
ons: No issue
es reported

Family
F
S
Support

Explicit re
esidence req
quirements: Most significa
ant family benefits in
Estonia are
e coordinated
d under Regula
ation (EC) No 883/2004. So
ome local
municipali ties provide additional
a
family benefits. Iff such benefits are
related to social supporrt, residence requirements a
apply. Additio
onally,
some mun
nicipalities give rise to bene
efits only afterr a person has
s resided in
a municipa
ality for more than one yea
ar.
Implicit rresidence req
quirements/
/de facto obs
stacles: No is
ssues
reported
Alternativ
ve conditions/observatio
ons: No issue
es reported

Activation
A
B
Benefits

Explicit re
esidence req
quirements: No issues rep
ported
Implicit rresidence req
quirements/
/de facto obs
stacles: Similarly to the
have arisen with
right to asssistance by employment offfices, issues h
w
respect
to the rece
eipt of foreign
n unemployme
ent insurance forms. A frontier
worker, wh
hen applying for benefits/services in Esto
onia is oftentiimes
confronted
d with extensive delays, despite entitlem
ment, in receiv
ving
unemploym
ment benefits
s, such as, am
mongst others,, activation be
enefits.
Alternativ
ve conditions/observatio
ons: No issue
es reported

ADV
VANTAGES
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TAX
ADVANTAGES

RIGHTS AND
BENEFITS
CONCERNING
HOUSING

ADDITIONAL
OBSERVATIONS

Social
(minimum
subsistence)
Support

Explicit residence requirements: Entitlement to minimum subsistence
benefits is conditioned upon entitlement to a general right of social
welfare services. In order to be entitled to the foregoing, an individual is
effectively required to reside (temporarily or permanently) in Estonia.
Individuals who are staying in Estonia, as opposed to residing, will be
entitled to emergency social assistance, but are excluded from receiving
social welfare generally and as a result thereof, minimum subsistence
benefits. For residence in Estonia, one must be registered in the Estonian
population register.
Implicit residence requirements/de facto obstacles: No issues
reported
Alternative conditions/observations: No issues reported

Other

Explicit residence requirements: No issues reported
Implicit residence requirements/de facto obstacles: No issues
reported
Alternative conditions/observations: No issues reported

Explicit residence requirements: No issues reported
Implicit residence requirements/de facto obstacles: A frontier worker will be equated
to an Estonian resident if he/she has been in Estonia for 183 days or more the past 12
consecutive months. If a frontier worker is effectively deemed a tax resident, he/she will
be entitled to the following tax deductions: annual basic income tax exemption, additional
annual basic income tax exemption conditioned upon the maintenance of a child, income
tax deduction concerning housing loan interest, income tax deductions concerning training
expenses. Hence, it is possible that these conditions to be deemed a tax resident render it
difficult for frontier workers who return home on a daily basis to enjoy the benefits
concerned.
Alternative conditions/observations: If an individual is not deemed an Estonian tax
resident, he/she may nevertheless still enjoy the aforementioned tax benefits, if he/she is
a tax resident of another Member State or, alternatively, of an EEA State and if 75% of the
income is earned in Estonia, albeit solely with respect to the income earned in Estonia as
opposed to the worldwide income. In the event that a frontier worker who is deemed a tax
resident elsewhere, in the Member States or the EEA States, does not meet the 75%
threshold, he/she may still enjoy the deduction encompassed in the annual basic income
tax exemption. Furthermore, Estonia has concluded a series of double taxation avoidance
treaties with a vast majority of Member States and the EEA States.
Explicit residence requirements: Entitlement to housing benefits is conditioned upon
entitlement to a general right to social welfare services. In order to be entitled to the
foregoing, an individual is effectively required to reside in Estonia. Individuals who are
staying in Estonia, as opposed to residing, will be entitled to emergency social assistance,
but are excluded from receiving social welfare generally and, as a result thereof, housing
benefits. Additionally, for residence in Estonia one has to be registered in the Estonian
population register.
Implicit residence requirements/de facto obstacles: No issues reported
Alternative conditions/observations: No issues reported
Additionally, problems have been noted with respect to the completing of a driving exam,
which requires residence in Estonia. Lastly, it appears that in order to benefit from a vast
array of online services in Estonia, an individual must have acquired an Estonian
identification card. The latter is solely possible insofar that the individual concerned is
registered in the Estonian Population Register, which may prove to be difficult for frontier
workers.
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FINLAN
ND – NAT
TIONAL FICHE

RIGHT TO
ASS
SISTANCE
BY
EMP
PLOYMENT
O
OFFICES

RIGHT TO
TRA
AINING IN
VOC
CATIONAL
SCHOOLS AND
RET
TRAINING

Explicit resid
E
dence require
ements: No issues
i
reporte
ed
I
Implicit
resid
dence requirrements/de facto obstac
cles: Most pub
blic employme
ent
s
services
are available for in
ndividual clients irrespective
e of their resid
dence. Howev
ver, certain
s
services
are solely granted to jobseekers
s (who can be foreigners). H
However, practical
p
problems
arise
e when an ind
dividual is not in possession
n of a Finnish social security
y number.
I order to atttain the numb
In
ber concerned, an individual must go to a
an actual emp
ployment
o
office
(as oppo
osed to being able to registter online). Efffectively goin g to the employment
o
office
may be burdensome in some regio
ons (due to practical obstaccles such as, amongst
a
o
others,
openin
ng hours, lingu
uistic issues), which may negatively affe
ect frontier wo
orkers.
A
Alternative
conditions/o
c
observations: No issues re
eported
Explicit resid
E
dence require
ements: No issues
i
reporte
ed
I
Implicit
resid
dence requirrements/de facto obstac
cles: No issue
es reported
A
Alternative
conditions/o
c
observations: Job alteratio
on benefits req
quire a ten-ye
ear period
o employmen
of
nt to have bee
en completed, irrespective of
o nationality and residence
e.

CENTRES

RIGHT TO
MEM
MBERSHIP
OF
F TRADE
U
UNIONS

Explicit resid
E
dence require
ements: No issues
i
reporte
ed
I
Implicit
resid
dence requirrements/de facto obstac
cles: Although
h no reports of
o obstacles
w
with
regard to
o the right to ttrade union membership
m
ex
xist, there is in
nsufficient coo
operation
w
with
respect to unemploym
ment benefits. If frontier workers have on
nly briefly been
e
employed
in Finland
F
and su
ubsequently be
een made red
dundant, it hass happened th
hat the
u
unemploymen
nt authorities cconcerned rejected applications both in tthe Member State
S
of
r
residence
and the Member State of (form
mer) employm
ment. An addittional example
e of
o
obstacles:
Norrway does nott have unemp
ployment funds such as in FFinland; hence
e the
r
requisite
unem
mployment forrms are not se
ent to Norway
y.
A
Alternative
conditions/o
c
observations: No issues re
eported
Educational
E
B
Benefits

Explicit re
esidence req
quirements: A foreign stud
dent may rece
eive a
study gran
nt for studies abroad as lon
ng as it corres ponds to Finn
nish
education.. However, the latter is con
nditioned upon
n a temporal residence
r
requireme
ent (residence for two years
s, in the five y
years precedin
ng the
90
application
n for a study grant).
g
Implicit rresidence req
quirements/
/de facto obs
stacles: No is
ssues
reported
Alternativ
ve conditions/observatio
ons: No issue
es reported

Family
F
S
Support

Explicit re
esidence req
quirements: No issues rep
ported
Implicit residence requirement
r
s/de facto obstacles: No issues
reported
Alternativ
ve condition
ns/observations: The b
benefits conc
cerned are
deemed ssocial advantages in acc
cordance witth Regulation
n (EU) No
492/2011 and respectiively social se
ecurity benefiits with Regu
ulation (EC)
No 883/20
004 and are granted
g
to fron
ntier workers irrespective of
o residence
in Finland..

Activation
A
B
Benefits

Explicit re
esidence req
quirements: No issues rep
ported
Implicit rresidence requirements/
/de facto obs
stacles: The receipt and
access to activation benefits is to be addresse
ed by the No
ordic Social
Security C
Convention, which
w
stipulate
es that the co
ontracting parrties should
cooperate in order to facilitate
f
reha
abilitation and
d return to em
mployment.
The enhan
nced cooperation is aimed at better prrotecting and supporting
frontier wo
orkers. In pra
actice, howeve
er, it is somettimes difficult to decipher
who/which
h State will be financially
y held to prrovide for re
ehabilitation
measures,, thus being potentially
p
detrimental to fro
ontier workers.
Alternativ
ve conditions/observatio
ons: No issue
es reported

MAIIN SOCIAL
ADV
VANTAGES

90

A la
aw proposal has
h
been com
mposed in orde
er to provide alternative means
m
to demo
onstrate entittlement to
study grants. More
e specifically, the
t
residence requirement would be neg
gated if the in
ndividual conc
cerned has
his ce
entre of interests in Finland.
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TAX
ADVANTAGES

RIGHTS AND
BENEFITS
CONCERNING
HOUSING

Social
(Minimum
Subsistence)
Support

Explicit residence requirements: No issues reported
Implicit residence requirements/de facto obstacles: No issues
reported
Alternative conditions/observations: Minimum subsistence is not
subject to an explicit nor permanent residence requirement. Municipalities
are responsible for the implementation of the minimum subsistence and
according to the Act on Social Assistance. individuals who are not
permanently residing in Finland have access to necessary urgent income
support. Analogous provisions apply for family support as a means of
social support.

Other

Explicit residence requirements: No issues reported
Implicit residence requirements/de facto obstacles: No issues
reported
Alternative conditions/observations: No issues reported

Explicit residence requirements: According to the Nordic Social Security Convention,
frontier workers are taxed in the Member State of residence.
Implicit residence requirements/de facto obstacles: Furthermore, other frontier
workers need to have lived in Finland for six months per year, and need have generated
75% of their income in Finland, in order to enjoy tax advantages analogously to Finnish
residents.
Alternative conditions/observations: No issues reported
Explicit residence requirements: No issues reported
Implicit residence requirements/de facto obstacles: The general housing allowance
is means-tested and granted to residents living in an apartment or house situated in
Finland to lower the housing costs.
Alternative conditions/observations: The income threshold to attain the foregoing
allowance is low, entailing that only individuals with low income are entitled thereto.
No additional observations

ADDITIONAL
OBSERVATIONS
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FRANCE
E – NATI
IONAL FICHE
I

RIGHT TO
ASS
SISTANCE
BY
EMP
PLOYMENT
O
OFFICES

RIGHT TO
TRA
AINING IN
VOC
CATIONAL
SCHOOLS AND
RET
TRAINING
CENTRES

RIGHT TO
MEM
MBERSHIP
OF
F TRADE
U
UNIONS

Explicit resid
E
dence require
ements: No issues
i
reporte
ed
I
Implicit
resid
dence requirrements/de facto obstac
cles: In order to register att an
e
employment
office,
o
an addrress is require
ed. This could prove to be a de facto obstacle for
f
frontier
worke
ers, as they arre not residents in France.
A
Alternative
conditions/o
c
observations: No issues re
eported
Explicit resid
E
dence require
ements: No issues
i
reporte
ed
I
Implicit
resid
dence requirrements/de facto obstac
cles: Concerniing university
y education,
f
frontier
worke
ers are assimillated with Fre
ench citizens. However, thro
oughout the duration
d
of
t
the
university studies, it is expected thatt the individua
als concerned reside in Fran
nce, which
m
may
potentially detrimenta lly affect fronttier workers.
A
Alternative
conditions/o
c
observations: A temporal employment
e
ccondition is im
mposed
u
upon,
amongs
st others, fron
ntier workers, in order to en
njoy vocationa
al training.
Explicit resid
E
dence require
ements: No issues
i
reporte
ed
I
Implicit
resid
dence requirrements/de facto obstac
cles: No issue
es reported
A
Alternative
conditions/o
c
observations: The sole con
ndition in orde
er to enjoy the
e right to
m
membership
of
o a trade unio
on concerns prior or current employmentt.
Educational
E
B
Benefits

Explicit re
esidence req
quirements: No issues ide ntified
Implicit rresidence req
quirements/
/de facto obs
stacles: Study grants
are award ed due to soc
cial criteria and/or merit and
d/or in view of
o fostering
internation
nal mobility. The
T
award of a study grant due to social criteria is
conditiona
al upon one off the following conditions: tthe individual must have
worked in France (genu
uinely and effe
ectively) or de
emonstrate that his/her
parents/le
egal guardians
s have receive
ed revenues in
n France. How
wever, the
foregoing conditions do not apply to students who
o themselves can
c
show
sufficient iintegration in France. For the latter a deg
gree of reside
ency – one
year – is ttaken into con
nsideration. Th
he second and
d third types of
o study
grants do not impose in
ndirect residen
nce requireme
ents.
Alternativ
ve conditions/observatio
ons: No issue
es reported

Family
F
S
Support

Explicit re
esidence req
quirements: Family benefiits are categorised in 8
types of so
ocial advantag
ges. All these benefits are cconditioned upon
residence in France. In addition, dependent childre
en equally so need to
reside in F
France to be considered
c
for the granting of family benefits.
Implicit rresidence req
quirements/
/de facto obs
stacles: No is
ssues
reported
Alternativ
ve conditions/observatio
ons: No issue
es reported

Activation
A
B
Benefits

Explicit re
esidence req
quirements: Activation ben
nefits correspond to the
social min imum, which is now adjusted to take intto account the
e situation
of personss who have a limited profes
ssional activity
y (they can co
ontinue to
benefit fro
om social assis
stance, under certain condiitions). These benefits
depend on
n residence in France. Resid
dence within tthis context is
s
understoo d as stable an
nd effective re
esidence, enta
ailing no more
e than
three mon
nths abroad.
Implicit rresidence req
quirements/
/de facto obs
stacles: No is
ssues
reported
Alternativ
ve conditions/observatio
ons: No issue
es reported

Social
S
(
(Minimum
S
Subsistence)
)
S
Support

Explicit re
esidence req
quirements: The minimum
m income is de
ependent
upon a ressidence permiit as well as re
esidence for th
he past three months,
with an ex
xception for in
ndividuals who
o are on sick le
eave.
Implicit rresidence req
quirements/
/de facto obs
stacles: No is
ssues
reported
Alternativ
ve conditions/observatio
ons: No issue
es reported

MAIIN SOCIAL
ADV
VANTAGES
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Other

TAX
ADVANTAGES

RIGHTS AND
BENEFITS
CONCERNING
HOUSING

Explicit residence requirements: No issues reported
Implicit residence requirements/de facto obstacles: No issues
reported
Alternative conditions/observations: No issues reported

Explicit residence requirements: No issues reported
Implicit residence requirements/de facto obstacles: In order to receive tax
advantages, the frontier worker must generate 75% of the annual income in France, and
cannot sufficiently enjoy similar tax advantages in the Member State of residence.
Alternative conditions/observations: If the 75% income threshold cannot be reached,
the following conditions may be fulfilled in order to nevertheless be equated to French
citizens:
1. The French revenue constitutes more than 50% of the global tax income.
2. The individual cannot benefit from any mechanism allowing a reduction of taxes in
the country of residence based on its personal and family situation in his country
of residence.
Explicit residence requirements: No issues reported
Implicit residence requirements/de facto obstacles: Personal housing benefits,
family housing benefits and social housing benefits are awarded depending upon family
and individual resources, as well as accommodation on French territory. The latter implies
that a frontier worker would need to have the property located in France, which could
possibly act as an indirect discriminatory practice based upon residence.
Alternative conditions/observations: No issues reported
No additional observations

ADDITIONAL
OBSERVATIONS
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GERMA
ANY – NA
ATIONAL FICHE

RIGHT TO
ASS
SISTANCE
BY
EMP
PLOYMENT
O
OFFICES

RIGHT TO
TRA
AINING IN
VOC
CATIONAL
SCHOOLS AND
RET
TRAINING
CENTRES

RIGHT TO
MEM
MBERSHIP
OF
F TRADE
U
UNIONS

Explicit resid
E
dence require
ements: Claimants seeking assistance w
who cannot prrovide for
t
themselves
arre granted asssistance solely
y if they fulfil a habitual ressidence requirrement.91
I
Implicit
resid
dence requirrements/de facto obstac
cles: No issue
es reported
A
Alternative
conditions/o
c
observations: Claimants who
w
are able to
o provide for themselves
t
a entitled to
are
o assistance iff they have be
een or are employed in Germ
many and thu
us have
b
been
subject to
t contributorry payments.
Explicit resid
E
dence require
ements: Claimants seeking assistance w
who are not able to
p
provide
for the
emselves are granted assis
stance solely if they fulfil a habitual resid
dence
r
requirement.
I
Implicit
resid
dence requirrements/de facto obstac
cles: No issue
es reported
A
Alternative
conditions/o
c
observations: Claimants who
w
are able to
o provide for themselves
t
a entitled to
are
o assistance iff they have be
een or are employed in Germ
many and thu
us have
b
been
subject to
t contributorry payments.
Explicit resid
E
dence require
ements: No issues
i
reporte
ed
I
Implicit
resid
dence requirrements/de facto obstac
cles: No issue
es reported
A
Alternative
conditions/o
c
observations: Whilst trade
e unions have their own res
spective
s
statutes
regarrding memberrship requirem
ments and requirements forr the rights de
erived from
m
membership,
the sole comm
mon requisite condition con
ncerns employ
yment. Frontie
er workers
h
have
been mo
onitored in varrying positions within trade
e unions and a
are not hinderred by
r
residence
requ
uirements.
Educational
E
B
Benefits

MAIIN SOCIAL

In addition
n to the limite
ed access ratio
one personae,, one has to ta
ake
account off the fact thatt only students
s residing perrmanently in Germany
G
have acce ss to grants fo
or studies in another
a
counttry (§ 5 para. 2 BAföG).
Finally, in exceptional cases,
c
only German nationa
als permanently residing
in other co
ountries than Germany are entitled to grrants for study
ying
abroad (§ 6 BAföG).
In view off requirements
s of EU law, it has to be notted, though, that
t
an
(unconditi onal) residenc
ce requiremen
nt for children
n of frontier workers has
been quesstioned notably by the CJEU
U’s judgment o
of 20 June 2013
(Giersch e
et al).
Alternativ
ve conditions/observatio
ons: On 20 A
August 2014, the
t
German
governme nt proposed an
a amendmen
nt of the BAföG
G pursuing intter alia the
goal of ada
apting it to th
he requiremen
nts of EU law. It remains to be seen
and exam ined whether all issues will have been se
ettled.

ADV
VANTAGES

Family
F
S
Support

91

Explicit re
esidence req
quirements: No explicit ressidence requirement
Implicit rresidence req
quirements/
/de facto obs
stacles: Child
dren of
frontier wo
orkers will usu
ually not be entitled to educcational benefits
because th
hey do not fullfil the criteria of § 8 BAföG
G:
§ 8 para. 1 no. 3 BAföG
G entitling children of EU wo
orkers does no
ot apply in
the case o
of frontier worrkers since the
eir children did
d not move with
w
them to
Germany. The same is true for § 8 para. 1 no. 2 B
BAföG since ne
either the
frontier wo
orker nor her//his family will have acquire
ed a permane
ent right of
residence in Germany (usually five year of continu
uous residence
e in
Germany rrequired). Neither does § 8 para. 3 no. 2 BAföG apply
y. For, not
only does it require that, during a pe
eriod of six yea
ars prior to he
er/his
child(ren) taking up stu
udies, the frontier worker w
worked in Germ
many for a
period of tthree years, but
b also that he
h resided the
ere.
The frontie
er worker her//himself may be entitled to
o study grants
s if having
been emp loyed in Germ
many before ta
aking up studiies and the latter are
connected
d with the form
mer employme
ent.

Explicit re
esidence req
quirements: No issues rep
ported
Implicit rresidence req
quirements/
/de facto obs
stacles: No is
ssues
reported
Alternativ
ve conditions/observatio
ons: German family benefits fall

How
wever, the pottential uncons
stitutionality tthereof has be
een raised as an
a issue withiin this contextt.
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within the scope of Regulation (EC) No 883/2004.

TAX
ADVANTAGES

RIGHTS AND
BENEFITS
CONCERNING
HOUSING

ADDITIONAL
OBSERVATIONS

92

Activation
Benefits

Explicit residence requirements: No issues reported
Implicit residence requirements/de facto obstacles: No issues
reported
Alternative conditions/observations: Regarding entitlement, two
categories of possible claimants have to be distinguished, namely persons
falling under book II of the German Social Security code and those
covered by book III. Residence requirements provided for by national
social law are held inapplicable in view of EU law and constitutional law
requirements.

Social
(Minimum
Subsistence)
Support

Explicit residence requirements: Social assistance for jobseekers is
granted to those who are either not yet entitled or have surpassed their
entitlement to unemployment benefits or workers of whom the wage is
below the minimum subsistence level and who are unemployed but
employable without sufficient financial resources. In order to receive the
latter, a habitual residence requirement must be fulfilled. However, as this
is contested due to constitutionality concerns, frontier workers are
normally exempted from this exclusion. General social assistance is
granted to individuals who are not employable and is subsequently
subject to residence in Germany.
Implicit residence requirements/de facto obstacles: No issues
reported
Alternative conditions/observations: No issues reported

Other

Explicit residence requirements: No issues reported
Implicit residence requirements/de facto obstacles: No issues
reported
Alternative conditions/observations: No issues reported

Explicit residence requirements: No issues reported
Implicit residence requirements/de facto obstacles: No issues reported
Alternative conditions/observations: Individuals have access to cash subsidies for
private pension schemes, which is equally applicable to civil servants and individuals falling
under the compulsory German pension insurance scheme, including frontier workers. All
obstacles which may render access to such benefits detrimental to EU migrant workers
have been eliminated as a result of the case C-269/07.92
Explicit residence requirements: Entitlement to housing benefits only exists if an
individual is factually and legally residing in Germany. Hence, frontier workers are
excluded. Regarding entitlement, two categories of possible claimants have to be
distinguished, namely persons falling under book II of the German Social Security code and
those covered by book III. Residence requirements provided for by national social law are
held inapplicable in view of EU law and constitutional law requirements.
Implicit residence requirements/de facto obstacles: No issues reported
Alternative conditions/observations: No issues reported
Additional difficulties encountered by frontier workers are linguistic problems, educational
discrepancies, lack of knowledge pertaining to the qualification as a frontier worker, timeconsuming cooperation, lack of mutual recognition of professional and academic
qualifications, and complex legislation and practice.

Case C-269/07, Commission v Germany.
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E – NATI
IONAL FICHE
I

RIGHT TO
ASS
SISTANCE
BY
EMP
PLOYMENT
O
OFFICES

RIGHT TO
TRA
AINING IN
VOC
CATIONAL
SCHOOLS AND
TRAINING
RET
CENTRES

RIGHT TO
MEM
MBERSHIP
OF
F TRADE
U
UNIONS

MAIIN SOCIAL

Explicit resid
E
dence require
ements: No issues
i
reporte
ed
I
Implicit
resid
dence requirrements/de facto obstac
cles: Private e
employment offices
o
are
a
authorised
to mediate betw
ween employers and citizens
s of the Europ
pean Union orr citizens of
t
third
countries
s legally resid ing in Greece who seek em
mployment, su
ubject to the condition
c
t
that
there are no special leg
gal provisions
s with respect to certain pro
ofessions. The
ese offices
a obliged to provide inforrmation regard
are
ding the poten
ntial labour po
ost and the ob
bjectives
r
related
to his//her professio n, to describe
e the terms of his/her poten
ntial employm
ment
c
contract
and evaluate
e
his/h
her capabilities
s and expertis
se. In this con
ntext, the above
m
mentioned
pro
ovision provid
des access to private
p
employment officess for EU citizen
ns and
nationals lega
t
third-country
ally residing in
n Greece. How
wever, no refe
erence is made
e to EU
n
nationals
who reside outsid
de of Greece. This
T
omission may pose an obstacle to frrontier
w
workers
who reside
r
in othe r EU Member States and wish to seek em
mployment in Greece
t
through
a priv
vate employm
ment office.
A
Alternative
conditions/o
c
observations: No issues re
eported
Explicit resid
E
dence require
ements: No issues
i
reporte
ed
I
Implicit
resid
dence requirrements/de facto obstac
cles: No issue
es reported
A
Alternative
conditions/o
c
observations: No issues re
eported

Explicit resid
E
dence require
ements: No issues
i
reporte
ed
I
Implicit
resid
dence requirrements/de facto obstac
cles: No issue
es reported
A
Alternative
conditions/o
c
observations: The statutes
s/charters of i ndividual trad
de unions
m
may
impose additional
a
requ
uirements for membership of the respecttive trade unio
ons and
t
the
rights atta
ached thereto..
Educational
E
B
Benefits

Explicit re
esidence req
quirements: No issues rep
ported
Implicit rresidence req
quirements/
/de facto obs
stacles: No is
ssues
reported
Alternativ
ve conditions/observatio
ons: No issue
es reported

Family
F
S
Support

Explicit re
esidence req
quirements: No issues rep
ported
Implicit rresidence req
quirements/
/de facto obs
stacles: No is
ssues
reported
Alternativ
ve conditions/observatio
ons: Family a
allowances are
e accorded
in proport ion to the fam
mily size and presuppose
p
co
ompletion of a durational
employme
ent requirement. The child for
f whom the allowance is claimed,
must, how
wever, adhere to numerous requirementss, amongst wh
hich
residency in Greece or a member of the European Union.

Activation
A
B
Benefits

Explicit re
esidence req
quirements: No issues rep
ported
Implicit rresidence req
quirements/
/de facto obs
stacles: Gree
ece
foresees a variety of ac
ctivation meas
sures, ranging
g from benefits via the
means of business gran
nts for unemployed individu
uals to invalidiity
measures.. Whilst no ex
xplicit residenc
ce requiremen
nts appear to arise, it
seems fron
ntier workers may be confrronted with de
e facto obstacles, such
as the neccessity for the
e frontier work
ker to have prreviously been
n locally
insured to
o gain access to
t certain activation measu
ures.
Alternativ
ve conditions/observatio
ons: No issue
es reported

Social
S
(
(Minimum
S
Subsistence)
)
S
Support

Explicit re
esidence req
quirements: No issues rep
ported
Implicit rresidence req
quirements/
/de facto obs
stacles: The granting of
such bene
efits will begin late 2014 and falls within tthe competen
nce of the
individual municipalities
s. Consequenttly, the benefiit will be granted to the
d. It appears that
t
permanen t residents off the municipalities involved
permanen t and legal residency for att least six mon
nths prior to the
t
claim
will be req
quired for EU nationals
n
in orrder to be dee
emed eligible for
subsistencce support.
Alternativ
ve conditions/observatio
ons: No issue
es reported

ADV
VANTAGES
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Explicit residence requirements: No issues reported
Implicit residence requirements/de facto obstacles: No issues
reported
Alternative conditions/observations: No issues reported

Explicit residence requirements: No issues reported
Implicit residence requirements/de facto obstacles: Greek legislation applies the tax
residency condition, entailing that an individual must have been present for 183 days in
order to be assimilated to a Greek resident, thus entitled to the enjoyment of tax
advantages. Additionally, a frontier worker would have to generate 90% of his/her income
in Greece and prove that the taxable income received is sufficiently low to warrant
reductions. Within this context frontier workers cannot be deemed to be tax residents,
entailing that they are taxed solely on the income generated in Greece, and are
subsequently excluded from tax deductions.
Alternative conditions/observations: No issues reported
Explicit residence requirements: No issues reported
Implicit residence requirements/de facto obstacles: In order to receive housing
allowance, Greek residents are held to complete less insured days of labour vis-à-vis
frontier workers (1000 days as opposed to 1400 days). The latter thus encompasses an
obstacle to equal treatment with respect to housing benefits for frontier workers.
Alternative conditions/observations: No issues reported
Additional difficulties are encountered by frontier workers with respect to differing pension
schemes as well as non-adequate implementation of successive insurance and health
coverage rules. Additionally, the lack of information with respect to mutual recognition of
professional competences remains problematic.
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HUNGA
ARY – NA
ATIONAL FICHE

RIGHT TO
ASS
SISTANCE
BY
EMP
PLOYMENT
O
OFFICES

RIGHT TO
TRA
AINING IN
VOC
CATIONAL
SCHOOLS AND

Explicit resid
E
dence require
ements: In order
o
to be reg
gistered as a jjobseeker, in addition to
a the additional requireme
all
ents, and thus
s gain access to
t the totality
y of potential assistance
a
b employmen
by
nt offices, it a
appears that an address in Hungary
H
is efffectively necessitated.
I
Implicit
resid
dence requirrements/de facto obstac
cles: In order to be registered as a
p
person
seeking services, th
here is no need
d to be unemp
ployed, nor iss an individual obliged to
b resident in Hungary. How
be
wever, such services
s
are lim
mited, and job
bseekers’ allowances
a
and
job assistance subsidie
es are automatically exclude
ed therefrom. The sole serv
vices to
w
which
such ind
dividuals do h
have access (a
as do jobseeke
ers) are: inforrmation dissem
mination,
w
work,
career, job seeking, a
and rehabilitation guidance as well as loccal job counse
elling.
P
Placement
or wage subsidie
es are limited to jobseekers
s that effective
ely reside in Hungary.
H
A
Alternative
conditions/o
c
observations: No issues re
eported
Explicit resid
E
dence require
ements: Acce
ess to vocational schooling and retraining is limited
t jobseekers,, which, as afo
to
orementioned
d, presupposes
s residence in
n Hungary.
I
Implicit
resid
dence requirrements/de facto obstac
cles: No issue
es reported
A
Alternative
conditions/o
c
observations: No issues re
eported

RET
TRAINING
CENTRES

RIGHT TO
MEM
MBERSHIP
OF
F TRADE
U
UNIONS

Explicit resid
E
dence require
ements: No issues
i
reporte
ed
I
Implicit
resid
dence requirrements/de facto obstac
cles: No issue
es reported
A
Alternative
conditions/o
c
observations: No issues re
eported

Educational
E
B
Benefits

Explicit rresidence re
equirements: Access to all pre-schoo
ol, primary,
general an
nd/or vocational school is conditioned u
upon having acquired
a
an
EU registrration certifica
ate, which in turn is condittioned upon registration.
r
Equally so
o, access to higher education as well as the acces
ss to study
grants an
nd loans for frontier work
kers or theirr respective children
c
is,
equally sso, conditione
ed upon the
e acquiring of an EU registration
certificate,, which similarly presuppos
ses residence in Hungary.
s/de facto obstacles: No issues
Implicit residence requirement
r
reported
Alternativ
ve conditions/observatio
ons: No issue
es reported

Family
F
S
Support

Explicit re
esidence req
quirements: No issue repo
orted
Implicit residence requirements
s/de facto o
obstacles: The
T
Act on
Family Su pport, which covers a multitude of fam
mily benefits as governed
by Regula
ation (EC) No
o 883/2004, is applicable to all those whom are
residence--based in Hun
ngary, includin
ng those whom
m fall within the scope of
Regulation
n (EC) No 88
83/2004 with
h residence. Within this context,
c
an
exception has been ma
ade with respect to frontie r workers, en
ntailing that
frontier w orkers do nott have to hav
ve residence in Hungary. However, a
problem n
nevertheless arises
a
for frontier workerss due to the fact that a
distinction
n is made bettween the initial 3 monthss criterion, du
uring which
the frontie
er worker is free
f
to stay in
n Hungary an
nd the period thereafter.
After the initial 3 mon
nths, the fron
ntier worker is effectively obliged to
obtain an EU registratio
on card and su
ubsequently re
eside in Hungary.
Alternativ
ve conditions/observatio
ons: No issue
es reported

Activation
A
B
Benefits

Explicit re
esidence req
quirements: Similarly to th
he right to as
ssistance by
employme
ent offices, as
s well as the right
r
to trainin
ng in vocation
nal schools,
access to activation be
enefits is dependent upon the distinctio
on between
jobseekerss and other persons seeking services. Whilst the fo
ormer does
have acce ss to activatio
on benefits, th
he latter do no
ot, entailing that
t
frontier
workers w
will be denie
ed activation benefits, giv
ven that the status as
jobseeker presupposes residence in Hungary.
H
s/de facto obstacles: No issues
Implicit residence requirement
r
reported
Alternativ
ve conditions/observatio
ons: No issue
es reported

MAIIN SOCIAL
ADV
VANTAGES
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Social
(Minimum
Subsistence)
Support

Explicit residence requirements: No issues reported
Implicit residence requirements/de facto obstacles: Social
allowance/assistance is means-tested and falls within the ambit of
municipality competence. Within this context, municipalities maintain a
register in order to decide upon the eligibility for social
assistance/allowance, which in turn requires a registered address in
Hungary to be given. De facto this entails that frontier workers have little,
if any, access to social allowances.
Alternative conditions/observations: No issues reported

Other

Explicit residence requirements: No issues reported
Implicit residence requirements/de facto obstacles: No issues
reported
Alternative conditions/observations: No issues reported

Explicit residence requirements: No issues reported
Implicit residence requirements/de facto obstacles: No issues reported
Alternative conditions/observations: A distinction is made between resident tax
payers, also known as resident private individuals and non-resident private individuals. The
former are fully tax liable in Hungary. It need be noted however, that residence, in order to
be accorded the status of a resident tax payer, can equally be demonstrated by frontier
workers who stay in Hungary for a period exceeding 183 days per year, or alternatively,
who have their centre of interests in Hungary, which may be demonstrated by a variety of
means. Insofar the centre of interest cannot be decided upon, it will suffice that the
individual has his place of stay in Hungary. A frontier worker who is accorded the status of
a resident tax payer is entitled to the same advantages as Hungarian nationals and/or
residents.
Explicit residence requirements: Housing allowances are only available to those who
legally reside in an establishment in Hungary, thus entailing a residence requirement to the
detriment of frontier workers.
Implicit residence requirements/de facto obstacles: No issues reported
Alternative conditions/observations: No issues reported
No additional observations

ADDITIONAL
OBSERVATIONS
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ICELAN
ND – NAT
TIONAL FICHE

RIGHT TO
ASS
SISTANCE
BY
EMP
PLOYMENT
O
OFFICES

RIGHT TO
TRA
AINING IN
VOC
CATIONAL
SCHOOLS AND
RET
TRAINING
CENTRES

RIGHT TO
MEM
MBERSHIP
OF
F TRADE
U
UNIONS

Explicit resid
E
dence require
ements: Every individual entitled
e
to wo rk uncondition
nally in
I
Iceland
may register
r
him/h erself in a reg
gister for jobseekers. Regisstration therein
guarantees th
s
subsequently
he right to ass
sistance in a job search, wh
hich is not con
nditioned
u
upon
a residen
nce requireme
ent. However,, job relocation support is g
granted solely
y if the
individual is re
egistered as a (future) resid
dent in Iceland.
I
Implicit
resid
dence requirrements/de facto obstac
cles: No issue
es reported
A
Alternative
conditions/o
c
observations: No issues re
eported
Explicit resid
E
dence require
ements: No issues
i
reporte
ed
I
Implicit
resid
dence requirrements/de facto obstac
cles: Assistancce by the Dire
ectorate of
L
Labour
may be asked for m
measures such as vocational schooling an
nd retraining, if an
individual is re
egistered as b
being unemplo
oyed. Such assistance is furrthermore sub
bjected to
t
two
conditions
s, i.e.: the ind
dividual must be seeking em
mployment in Iceland and must
m
be
r
receiving
unem
mployment be
enefits in Icela
and. The latte
er condition prresupposes residence in
I
Iceland
due to
o the social se
ecurity coordin
nation rules en
nshrined in Re
egulation (EC)) No
8
883/2004.,
thus entailing a residence req
quirement vis-à-vis frontierr workers.
A
Alternative
conditions/o
c
observations: No issues re
eported
Explicit resid
E
dence require
ements: No issues
i
reporte
ed
I
Implicit
resid
dence requirrements/de facto obstac
cles: No issue
es reported
A
Alternative
conditions/o
c
observations: In order to enjoy
e
the righ
ht to members
ship of a
t
trade
union an
nd the rights a
associated the
ereto, an indiv
vidual needs tto be (/have been)
b
e
employed.
Forr additional rig
ghts associate
ed to trade un
nion membersship, other con
nditions
m
may
be impos
sed pertaining
g specifically to
o the duration
n of the said e
employment and the
p
payment
of ce
ertain contribu
utions.
Educational
E
B
Benefits

Explicit re
esidence req
quirements: No issues rep
ported
Implicit rresidence req
quirements/
/de facto obs
stacles: No is
ssues
reported
Alternativ
ve conditions/observatio
ons: Student loans for maintenance
and for sc hool fees can be accorded to students w
who are wage earners
e
or
EEA worke
ers who are sttudying in rela
ation to the jo
ob they are ex
xercising.
Aside from
m such conditions no other conditions are
e imposed and
d no
residence requirements
s are found. Fa
amily memberrs have simila
ar, albeit
plicants may however
h
be re
equested to demonstrate
more limitted rights. App
a link with
h Icelandic soc
ciety or the labour market.

Family
F
S
Support

Explicit rresidence re
equirements:: Family bene
efits, such as
s, amongst
others, sin
ngle parent’s allowance, child
c
pensionss, home care allowance,
spouse’s benefits and home-care benefits, are
e subject to
o residence
requireme
ents. Additionally certain fa
amily benefitss, such as re
ehabilitation
pensions, are subject to
o temporal res
sidence requirrements.
Implicit residence requirement
r
s/de facto obstacles: No issues
reported
Alternativ
ve conditions/observatio
ons: No issue
es reported

Activation
A
B
Benefits

Explicit rresidence re
equirements: Similarly to the right to training in
vocationall schools and retraining ce
entres, activattion benefits are subject
to residen
nce requireme
ents. The claim
mant must be
e seeking emp
ployment in
Iceland an
nd receiving unemploymen
nt benefits in
n Iceland. If applicant
a
is
seeking employment in other EEA state he may sttill receive
ment benefit for a certain period but is cconsidered to
unemploym
o be subject
to labour market measures under th
he legislation o
of the other state
s
where
he is seek
king employme
ent.
Implicit residence requirement
r
s/de facto obstacles: No issues
reported
Alternativ
ve conditions/observatio
ons: No issue
es reported

Social
S
(
(Minimum
S
Subsistence)
)
S
Support

quirements: According to
o the Act with
h respect
Explicit rresidence req
social assiistance, each municipality only providess services and support
persons tthat are lega
ally resident in that mun
nicipality. By means
example, Reykjavík on
nly provides assistance
a
to residents in the city

MAIIN SOCIAL
ADV
VANTAGES
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Reykjavík. If a person is in dire need assistance may be provided in
another municipality in Iceland.
Implicit residence requirements/de facto obstacles: No issues
reported
Alternative conditions/observations: No issues reported
Other

TAX
ADVANTAGES

RIGHTS AND
BENEFITS
CONCERNING
HOUSING

Explicit residence requirements: No issues reported
Implicit residence requirements/de facto obstacles: No issues
reported
Alternative conditions/observations: No issues reported

Explicit residence requirements: No issues reported
Implicit residence requirements/de facto obstacles: Residents and other persons
with unlimited tax liability are fully taxed in Iceland and enjoy exemptions and deductions.
Residents and individuals whom have stayed in Iceland for a duration exceeding 183 days
throughout 12 months are fully tax liable. In addition thereto, amongst others, individuals
who have generated 75% of their income in Iceland will acquire the status as a tax
resident and thus fully enjoy the available deductions and exemptions.
Alternative conditions/observations: No issues reported
Explicit residence requirements: No issues reported
Implicit residence requirements/de facto obstacles: General housing loans and
additional housing loans are conditioned upon residential property being situated in
Iceland. Whilst no explicit residence requirements are imposed, it need be noted that the in
the interest of maintaining the manageability of housing loans, administrative practice may
be cautious in granting such loans to individuals not resident in Iceland.
Alternative conditions/observations: No issues reported
No additional observations

ADDITIONAL
OBSERVATIONS
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IRELAN
ND – NAT
TIONAL FICHE

RIGHT TO
ASS
SISTANCE
BY
EMP
PLOYMENT
O
OFFICES

RIGHT TO
TRA
AINING IN
VOC
CATIONAL
SCHOOLS AND
TRAINING
RET
CENTRES

RIGHT TO
MEM
MBERSHIP
OF
F TRADE
U
UNIONS

Explicit resid
E
dence require
ements: No issues
i
reporte
ed
I
Implicit
resid
dence requirrements/de facto obstac
cles: No issue
es reported
A
Alternative
conditions/o
c
observations: employmentt services can be requested
d, void of
a
any
residence requirementss, from the De
epartment of Social Protecttion as well as
s local
e
employment
services.
s
Explicit resid
E
dence require
ements: No issues
i
reporte
ed
I
Implicit
resid
dence requirrements/de facto obstac
cles: Access to
o training in vocational
v
s
schools
and re
etraining cent res may be de
ependent upon the receipt of social welfa
are
p
payments,
wh
hich may in tu rn be subject to a habitual residence req
quirement, wh
hich has
b
been
upheld in
n Irish courts thus far. As frontier
f
workers are not hab
bitually reside
ent in
I
Ireland,
it wou
uld seem they
y are excluded
d from access thereto.
A
Alternative
conditions/o
c
observations: No issues re
eported
Explicit resid
E
dence require
ements: No issues
i
reporte
ed
I
Implicit
resid
dence requirrements/de facto obstac
cles: No issue
es reported
A
Alternative
conditions/o
c
observations: Membership of a trade un
nion is made conditional
c
u
upon
the rules
s set up by th e respective trade
t
unions.
Educational
E
B
Benefits

Explicit re
esidence req
quirements: The study gra
ant scheme co
overs
maintenan
nce grants, fee
e grants, and postgraduate
e contribution.
Entitlemen
nt is subject to
o three condittions, i.e. natiionality and im
mmigration
status, ord
dinary residen
nce, and mean
ns. Ordinary rresidence is de
efined as
being lega
ally resident fo
or three of the
e five previouss years in order to
qualify forr a maintenance grant, thus
s clearly impo
osing a residen
nce
requireme
ent for frontierr workers.
Implicit rresidence req
quirements/
/de facto obs
stacles: No is
ssues
reported
Alternativ
ve conditions/observatio
ons: No issue
es reported

Family
F
S
Support

Explicit re
esidence req
quirements: Family suppo rt benefits, which would
be categorrised as social advantages, and are not y
yet governed by
Regulation
n (EC) No 883
3/2004, are lin
nked to a socia
al welfare pay
yment
which is co
onditioned upon habitual re
esidency. For example, the Back to
School Clo
othing and Foo
otwear Allowa
ance helps tow
wards the costt of
uniforms a
and footwear for school children. In orde
er to qualify, a person
(and the q
qualifying child
d(ren)) must be living in th
he State and taking part
in approve
ed employmen
nt schemes orr training courrses or receiving a social
assistance
e payment.
Implicit rresidence req
quirements/
/de facto obs
stacles: No is
ssues
reported
Alternativ
ve conditions/observatio
ons: No issue
es reported

Activation
A
B
Benefits

Explicit re
esidence req
quirements: There are a n
number of schemes
which mig
ght be describe
ed as ‘activatiion benefits’. For example, the back
to work en
nterprise allow
wance is intended to encourrage the long--term
unemploye
ed to take up self-employm
ment opportun
nities by allowing them
to retain a reducing pro
oportion of the
eir social welfa
are payment plus
p
secondary
y benefits overr two years. It is payable to
o individuals who
w
have
been the rrecipient of va
arious social welfare
w
payme
ents which are
e generally,
in turn, su
ubject to a ‘ha
abitual residen
nce’ condition.. Similarly, the
e back to
education allowance (pa
ayable to olde
er persons who
o attend seco
ond and
third-levell education) is
s subject to prrior receipt off various welfa
are
payments which are subject to the habitual reside
ence requirement.
Implicit rresidence req
quirements/
/de facto obs
stacles: No is
ssues
reported
Alternativ
ve conditions/observatio
ons: No issue
es reported

MAIIN SOCIAL
ADV
VANTAGES
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TAX
ADVANTAGES

RIGHTS AND
BENEFITS
CONCERNING
HOUSING

ADDITIONAL
OBSERVATIONS

Social
(Minimum
Subsistence)
Support

Explicit residence requirements: Supplementary welfare allowance is
generally subject to the habitual residence condition with an exception for
once-off exceptional and urgent needs payments. However, the current
operational guidelines of DSP state that “In accordance with Art 7 of
Regulation EU 1612/68 (former Regulation 492/2011, migrant workers
are entitled to the same tax and social advantages as workers from the
host State”. The guidelines also state that “for the purposes of any claim
to Supplementary Welfare Allowance (SWA) an EEA national who is
engaged in genuine and effective employment in Ireland is regarded as a
migrant worker under EC law and does not need to satisfy the habitual
residence condition”. Therefore, it would appear that EU migrant workers
– including frontier workers – are not subjected to the habitual residence
condition.
Implicit residence requirements/de facto obstacles: No issues
reported
Alternative conditions/observations: No issues reported

Other

Explicit residence requirements: No issues reported
Implicit residence requirements/de facto obstacles: No issues
reported
Alternative conditions/observations: No issues reported

Explicit residence requirements: No issues reported
Implicit residence requirements/de facto obstacles: A distinction is made between
resident and domiciled individuals, which presupposes permanent residency, as opposed to
individuals who are (ordinarily) resident but not domiciled. The first category is subjected
to an income tax on the global income, whereas the latter will only be taxed on the foreign
income if it is effectively transferred to Ireland. Despite the applicable rules concerned and
double taxation treaties, problems nevertheless arise, creating potential problems for
frontier workers.
Alternative conditions/observations: No issues reported
Explicit residence requirements: Assistance with rent in private dwellings also known as
a rent supplement is subject to a habitual residency requirement and is not payable to
those who are in full-time employment. Hence, due to the residence requirement, frontier
workers are excluded from this supplement.
Implicit residence requirements/de facto obstacles: Certain conditions need be met
for entitlement to public housing, as is to be assessed by the housing authority in the area
concerned. An individual needs to fulfil the requirement of a continuous residence for five
years of any member of the family at any given point or the condition of having
employment within 15 kilometres of the unit. Whilst indeed a frontier worker could prove
this, it is nevertheless extremely difficult to access it due to income checks and waiting
lists.
Alternative conditions/observations: No issues reported
One of the prevalent difficulties faced by frontier workers concerns the necessity to abide
by a habitual residence requirement in order to gain access to social welfare, which
encompasses, amongst others, training.
Additionally, frontier workers may encounter issues concerning access to information and
advice as well as with respect to the non-alignment of varying Member State regimes.
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ITALY – NATIO
ONAL FICHE

RIGHT TO
ASS
SISTANCE
BY
EMP
PLOYMENT
O
OFFICES

RIGHT TO
TRA
AINING IN
VOC
CATIONAL
SCHOOLS AND
RET
TRAINING
CENTRES

RIGHT TO
MEM
MBERSHIP
OF
F TRADE
U
UNIONS

Explicit resid
E
dence require
ements: No issues
i
reporte
ed
I
Implicit
resid
dence requirrements/de facto obstac
cles: Nationa l legislation with
w
respect
t the labour market, which
to
h equally regu
ulates access to
t private em ployment age
encies, does
n impose formal residencce requiremen
not
nts in order to
o enrol in publlic employment services.
H
However,
with
h respect to sspecific servic
ces addressed
d to those wh
ho are unemp
ployed, see
“
“Activation
benefits”.
A
Alternative
conditions/o
c
observations: No issues re
eported
Explicit resid
E
dence require
ements: No issues
i
reporte
ed
I
Implicit
resid
dence requirrements/de facto obstac
cles: Much disscrepancy exis
sts with
r
respect
to app
plicable region
nal legislation regulating the
e issue of voccational trainin
ng and
r
retraining.
In order to prov ide a common
n framework a Protocol wass signed on 19
9 June
2
2003
by the Conference
C
of regions. In th
his Protocol, as well as in na
ational legislation, no
m
mention
whatsoever is mad
de of the statu
us of non-nationals, thus en
ntailing ambig
guity with
r
respect
to fron
ntier workers..
A
Alternative
conditions/o
c
observations: No issues re
eported
Explicit resid
E
dence require
ements: No issues
i
reporte
ed
I
Implicit
resid
dence requirrements/de facto obstac
cles: No issue
es reported
A
Alternative
conditions/o
c
observations: No residence
e or nationalitty requiremen
nts are
imposed in ord
der to enjoy tthe right to membership of a trade union
n.
Educational
E
B
Benefits

Explicit re
esidence req
quirements: No issues rep
ported
Implicit rresidence req
quirements/
/de facto obs
stacles: No is
ssues
reported
Alternativ
ve conditions/observatio
ons: No issue
es reported

Family
F
S
Support

Explicit re
esidence req
quirements: No issues rep
ported
Implicit rresidence req
quirements/
/de facto obs
stacles: If fam
mily
benefits arre not governed by Regulattion (EC) No 8
883/2004, prior
authorisattion will be req
quisite for non
n-nationals by
y the National Social
Security In
nstitute
Alternativ
ve conditions/observatio
ons: No issue
es reported

Activation
A
B
Benefits

Explicit re
esidence req
quirements: Activation serrvices, in case
e of
unemploym
ment are cond
ditioned upon residence in Italy.
Implicit rresidence req
quirements/
/de facto obs
stacles: It ne
eed be
noted thatt public emplo
oyment offices
s might propo
ose an agreem
ment to the
unemploye
ed individual by which the unemployed p
person is oblig
ged to
declared h
himself ‘available’ for the prroposed meassures. The lattter entails
that he/sh
he must be pre
esent whenev
ver the public employment office
requires so
o.
Conceivab
bly, such agree
ements mightt detrimentally
y affect frontie
er workers
as they m ight not neces
ssarily reside near the place
e of employm
ment.
Alternativ
ve conditions/observatio
ons: No issue
es reported

Social
S
(
(Minimum
S
Subsistence)
)
S
Support

Explicit re
esidence req
quirements: Regional legisslation, aimed
d at
regulating social assista
ance benefits, does increasiingly demand prolonged
residence requirements
s.
Implicit rresidence req
quirements/
/de facto obs
stacles: No is
ssues
reported
Alternativ
ve conditions/observatio
ons: No issue
es reported

O
Other

Explicit re
esidence req
quirements: No issues rep
ported
Implicit rresidence req
quirements/
/de facto obs
stacles: No is
ssues
reported
Alternativ
ve conditions/observatio
ons: No issue
es reported

MAIIN SOCIAL
ADV
VANTAGES

TAX
ADV
VANTAGES

Explicit resid
E
dence require
ements: No issues
i
reporte
ed
I
Implicit
resid
dence requirrements/de facto obstac
cles: Tax adva
antages and exemptions
e
a usually related to the e mployment (o
are
or self-employ
yment) status and do not usually refer
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to residence requirements. Of particular interest is the substantial tax exemption in Italy
related to the purchase of a ‘first’ house, which is conditioned upon residency by the
claimant in the establishment concerned.
Alternative conditions/observations: No issues reported
RIGHTS AND
BENEFITS
CONCERNING
HOUSING

ADDITIONAL
OBSERVATIONS

Explicit residence requirements: Granting of housing benefits is a regional competence,
which has resulted in substantial legislation which conditions access to social benefits,
amongst which housing benefits, to (durational) residence requirements. Public housing in
this regard is subject to an individual having resided in Italy for at least 36 months.
Implicit residence requirements/de facto obstacles: No issues reported
Alternative conditions/observations: No issues reported
It need be noted that Italy is not subjected to a substantial influx of frontier workers.
Rather, a considerable outflow of frontier workers from Italy to Switzerland, France,
Austria and Monaco can be identified. It is thus primarily the north-eastern part of the
country which is confronted with frontier work and the difficulties associated thereto.
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LATV
VIA – NA
ATIONAL FICHE

RIGHT TO
ASS
SISTANCE
BY
EMP
PLOYMENT
O
OFFICES

RIGHT TO
TRA
AINING IN
VOC
CATIONAL
SCHOOLS AND
RET
TRAINING
CENTRES

RIGHT TO
MEM
MBERSHIP
F TRADE
OF
U
UNIONS

Explicit resid
E
dence require
ements: Emp
ployment serv
vices are availlable to all wh
ho are EU
c
citizens,
includ
ding the respe
ective family members,
m
if th
hey are legally
y staying in Latvia.93
I
Implicit
resid
dence requirrements/de facto obstac
cles: Another issue in this regard
r
is
t
the
strict requ
uirement of kn
nowledge of th
he Latvian language, which could amoun
nt to an
indirect reside
ence requirem
ment, as it is fa
ar more difficu
ult for frontierr workers who
o reside
e
elsewhere
to learn a langua
age as oppose
ed to those res
siding in the ccountry. To am
mend this,
t
the
provision of
o basic Latvia
an language courses
c
is prov
vided, howeve
er.
A
Alternative
conditions/o
c
observations: No issues re
eported
Explicit resid
E
dence require
ements: No issues
i
reporte
ed
I
Implicit
resid
dence requirrements/de facto obstac
cles: With the
e exception of linguistic
d
difficulties,
wh
hich are addre
essed by the aforementione
a
ed language co
ourses, no iss
sues are
r
reported.
A
Alternative
conditions/o
c
observations: No issues arre reported

Explicit resid
E
dence require
ements: No issues
i
reporte
ed
I
Implicit
resid
dence requirrements/de facto obstac
cles: Trade un
nions are not wellw
o
organised
in Latvia.
L
Hence, the ability to provide supp
port and prote
ection to frontier
w
workers,
as well as others, is limited, alb
beit not necessarily as a ressidence requirrement.
A
Alternative
conditions/o
c
observations: No issues re
eported
Educational
E
B
Benefits

Explicit re
esidence req
quirements: No issues rep
ported
Implicit rresidence req
quirements/
/de facto obs
stacles: The Education
Law is an umbrella law for all education in Latvia. The right to education
e
is
applicable to all EU citiz
zens without the necessity o
of a residence
e permit.
The law on
n institutions of higher education, a speccial law which regulates
access to higher educattion, dictates that
t
EU citizen
ns are entitled
d if they
have a ressidency permit. The latter is
s contrary to tthe umbrella law.
However, the applicability of Europea
an and interna
ational legislation is
emphasise
ed, entailing that EU provisions prevail. U
Unfortunately, this is
nce requireme
difficult to apply. De fac
cto it appears that a residen
ent is thus
incorporatted in the law,, albeit implicit. The same p
problem arises with
respect to study grants.
Alternativ
ve conditions/observatio
ons: No issue
es reported

Family
F
S
Support

Explicit re
esidence req
quirements: Certain municcipalities gran
nt
additional childbirth allo
owances in addition to the sstate-regulate
ed
childbirth allowance. Ho
owever, this supplementary
y allowance is granted
solely if an
n individual is resident in th
he municipality
ty concerned.
Implicit rresidence req
quirements/
/de facto obs
stacles: Gene
erally,
family ben
nefits are gran
nted in accordance with Reg
gulation (EC) No
883/2004.. Childbirth allowance, whic
ch does not fa
all within the scope
s
of
the forego
oing regulation
n, is subject to
o residence. H
However, the residence
requireme
ent is deemed fulfilled insofar an individu
ual demonstrates close
ties with L
Latvia, which frontier
f
worke
ers conceivabl y have.
Alternativ
ve conditions/observatio
ons: Parental allowance is
contributio
on-based and thus is void of
o any residen
nce requirements.

Activation
A
B
Benefits

Explicit re
esidence req
quirements: Entitlement to
o the activatio
on benefits
is directly conditional up
pon the status
s of unemploy
yed or jobseek
ker. If an
individual has obtained a status as unemployed orr jobseeker he
e/she is
entitled to
o all activation
n benefits. Neither the law n
nor the State
Employme
ent Agency requires a registration card fo
or the purposes of the
award of a status of unemployed or jobseeker.
j
Implicit rresidence req
quirements/
/de facto obs
stacles: As

MAIIN SOCIAL
ADV
VANTAGES

93

‘Leg
gally staying’, is formally an
nd in practice understood as
a being comp
pliant with imm
migration law. It entails
that iif an EU citiz
zen has a right to reside
e in Latvia up
u to three months
m
witho
out registratio
on at the
immig
gration office he/she is to be
b considered
d as ‘legally sttaying’. The sa
ame thus app
plies to frontie
er workers
who d
do not have to
o obtain a registration card if they return
n home at leas
st once in a w
week.
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aforementioned, linguistic discrepancies may prove to be a complicating
factor for frontier workers seeking activation benefits, in gaining access to
activation benefits.
Alternative conditions/observations: No issues reported

TAX
ADVANTAGES

RIGHTS AND
BENEFITS
CONCERNING
HOUSING

Social
(Minimum
Subsistence)
Support

Explicit residence requirements: The law on social assistance and
support encompasses the minimum subsistence allowances and the
housing allowances. However, as the municipalities are competent in this
context, and one of the conditions is permanent residence, frontier
workers will not be entitled to the foregoing (i.e. a dual cumulative
condition – permanent residency and a personal Latvian code).
Implicit residence requirements/de facto obstacles: The law
concerning state social allowances regulates flat-rate allowances which
presuppose the foregoing dual cumulative condition. However, in practice
this is not followed strictly. EU citizens are not automatically excluded
from all state flat-rate allowances due to the foregoing residence
requirement. Rather, the permanency of residence can equally be
assessed based upon the real ties an individual has with Latvia, which
entails a reference to the centre of interests. However, the centre of
interests is often defined as being the place of residence. Hence, frontier
workers can hardly, if at all, prove that the centre of their interests is
effectively Latvia.94
Alternative conditions/observations: No issues reported

Other

Explicit residence requirements: The law pertaining to medical
treatment does not impose residence requirements. The law dictates that
those, whom are present in Latvia, as well as the respective family
members, are entitled to state-subsidised health care. The condition of
being present is not equated with the notion of residency – it suffices that
one is employed in Latvia. In addition thereto, such treatment can be
given conjointly with health care granted in other States.
Implicit residence requirements/de facto obstacles: No issues
reported
Alternative conditions/observations: No issues reported

Explicit residence requirements: No issues reported
Implicit residence requirements/de facto obstacles: If a frontier worker is in Latvia
for 183 days and generates a Latvian income exceeding a threshold of 75% of the total
income, the individual will be deemed a tax resident and subsequently be granted tax
advantages analogous to an economically active resident.
Alternative conditions/observations: No issues reported
Explicit residence requirements: The granting of housing benefits falls within the
competence of the municipalities, which require a residence address in Latvia in order to
demonstrate entitlement to housing benefits. Hence, the foregoing entails a residence
requirement vis-à-vis frontier workers.
Implicit residence requirements/de facto obstacles: No issues reported
Alternative conditions/observations: No issues reported
No additional observations

ADDITIONAL
OBSERVATIONS

94
However, some nuance is necessary. Notwithstanding the administrative practice, problems in this regard
are low due to the fact that the number of frontier workers is rather limited, and frontier workers that are
employed in Latvia are predominantly from Lithuania and Estonia, which have the same or similar flat rate
state allowances.
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LIEC
CHTENSTE
EIN – NATIONAL
A
FICHE

RIGHT TO

Explicit resid
E
dence require
ements: Add
ditional information pending
g
I
Implicit
resid
dence requirrements/de facto obstac
cles:
A
Alternative
conditions/o
c
observations:

ASS
SISTANCE
BY
EMP
PLOYMENT
O
OFFICES

RIGHT TO
TRA
AINING IN
VOC
CATIONAL
SCHOOLS AND
RET
TRAINING
CENTRES

RIGHT TO
MEM
MBERSHIP
OF
F TRADE
U
UNIONS

MAIIN SOCIAL

Explicit resid
E
dence require
ements:
I
Implicit
resid
dence requirrements/de facto obstac
cles:
A
Alternative
conditions/o
c
observations:

Explicit resid
E
dence require
ements:
I
Implicit
resid
dence requirrements/de facto obstac
cles:
A
Alternative
conditions/o
c
observations:

Educational
E
B
Benefits

Explicit re
esidence req
quirements:
Implicit rresidence req
quirements/
/de facto obs
stacles:
Alternativ
ve conditions/observatio
ons:

Family
F
S
Support

Explicit re
esidence req
quirements:
Implicit rresidence req
quirements/
/de facto obs
stacles:
Alternativ
ve conditions/observatio
ons:

Activation
A
B
Benefits

Explicit re
esidence req
quirements:
Implicit rresidence req
quirements/
/de facto obs
stacles:
Alternativ
ve conditions/observatio
ons:

Social
S
(
(Minimum
S
Subsistence)
)
S
Support

esidence req
quirements:
Explicit re
Implicit rresidence req
quirements/
/de facto obs
stacles:
Alternativ
ve conditions/observatio
ons:

O
Other

Explicit re
esidence req
quirements:
Implicit rresidence req
quirements/
/de facto obs
stacles:
Alternativ
ve conditions/observatio
ons:

ADV
VANTAGES

TAX
ADV
VANTAGES
RIG
GHTS AND
BE
ENEFITS
CON
NCERNING
HOUSING

Explicit resid
E
dence require
ements:
I
Implicit
resid
dence requirrements/de facto obstac
cles:
A
Alternative
conditions/o
c
observations:
Explicit resid
E
dence require
ements:
I
Implicit
resid
dence requirrements/de facto obstac
cles:
A
Alternative
conditions/o
c
observations:

ADD
DITIONAL
OBSE
ERVATIONS
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LITH
HUANIA – NATION
NAL FICH
HE

RIGHT TO
ASS
SISTANCE
BY
EMP
PLOYMENT
O
OFFICES

RIGHT TO
TRA
AINING IN
VOC
CATIONAL
SCHOOLS AND
TRAINING
RET
CENTRES

RIGHT TO
MEM
MBERSHIP
OF
F TRADE
U
UNIONS

MAIIN SOCIAL
ADV
VANTAGES

Explicit resid
E
dence require
ements: No issues
i
reporte
ed
I
Implicit
resid
dence requirrements/de facto obstac
cles: As of Sep
ptember 2014
4 the law
c
concerning
support of emplloyment, whic
ch defines, am
mongst others,, the right to assistance
a
b employmen
by
nt offices, is a
applicable to Lithuanian
L
citiz
zens as well a
as EU and EFT
TA
m
members
if th
he last place o
of employmentt was in an en
nterprise perm
manently situa
ated in
L
Lithuania.
This
s could be dee
emed an indirrect obstacle to
t frontier worrkers, as indiv
viduals
living in Lithua
ania will be m
more likely to have
h
had theirr last employm
ment in Lithua
ania vis-àv frontier wo
vis
orkers.
A
Alternative
conditions/o
c
observations: No issues re
eported
Explicit resid
E
dence require
ements: No issues
i
reporte
ed
I
Implicit
resid
dence requirrements/de facto obstac
cles: The afore
rementioned applicable
a
law on supporrt for employm
ment defines not
n only the rights to assisttance by emplloyment
o
offices,
but eq
qually so the rrights to vocattional training, which is dee
emed applicab
ble to all
E
EU/EFTA
citize
ens as of Septtember 2014. Frontier work
kers are not id
dentified as a special
c
category
which merit specia
al rights; henc
ce, no residen
nce requireme
ent can be identified.
A
Access
is, how
wever, conditio
oned upon the
e last employm
ment having b
been in Lithua
ania, which
m
may
prove mo
ore difficult fo r frontier workers.
A
Alternative
conditions/o
c
observations: No issues re
eported
Explicit resid
E
dence require
ements: No issues
i
reporte
ed
I
Implicit
resid
dence requirrements/de facto obstac
cles: No issue
es reported
A
Alternative
conditions/o
c
observations: In order to enjoy
e
the righ
ht to members
ship of a
t
trade
union an
nd the associa
ated rights the
ereto, an indiv
vidual needs tto be legally employed
e
in
L
Lithuania.
Educational
E
B
Benefits

Explicit rresidence req
quirements: Right to feed
ding of schoolchildren at
school and
d financial hellp to buy equiipment is resttricted to the extent that
at least o
one parent must
m
be resident in Lithu
uania, thus imposing
i
a
residence requirement upon frontier workers.
r
Implicit residence requirement
s/de facto obstacles: No issues
reported
Alternativ
ve conditions/observat
tions: State subsidized studies in
Lithuanian
n universities
s are availab
ble to frontie
er workers insofar
i
the
requisite qualifications are held by the person
n in question. Frontier
workers ca
an compete fo
or a place, irrrespective of tthe place of residence
r
of
the parentts95.

Family
F
S
Support

Explicit re
esidence req
quirements: If distinct fam
mily support is
s not
governed by Regulation
n (EC) No 883/2004, a resid
dent requirem
ment with
respect to at least one parent is impo
osed.
Implicit rresidence req
quirements/
/de facto obs
stacles: No is
ssues
reported
Alternativ
ve conditions/observatio
ons: No issue
es reported

Activation
A
B
Benefits

Explicit re
esidence req
quirements: No issues rep
ported
Implicit rresidence req
quirements/
/de facto obs
stacles: As off
Septembe
er 2014, the la
aw concerning support of em
mployment is applicable
to Lithuan ian citizens as
s well as EU and EFTA mem
mbers if the last place of
employme
uated in Lithu
ent was in an enterprise permanently situ
uania. This
could be d
deemed an ind
direct obstacle
e to frontier w
workers as individuals
living in Liithuania will be
b more likely to have had ttheir last emp
ployment in
Lithuania v
vis-à-vis fronttier workers.
Alternativ
ve conditions/observatio
ons: No issue
es reported

95

Validation of the certificate
c
of ed
ducation is requ
uested in Lithu
uania. Special rules
r
for this vaalidation are approved by
nment on 29 Fe
ebruary 2012. Foreign
F
qualifica
ation is recogniz
zed as equivale
ent to Lithuaniann if "there are no
n essential
Govern
differences between general Lithua
anian and foreig
gn requirementts" (art.6). If fo
oreign certificate
te is validated, then state
dized higher education is availlable for a persson with no dis
screpancy. How
wever, this validdation is not req
quested for
subsid
person
ns who graduate
ed schools cove
ered by Conven
ntion defining the
e statute of the European schoools (Official Jou
urnal L 212,
17/08/1994 p. 0003 – 0014) and who
o have achieved
d the European baccalaureate defined
d
in this C
Convention.
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TAX
ADVANTAGES

RIGHTS AND
BENEFITS
CONCERNING
HOUSING

Social
(Minimum
Subsistence)
Support

Explicit residence requirements: Means-tested benefits are available
to Lithuanian nationals, to foreign nationals who have Lithuanian
permission to reside permanently in the EU, as well as to EU citizens and
their family members who have resided in Lithuania for at least three
months. Additionally, special non-contributory cash benefits are not
means-tested, yet do impose a residence requirement.
Implicit residence requirements/de facto obstacles: No issues
reported
Alternative conditions/observations: No issues reported

Other

Explicit residence requirements: No issues reported
Implicit residence requirements/de facto obstacles: No issues
reported
Alternative conditions/observations: No issues reported

Explicit residence requirements: The tax advantage whereby the non-taxable level of
income is raised per child constitutes an advantage the enjoyment of which is limited to
residents. However, residence is formulated in a broad manner, allowing residence to be
demonstrated by having your main personal, social or economic interest in Lithuania as
opposed to elsewhere abroad. Nevertheless, frontier workers are treated as non-residents
due to the fact that they have their social centre abroad.
Implicit residence requirements/de facto obstacles: No issues reported
Alternative conditions/observations: No issues reported
Explicit residence requirements: State support in this regard is limited to those who are
permanent residents in Lithuania. No exceptions are provided for.
Implicit residence requirements/de facto obstacles: No issues reported
Alternative conditions/observations: No issues reported
No additional observations

ADDITIONAL
OBSERVATIONS
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LUXEMBOURG – NATION
NAL FICH
HE

RIGHT TO
ASS
SISTANCE
BY
EMP
PLOYMENT
O
OFFICES

RIGHT TO
TRA
AINING IN
VOC
CATIONAL
SCHOOLS AND
TRAINING
RET
CENTRES

RIGHT TO
MEM
MBERSHIP
OF
F TRADE
U
UNIONS

Explicit resid
E
dence require
ements: No issues
i
reporte
ed
I
Implicit
resid
dence requirrements/de facto obstac
cles: Legislatio
on provides th
hat
L
Luxembourg
and
a
EU citizen
ns are entitled to register as
s a jobseeker.. However, wh
hen
a
attempting
to register as a jobseeker, on
ne of eight com
mpetent regio
onal agencies in
L
Luxembourg
need
n
be identiified, in a drop
p-down menu on the intern
net. The foregoing
e
entails
that an
n individual wiith residence outside of Lux
xembourg willl have difficultty to
r
register.
Conc
cerning the reiimbursement of social secu
urity contributtions to certain
n
c
categories
of individuals,
i
th
he same type of problem ap
ppears.96 For o
other employm
ment
m
measures,
no legal residencce requiremen
nts are applied.
A
Alternative
conditions/o
c
observations: No issues re
eported
Explicit resid
E
dence require
ements: No issues
i
reporte
ed
I
Implicit
resid
dence requirrements/de facto obstac
cles: No issue
es reported
A
Alternative
conditions/o
c
observations: Three condittions to gain a
access to voca
ational
s
schools
and re
etraining cent res are impos
sed upon fronttier workers. FFirstly, the fro
ontier
w
worker
must be
b affiliated to
o the Luxembo
ourg social security system
m. Secondly, th
he frontier
w
worker
must be
b bound by a labour contract with a firm
m which is leg
gally establishe
ed in
L
Luxembourg.
Lastly, the fro
ontier worker must be exercising his/herr main activity
y in
L
Luxembourg.
Explicit resid
E
dence require
ements: No issues
i
reporte
ed
I
Implicit
resid
dence requirrements/de facto obstac
cles: No issue
es reported
A
Alternative
conditions/o
c
observations: No residence requirementts are impose
ed in order
t enjoy the right to memb ership of a tra
to
ade union. However, some of the derived
d rights are
c
conditioned
up
pon seniority. Frontier work
kers do not ex
xperience diffe
erences in treatment
v
vis-à-vis
resid
dent workers. Additionally, trade unions in
i Luxembourrg oftentimes take
m
membership
of
o a trade unio
on in other Me
ember States into regard in
n order to calc
culate
s
seniority,
as a result of partticipation in ETUC.
E
Educational
E
B
Benefits

Explicit re
esidence req
quirements: No issues rep
ported
Implicit rresidence req
quirements/
/de facto obs
stacles: Finan
ncial aid for
students iss divided in fiv
ve categories of which entittlement to fou
ur
categoriess is conditione
ed upon reside
ence. The fifth
h category enc
compasses
and is app
plicable to EU citizens/EEA/Luxembourg n
nationals who do not
reside in L
Luxembourg but
b are employ
yed in Luxemb
bourg when th
hey apply
for financi al aid. Equally
y so, the fifth category is ap
pplicable to ch
hildren of
the forego
oing if the follo
owing conditio
ons are met. FFirstly, the fro
ontier
workers m
must maintain the participattion in sustain
ning the stude
ents.
Secondly, they must ha
ave been employed in Luxem
mbourg for att least five
years in a period of sev
ven years. In the
t
case of rettirement and//or quitting
of employ ment, the con
ndition needs to already hav
ve been met. This
creates an
n indirect obsttacle for frontier workers ass the condition
ns are
stringent, and can be fa
ar more easily
y met by resid
dents.
Alternativ
ve conditions/observatio
ons: No issue
es reported.

Family
F
S
Support

Explicit re
esidence req
quirements: The receipt off child care be
enefits is
conditione
ed upon reside
ence in Luxem
mbourg.
Implicit rresidence req
quirements/
/de facto obs
stacles: No is
ssues
reported
Alternativ
ve conditions/observatio
ons: No issue
es reported

Activation
A
B
Benefits

Explicit re
esidence req
quirements: No issues rep
ported
Implicit rresidence req
quirements/
/de facto obs
stacles: Legis
slation
foresees t hat Luxembou
urg and EU cittizens are ent itled to register as a
as a jobseeke
jobseeker.. However, wh
hen attemptin
ng to register a
er, one of
eight com petent regional agencies in Luxembourg need be iden
ntified, in a
drop down
n menu on the
e internet. The
e foregoing en
ntails that an individual
with reside
ence outside of
o Luxembourrg will have diffficulty to register.
Hence, acccess to activation measures
s are limited ffor frontier wo
orkers.
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This
s was furtherm
more discusse
ed in Case C-3
379/11, Cave
es Krier Frères
s Sàrl v Directteur de l’Administration
de l’em
mploi.
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Alternative conditions/observations: No issues reported

TAX
ADVANTAGES

RIGHTS AND
BENEFITS
CONCERNING
HOUSING

Social
(Minimum
Subsistence)
Support

Explicit residence requirements: In order to enjoy social minimum
subsistence support, an individual must receive the Guaranteed Minimum
Income (RMG), which presupposes residence in Luxembourg.
Implicit residence requirements/de facto obstacles: No issues
reported
Alternative conditions/observations: No issues reported

Other

Explicit residence requirements: No issues reported
Implicit residence requirements/de facto obstacles: No issues
reported
Alternative conditions/observations: No issues reported

Explicit residence requirements: No issues reported
Implicit residence requirements/de facto obstacles: Non-resident tax payers may
opt for tax advantages that are usually limited to residents, if 90% of their professional
income results from an employment or an activity in Luxembourg. However, contrary to
residents, these advantages are solely with respect to the income generated in
Luxembourg, which is not necessarily the same as the worldwide income. Due to the high
income threshold as well as the applicability of the tax advantages to the Luxembourg
income as opposed to the worldwide income, frontier workers are disadvantaged indirectly.
Alternative conditions/observations: No issues reported
Explicit residence requirements: Individual aid linked to accommodation in Luxembourg
and individual financial aid for people residing in Luxembourg presupposes that the
accomodation is located in Luxembourg and therefore that permanent residence is in
Luxembourg, thus excluding frontier workers. Hence, frontier workers will not have access
to, amongst others, moderate rent accommodation, public financial aid concerning a
locative guarantee, subsidies for construction and rent subsidies.
Implicit residence requirements/de facto obstacles: No issues reported
Alternative conditions/observations: No issues reported
No additional observations

ADDITIONAL
OBSERVATIONS
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MALTA – NATIO
ONAL FIC
CHE

RIGHT TO
ASS
SISTANCE
BY
EMP
PLOYMENT
O
OFFICES

RIGHT TO
TRA
AINING IN
VOC
CATIONAL
SCHOOLS AND
TRAINING
RET
CENTRES

RIGHT TO
MEM
MBERSHIP
OF
F TRADE
U
UNIONS

Explicit resid
E
dence require
ements: In order
o
to beneffit from assista
ance by emplo
oyment
o
offices,
which in Malta is th e Employmen
nt and Training
g Corporation (hereinafter ETC), proof
m
must
be given
n of residence .
on to the fore
I
Implicit
resid
dence requirrements/de facto obstac
cles: In additio
egoing, it
n
need
be noted
d that upon re
egistration witth the employment office, a
an individual advisor
a
is
a
appointed
to the
t
jobseeker.. Within the context of rece
eiving persona
alised support, the
j
jobseeker
is re
equired to me
eet the advisor regularly. Given the geog
graphical locattion of
M
Malta
and the subsequent ccommute this would entail for
f frontier wo
orkers that ac
ccess to
s
such
services is rendered fa
airly difficult.
A
Alternative
conditions/o
c
observations: No issues re
eported
Explicit resid
E
dence require
ements: In order
o
to gain access
a
to train
ning, an indiviidual need
b registered in the ETC, w
be
which again, re
equires residence.
I
Implicit
resid
dence requirrements/de facto obstac
cles: Further ccompounding the matter
is the fact that such course s and training
g are given on
n a daily basis . Due to Malta
a’s
g
geographical
location, fronttier workers are yet again placed
p
at a dissadvantage vis-à-vis
r
residents
in Malta.
A
Alternative
conditions/o
c
observations: No issues re
eported
Explicit resid
E
dence require
ements: No issues
i
reporte
ed
I
Implicit
resid
dence requirrements/de facto obstac
cles: No issue
es reported
A
Alternative
conditions/o
c
observations: In order to enjoy
e
the righ
ht to members
ship of a
e employed in
t
trade
union, itt suffices to be
n Malta – no additional
a
resid
dence require
ements are
imposed.
Educational
E
B
Benefits

Explicit re
esidence req
quirements: Concerning co
ompulsory sta
ate
education it need be no
oted that proof of residence
e is requisite.
Furthermo
ore, with respe
ect to study grants, a temp
poral residence
requireme
ent of five years is equally imposed. Lasttly, there are no
n means
by which a study grant can be deeme
ed exportable
e.
Implicit rresidence req
quirements/
/de facto obs
stacles: No is
ssues
reported
Alternativ
ve conditions/observatio
ons: No issue
es reported

Family
F
S
Support

Explicit re
esidence req
quirements: Family benefiits are subjectt to a
residence requirement. However, this is negated w
with respect to
o crossborder wo
ork as a result of Regulation
n (EC) No 883
3/2004. The la
atter entails
that family
y members off frontier work
kers, and subssequently not resident in
Malta, may
y nevertheles
ss enjoy family
y benefits by tthe Maltese co
ompetent
authoritiess.
Implicit rresidence req
quirements/
/de facto obs
stacles: Desp
pite the
formal acccess by frontie
er workers and their respecctive family members to
family ben
nefits, substan
ntial coordinattion between tthe competen
nt
authoritiess of the Memb
ber State of em
mployment an
nd the Membe
er State of
residence is required. Conceivably
C
this may be a le
engthy proces
ss during
which fron
ntier workers and
a
their families may be ssomewhat
disadvanta
aged.
Alternativ
ve conditions/observatio
ons: No issue
es reported

Activation
A
B
Benefits

Explicit re
esidence req
quirements: Activation me
easures are mainly
m
related to unemployment benefits (co
ontributory) a
and unemploy
yment
assistance
e (non-contrib
butory). The national legisla
ation which provides for
unemploym
ment benefits
s/assistance im
mposes a resid
dence require
ement for
entitlemen
nt. However, in
i the case of the contributo
tory unemploy
yment
benefit, su
uch requireme
ent is waived in situations w
which fall with
hin the
scope of R
Regulation (EC
C) No 883/200
04. For the no
on-contributorry
unemploym
ment assistan
nce, residence is a mandato
ory requirement.
Implicit rresidence req
quirements/
/de facto obs
stacles: Unem
mployed
individualss are required
d to register fo
or employmen
nt once a week at the
local socia
al security office. Moreover, the ETC prov
vides various activation
a
measures for persons in
n receipt of un
nemployment benefit/assisttance, such
as, among
gst others, em
mployability prrogrammes, co
ommunity work
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schemes, apprenticeships. In order to be entitled to unemployment
benefits and assistance, participation in the foregoing measures is
mandatory. However, participation is waived for unemployed persons
receiving contributory unemployment benefits who are resident in another
State and thus seek to export the benefit. The latter are not possible
recipients of non-contributory unemployment assistance.
Alternative conditions/observations: No issues reported

TAX
ADVANTAGES

RIGHTS AND
BENEFITS
CONCERNING
HOUSING

ADDITIONAL
OBSERVATIONS

Social
(Minimum
Subsistence)
Support

Explicit residence requirements: Social assistance is a noncontributory, means-tested benefit which is conditioned upon residence in
Malta.
Implicit residence requirements/de facto obstacles: No issues
reported
Alternative conditions/observations: No issues reported

Other

Explicit residence requirements: No issues reported
Implicit residence requirements/de facto obstacles: No issues
reported
Alternative conditions/observations: No issues reported

Explicit residence requirements: No issues reported
Implicit residence requirements/de facto obstacles: Non-residents, such as amongst
others frontier workers, can be assimilated to residents in Malta for tax purposes, if 90% of
the worldwide income is effectively generated in Malta. If this threshold is not met, frontier
workers will be held to non-resident tax rates, which are considerably higher than resident
tax rates.
Alternative conditions/observations: No issues reported
Explicit residence requirements: Most housing benefits are conditioned upon residence
in Malta, thus entailing that frontier workers are generally excluded from such benefits.
Implicit residence requirements/de facto obstacles: In addition to the residence
requirements upon which the entitlement to housing benefits is conditioned, additional
requirements are equally imposed which may detrimentally affect access thereto for
frontier workers. For example, oftentimes entitlement will equally depend upon the
condition that the claimant does not have residence elsewhere.
Alternative conditions/observations: No issues reported
Due to, in particular, the geographical location of Malta vis-à-vis other states, frontier
workers are less inclined to seek employment in Malta. The incurred air and travel
expenses render Malta unattractive for frontier workers. As a result information with
respect thereto is scarce.
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THE NETHERLAN
E
NDS – NATIONAL
L FICHE

RIGHT TO
ASS
SISTANCE
BY
EMP
PLOYMENT
O
OFFICES

RIGHT TO
TRA
AINING IN
VOC
CATIONAL
SCHOOLS AND
RET
TRAINING

Explicit resid
E
dence require
ements: No issues
i
reporte
ed
I
Implicit
resid
dence requirrements/de facto obstac
cles: No issue
es reported
n the ambit of
A
Alternative
conditions/o
c
observations: If an individual falls within
R
Regulation
(EU
U) No 492/20 11, no residence requireme
ents are impo
osed.

Explicit resid
E
dence require
ements: No issues
i
reporte
ed
I
Implicit
resid
dence requirrements/de facto obstac
cles: No issue
es reported
A
Alternative
conditions/o
c
observations: No issues re
eported

CENTRES

RIGHT TO
MEM
MBERSHIP
OF
F TRADE
U
UNIONS

MAIIN SOCIAL

Explicit resid
E
dence require
ements: No issues
i
reporte
ed
I
Implicit
resid
dence requirrements/de facto obstac
cles: No issue
es reported
A
Alternative
conditions/o
c
observations: Whilst no ex
xplicit nor imp
plicit obligation
ns are
imposed to en
njoy the right to membership of a trade union,
u
it has b
been noted that for the
r
rights
associatted to membe
ership of a trade union, add
ditional condittions may be
e
encompassed
in the specificc statutes gov
verning the tra
ade unions co
oncerned. By means
m
of
e
example,
it su
uffices to referr to the fact th
hat in some trrade unions, tto hold certain
n posts, it
is obligatory to live within a given driving
g distance from the place w
where the worrk is to be
p
performed.
Educational
E
B
Benefits

Explicit re
esidence req
quirements: No issues rep
ported
Implicit rresidence req
quirements/
/de facto obs
stacles: If the
e claimant
is either a (frontier) worker, or a fam
mily member tthereof, no res
sidence
requireme
ents apply for loans and/or grants for hig
gher education
n in the
Netherland
ds. However, in order to be
e the recipientt of grants/loa
ans for
higher edu
ucation outside of the Netherlands, a stu
udent must ha
ave resided
in the Net herlands for three
t
years in the six years prior to the claim
c
concerned
d, unless the claimant
c
falls within
w
the sco
ope of Article 45
4 TFEU.97
However, despite the fa
act that frontie
er workers falll within the ambit of the
provision cconcerned, prractice demonstrates that frrontier workers are still
excluded ffrom access to
o the benefits concerned ass a result therreof.
Alternativ
ve conditions/observatio
ons: Compen sation and/orr benefits
for tuition and costs in secondary education are no
ot conditioned
d upon
residence requirements
s, and thus equally applicab
ble to frontier workers.

Family
F
S
Support

Explicit re
esidence req
quirements: No issues rep
ported
Implicit rresidence req
quirements/
/de facto obs
stacles: Resid
dence is
solely requ
uired for child
dcare support if the latter iss the result of residencebased sociial benefits. The
T
right to childcare suppo
ort not founded on
residence--based social benefits is void of any resid
dence requirements.
Alternativ
ve conditions/observatio
ons: No issue
es reported

Activation
A
B
Benefits

Explicit rresidence requirements: A distinction
n can be mad
de between
two types of activation
n measures, namely,
n
activa
ation measure
es intended
for the reccipients of un
nemployment benefits, inca
apacity for wo
ork benefits
or incapaccity benefits fo
or young disabled persons as opposed to
o activation
measures for social as
ssistance recipients and re
ecipients of a survivor’s
benefit. Th
hese activatio
on measures range from ad
dditional educa
ation to the
conditiona
al placement as well as incentives granted to employers.
However, despite the variety of measures, a ctivation measures are
conditione
ed upon reside
ence in the Ne
etherlands.
s/de facto obstacles: No issues
Implicit residence requirement
r
reported
Alternativ
ve conditions/observatio
ons: No issue
es reported
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The
e CJEU ruled in case C-542
2/09, Commisssion v the Netherlands, th
hat the three years out off six years
rule c
concerned is not
n in accordance with Euro
opean legislation insofar as it concerns frrontier workers. See C542/0
09, Commissio
on v Netherlan
nds.
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Social
(Minimum
Subsistence)
Support

Explicit residence requirements: In order to be recipient of social
assistance, one needs to be a resident, entailing that frontier workers are
excluded therefrom. Similarly, residence is required for income support
and incapacity for work benefits, minimum subsistence benefits for
unemployed workers who are elderly or partially incapable for work,
various benefits for those in need of care, and supplements to wage
compensation benefits insofar this is below the minimum subsistence
level.
Implicit residence requirements/de facto obstacles: No issues
reported
Alternative conditions/observations: No issues reported

Other

Explicit residence requirements: No issues reported
Implicit residence requirements/de facto obstacles: No issues
reported
Alternative conditions/observations: No issues reported

Explicit residence requirements: No issues reported
Implicit residence requirements/de facto obstacles: A distinction is made based

TAX
ADVANTAGES

RIGHTS AND
BENEFITS
CONCERNING
HOUSING

upon residency. If an individual is a resident, he/she will be taxed upon the entire
worldwide income, whereas non-residents will solely be taxed upon the income generated
in the Netherlands. Frontier workers can choose to be assimilated to Dutch residents,
although it need be noted that this choice will no longer exist as of 1 January 2015. The
tax deductions enjoyed by (tax) residents is far more comprehensive vis-à-vis the tax
reductions enjoyed by non-residents. Furthermore, the lack of sufficient and adequate
information in this regard disadvantages frontier workers, as they are unaware of the
rights they have. Lastly, the 30% regulation is applicable to frontier workers. The latter
entails that if an employer has recruited an employee from abroad, he/she may offer the
employee 30% of the salary tax free, in order to compensate the additional costs.
However, in order to be eligible for the benefit concerned, the individual must have lived
150 kilometres away from the border. The foregoing provision is, however, currently
pending before the CJEU.98
Alternative conditions/observations: No issues reported
Explicit residence requirements: In order to acquire a rent subsidy, residence is
required.
Implicit residence requirements/de facto obstacles: No issues reported
Alternative conditions/observations: No issues reported
No additional observations

ADDITIONAL
OBSERVATIONS
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Pending case C-512/13, Sopora.
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NORWA
AY – NAT
TIONAL FICHE

RIGHT TO
ASS
SISTANCE
BY
EMP
PLOYMENT
O
OFFICES

RIGHT TO
TRA
AINING IN
VOC
CATIONAL
SCHOOLS AND
RET
TRAINING
CENTRES

RIGHT TO
MEM
MBERSHIP
OF
F TRADE
U
UNIONS

Explicit resid
E
dence require
ements: In order
o
to attain access to asssistance by em
mployment
o
offices,
an individual must b
be resident in Norway. If an individual iss unemployed as the
r
result
of a tem
mporary lay-offf, this residen
nce requireme
ent is waived, however.
I
Implicit
resid
dence requirrements/de facto obstac
cles: No issue
es reported
an Labour and
A
Alternative
conditions/o
c
observations: According to
o the Norwegia
d Welfare
A
Administration
n, there may b
be some varia
ation in the manner local em
mployment offfices apply
t
the
foregoing rules. Howeve
er, the genera
al rule neverth
heless impose
es a residence
e
r
requirement.
Explicit resid
E
dence require
ements: In order
o
to gain access
a
to voca
ational schools
s and
r
retraining
centres, residencce is effectivelly required.
I
Implicit
resid
dence requirrements/de facto obstac
cles: No issue
es reported
A
Alternative
conditions/o
c
observations: As aforemen
ntioned, accorrding to the Norwegian
L
Labour
and Welfare Admini stration, there
e may be som
me variation in
n the manner local
e
employment
offices
o
apply t he foregoing rules. Howeve
er, the genera
al rule neverth
heless
imposes a residence require
ement.
Explicit resid
E
dence require
ements: No issues
i
reporte
ed
I
Implicit
resid
dence requirrements/de facto obstac
cles: No issue
es reported
A
Alternative
conditions/o
c
observations: The right to membership of a trade union and the
r
rights
associatted thereto arre regulated in
n the respective statutes off the trade unions.
M
Membership,
however,
h
is co
onditional upo
on the type of employment and in some cases,
q
qualifications.
Residence re
equirements, however,
h
do not
n apply.
Educational
E
B
Benefits

Explicit re
esidence req
quirements: In order to re
eceive financia
al
assistance
e for education
n, a residence
e requirement is imposed.
Implicit rresidence req
quirements/
/de facto obs
stacles: No is
ssues
reported
Alternativ
ve conditions/observatio
ons: No issue
es reported

Family
F
S
Support

Explicit re
esidence req
quirements: No issues rep
ported
Implicit rresidence req
quirements/
/de facto obs
stacles: Acco
ording to
Regulation
n (EC) No 883
3/2004, if you are a nationa
al of an EEA co
ountry and
are workin
ng in Norway, whereas your family is ressident in the Member
M
State of re
esidence, and if the child’s other parent iis not employed in the
home coun
ntry and does
s not receive unemploymen
u
nt benefits, on
ne is
entitled to
o child benefits
s and cash-for-care benefitts from Norwa
ay. If the
child’s oth
her parent is working
w
in the Member Statte of residence
e, either as
a wage ea
arner or as a self-employed
s
person, and h
has the right to the
same type
e of benefit there, the benefit in the hom
me country will be taken
into accou
unt when the Norwegian
N
benefit is assesssed. The same
e will apply
if the othe
er of the child’’s parents rece
eives unemplo
oyment beneffits in the
home coun
ntry. If the be
enefit in the home country is less than th
he
Norwegian
n benefit, child
d benefits and
d cash-for-carre benefits in Norway
N
will
be paid by
y that amountt which exceed
ds the benefitt in the home country.
Alternativ
ve conditions/observatio
ons: No issue
es reported

Activation
A
B
Benefits

Explicit re
esidence req
quirements: Residence con
nditions apply
y to be the
recipient o
of activation benefits,
b
but similarly with rrespect to ass
sistance by
employme
ent offices, an exception is provided for ttemporary lay
y-offs.
Implicit rresidence req
quirements/
/de facto obs
stacles: No is
ssues
reported
Alternativ
ve conditions/observatio
ons: No issue
es reported

Social
S
(
(Minimum
S
Subsistence)
)
S
Support

esidence req
quirements: In order to re
eceive social
Explicit re
assistance
e/support, residence require
ements are im
mposed.
Implicit rresidence req
quirements/
/de facto obs
stacles: No is
ssues
reported
Alternativ
ve conditions/observatio
ons: Individua
als who are not
Norwegian
n nationals and who are nott residents in Norway are not
n entitled
to individu
ual services with the excepttion of the recceipt of inform
mation,
advice and
d guidance. Iff individuals are not able to support them
mselves
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they are entitled to acute relief, i.e. financial support and assistance in
finding temporary accommodation until they can be expected to receive
assistance from sources in their Member State of residence.
Other

TAX
ADVANTAGES

RIGHTS AND
BENEFITS
CONCERNING
HOUSING

Explicit residence requirements: No issues reported
Implicit residence requirements/de facto obstacles: No issues
reported
Alternative conditions/observations: No issues reported

Explicit residence requirements: Residence is required in order to be the recipient of
tax advantages. However, frontier workers may receive tax advantages with respect to the
extra costs incurred in relation to their travel as a result of their employment in another
State than the Member State of employment.
Implicit residence requirements/de facto obstacles: No issues reported
Alternative conditions/observations: Specific regulations are applicable to Swedish and
Finnish workers.
Explicit residence requirements: In order to receive housing allowances and/or
supplements, an individual need be resident in Norway.
Implicit residence requirements/de facto obstacles: No issues reported
Alternative conditions/observations: No issues reported
No additional observations

ADDITIONAL
OBSERVATIONS
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POLAND – NAT
TIONAL FICHE

RIGHT TO
ASS
SISTANCE
BY
EMP
PLOYMENT
O
OFFICES

Explicit resid
E
dence require
ements: No issues
i
reporte
ed
I
Implicit
resid
dence requirrements/de facto obstac
cles: No issue
es reported
A
Alternative
conditions/o
c
observations: Access to as
ssistance from
m employmentt offices is
nd EU citizens
g
granted
to Pollish citizens an
s if they have acquired the status of unemployed
p
pursuant
to Po
olish legislatio
on. Additionallly, in order to receive the fo
oregoing assis
stance as
a unemploye
an
ed individual, registration in
n a labour offic
ce in the place
e of residence
e in Poland
is required, an
nd in the abse
ence of a place
e of residence
e in Poland, th
he place of sta
ay in
P
Poland.

VOC
CATIONAL
SCHOOLS AND
RET
TRAINING
CENTRES

Explicit resid
E
dence require
ements: No issues
i
reporte
ed
I
Implicit
resid
dence requirrements/de facto obstac
cles: No issue
es reported
A
Alternative
conditions/o
c
observations: Access to su
uch training is dependent upon the
s
status
as an unemployed
u
in
ndividual pursuant to Polish legislation. T
The labour offiice
c
competent
to afford the sta
atus of an une
employed indiv
vidual is deterrmined by the
e residence
o stay in Pola
or
and.

RIGHT TO
MEM
MBERSHIP
OF
F TRADE
U
UNIONS

Explicit resid
E
dence require
ements: No issues
i
reporte
ed
I
Implicit
resid
dence requirrements/de facto obstac
cles: No issue
es reported
A
Alternative
conditions/o
c
observations: In order to enjoy
e
the righ
ht to members
ship of a
t
trade
union, the frontier wo
orker need be employed based on a labo
our contract.

RIGHT TO
TRA
AINING IN

Educational
E
B
Benefits

Explicit re
esidence req
quirements: No issues rep
ported
Implicit rresidence req
quirements/
/de facto obs
stacles: No is
ssues
reported
Alternativ
ve conditions/observatio
ons: No resid ence requirem
ments are
imposed fo
or students ap
pplying for the
e educational benefits. Stud
dents are
entitled (a
after fulfilling certain
c
requirements) to th
he following be
enefits:
s ocial scholarship;
s pecial scholarrship for disab
bled;
s cholarship forr the best stud
dents;
m
minister’s scho
olarship for ou
utstanding ach
hievement;
s pecial assistance.
In order to
o receive addiitional financia
al support from
m local authorities,
additional conditions ma
ay apply.

Family
F
S
Support

Explicit re
esidence req
quirements: Receipt of fam
mily support benefits
b
in
conformity
y with the soc
cial security co
oordination ru
ules in Regulattion (EC)
No 883/20
004 is dependent upon residency in Polan
nd. An applica
ation for
such bene
efits must be submitted
s
to the
t
local office
e in the munic
cipality of
residence.. The benefits concerned include family a
allowance and
d
supplemen
nts, attendanc
ce benefits, an
nd a single birrth grant.
Implicit rresidence req
quirements/
/de facto obs
stacles: No is
ssues
reported
Alternativ
ve conditions/observatio
ons: No issue
es reported

Activation
A
B
Benefits

Explicit re
esidence req
quirements: No issues rep
ported
Implicit rresidence req
quirements/
/de facto obs
stacles: No is
ssues
reported
Alternativ
ve conditions/observatio
ons: No issue
es reported

Social
S
(
(Minimum
S
Subsistence)
)
S
Support

Explicit re
esidence req
quirements: No issues rep
ported
Implicit rresidence req
quirements/
/de facto obs
stacles: The Law on
Social Ass istance provid
des social benefits (in cash and in kind), which can
be granted
d to Polish citiizens residing and staying o
on the territorry of
Poland as well as to foreigners residing and stayin
ng on the territory of
Poland. It provides, amongst others,:
a permanent benefit;
b
a periodical be
enefit (which can
c
be conside
ered as a minimum
subsistencce benefit);
a purpose benefit (together with a specia
al purpose ben
nefit).
Alternativ
ve conditions/observatio
ons: No issue
es reported

MAIIN SOCIAL
ADV
VANTAGES
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Other

TAX
ADVANTAGES

RIGHTS AND
BENEFITS
CONCERNING
HOUSING

ADDITIONAL

Explicit residence requirements: No issues reported
Implicit residence requirements/de facto obstacles: No issues
reported
Alternative conditions/observations: No issues reported

Explicit residence requirements: No issues reported
Implicit residence requirements/de facto obstacles: A distinction is made between
residents and those who are considered tax residents vis-à-vis non-residents. The latter
category is solely taxed upon the income generated in Poland, as opposed to the worldwide
income.
Alternative conditions/observations: No issues reported
Explicit residence requirements: No issues reported
Implicit residence requirements/de facto obstacles: In order to receive purpose
benefits as well as housing allowance, obstacles can be encountered with respect to
frontier workers. The receipt of purpose benefits requires residence or stay on Polish
territory. In order to receive housing allowance, an individual will be required to hold a
legal title for the establishment, which may prove to be more burdensome for frontier
workers vis-à-vis Polish residents.
Alternative conditions/observations: No issues reported
The foregoing demonstrates that Polish legislation does not subject frontier workers to
disadvantageous circumstances.

OBSERVATIONS
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PORTUGAL – NA
ATIONAL
L FICHE

RIGHT TO
ASS
SISTANCE
BY
EMP
PLOYMENT
O
OFFICES

RIGHT TO
TRA
AINING IN
VOC
CATIONAL
SCHOOLS AND
RET
TRAINING
CENTRES

RIGHT TO
MEM
MBERSHIP
OF
F TRADE
U
UNIONS

MAIIN SOCIAL
ADV
VANTAGES

TAX
ADV
VANTAGES

Explicit resid
E
dence require
ements: No issues
i
reporte
ed
I
Implicit
resid
dence requirrements/de facto obstac
cles: Frontier workers can register
r
on
t
the
website off the Employm
ment and Voca
ational Trainin
ng Institute, w
which entitles them to
a
assistance.
What does seem
m to be proble
ematic, howev
ver, is the factt that the regional
d
delegation
and
d responsibilitty for such ass
sistance is not explicitly reg
gulated. Whils
st the latter
c
could
be troub
blesome for frrontier workerrs, administrattive practice i ndicates that it is
u
ultimately
the regional dele
egation of emp
ployment whic
ch is deemed competent.
A
Alternative
conditions/o
c
observations: No issues re
eported
Explicit resid
E
dence require
ements: No issues
i
reporte
ed
I
Implicit
resid
dence requirrements/de facto obstac
cles: No issue
es reported
A
Alternative
conditions/o
c
observations: No issues re
eported

Explicit resid
E
dence require
ements: No issues
i
reporte
ed
I
Implicit
resid
dence requirrements/de facto obstac
cles: No issue
es reported
A
Alternative
conditions/o
c
observations: No issues re
eported

Educational
E
B
Benefits

Explicit re
esidence req
quirements: Entitlement to
o adult study grants for
studies ab
broad is condittioned upon nationality and
d/or permanen
nt
residency.. Similarly, hig
gher education study grantss for depende
ent children
are condittioned upon re
esidency.
Implicit rresidence req
quirements/
/de facto obs
stacles: No is
ssues
reported
Alternativ
ve conditions/observatio
ons: No issue
es reported

Family
F
S
Support

Explicit re
esidence req
quirements: Family suppo rt benefits as well as
funeral be
enefits are dep
pendent upon residency in P
Portugal.
Implicit rresidence req
quirements/
/de facto obs
stacles: No is
ssues
reported
Alternativ
ve conditions/observatio
ons: No issue
es reported

Activation
A
B
Benefits

Explicit re
esidence req
quirements: Additional info
formation pending
Implicit rresidence req
quirements/
/de facto obs
stacles:
Alternativ
ve conditions/observatio
ons:

Social
S
(
(Minimum
S
Subsistence)
)
S
Support

esidence req
quirements: In order to ga
ain access to minimum
Explicit re
quired.
subsistencce in Portugal,, residence is effectively req
Implicit rresidence req
quirements/
/de facto obs
stacles: No is
ssues
reported
Alternativ
ve conditions/observatio
ons: No issue
es reported

O
Other

Explicit re
esidence req
quirements: Registration i n public local health
facilities iss subject to re
esidence. Sole
ely via the mea
ans of registration can
an individu
ual access a fa
amily doctor and
a
basic med
dical health ca
are.
Implicit rresidence req
quirements/
/de facto obs
stacles: No is
ssues
reported
Alternativ
ve conditions/observatio
ons: No issue
es reported

Explicit resid
E
dence require
ements: A co
onvention betw
ween Spain a nd Portugal dictates that
individuals will be taxed in the Member State
S
of reside
ence, thus imp
posing a resid
dence
r
requirement
upon
u
frontier w
workers.
I
Implicit
resid
dence requirrements/de facto obstac
cles: Frontier workers who have
e
education
exp
penses outside
e of Portugal are
a entitled to reductions th
hereof, if the education
e
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concerned is in Portuguese institutions or institutions recognised by Portugal. In practice,
however, such institutions outside of Portugal are not recognised, entailing that frontier
workers cannot effectively enjoy the reductions concerned.
Alternative conditions/observations: No issues reported
RIGHTS AND
BENEFITS
CONCERNING
HOUSING

ADDITIONAL
OBSERVATIONS

Explicit residence requirements: No issues reported
Implicit residence requirements/de facto obstacles: Granting state-subsidized
housing falls within the area of competence of individual municipalities. Practice shows that
certain municipalities may exclude frontier workers from gaining access to state-subsidised
housing despite the lack of legislation warranting an approach as such.
Alternative conditions/observations: No issues reported
Frontier workers experience difficulties with respect to accessing bank credit. Additionally,
cross-border transportation is scarce. Lastly, cross-border mobile communications are still
subjected to substantial roaming costs.
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ROMAN
NIA – NA
ATIONAL FICHE

RIGHT TO
ASS
SISTANCE
BY
EMP
PLOYMENT
O
OFFICES

RIGHT TO
TRA
AINING IN
VOC
CATIONAL
SCHOOLS AND
TRAINING
RET
CENTRES

RIGHT TO
MEM
MBERSHIP
OF
F TRADE
U
UNIONS

MAIIN SOCIAL
ADV
VANTAGES

Explicit resid
E
dence require
ements: No issues
i
reporte
ed
I
Implicit
resid
dence requirrements/de facto obstac
cles: No issue
es reported
A
Alternative
conditions/o
c
observations: In order to receive
r
assista
ance by emplo
oyment
o
offices
in Rom
mania, the law stipulates tha
at an individua
al needs to ha
ave previously
y been
e
employed
or have
h
generate
ed income in Romania.
R
How
wever, in orderr to effectively
y register
a
and
gain access to an emplloyment office
e, registration at the immig ration office is required,
w
which
will prov
vide the indiv
vidual with a personal
p
identification numb
ber. Upon rece
eipt of the
p
personal
identtification num ber concerned
d, the individu
ual will have a
access to the
e
employment
offices
o
and sub
bsequently its
s services.
Explicit resid
E
dence require
ements: No issues
i
reporte
ed
I
Implicit
resid
dence requirrements/de facto obstac
cles: No issue
es reported
A
Alternative
conditions/o
c
observations: Training serv
vices are gene
erally provide
ed free of
c
charge
to thos
se workers wh
ho, amongst others,
o
have previously
p
bee
en employed or
o have
g
generated
inco
ome in Roman
nia.

Explicit resid
E
dence require
ements: No issues
i
reporte
ed
I
Implicit
resid
dence requirrements/de facto obstac
cles: No issue
es reported
A
Alternative
conditions/o
c
observations: In order to enjoy
e
the righ
ht to members
ship of a
t
trade
union, an
a individual n
need be bound
d by an individ
dual employm
ment contract.
Educational
E
B
Benefits

Explicit re
esidence req
quirements: No issues rep
ported
Implicit rresidence req
quirements/
/de facto obs
stacles: No is
ssues
reported
Alternativ
ve conditions/observatio
ons: The child
dren of migrant workers
have free of charge acc
cess to the com
mpulsory educcational syste
em
(kindergarrten and grades I-X ).

Family
F
S
Support

Explicit re
esidence req
quirements: No issues rep
ported
Implicit rresidence req
quirements/
/de facto obs
stacles: State
e allowance
for childre
en is granted solely
s
to residents in Roman
nia. However,, the
provisionss with respect thereto in Regulation (EC) No 883/2004
4 are
applied acccordingly, enttailing that fro
ontier workerss equally have
e access to
such bene
efits.
Alternativ
ve conditions/observatio
ons: Concern ing an indemn
nity for
raising a cchild, it need be
b noted that entitlement iss conditioned upon
having recceived income
e 12 months prior
p
to the birrth of the child
d, entailing
that no ressidence requirement is imp
posed.

Activation
A
B
Benefits

Explicit re
esidence req
quirements: No issues rep
ported
Implicit rresidence req
quirements/
/de facto obs
stacles: No is
ssues
reported
Alternativ
ve conditions/observatio
ons: To receiv
ve assistance,,
g or guidance
counselling
e by employme
ent offices in Romania it is necessary
for the fro
ontier worker to
t have reside
ence or stay in
n Romania and to have
been emp loyed or gaine
ed income in Romania.
R
Nev
vertheless, the
e
provisionss of Regulation
n (EC) No 883
3/2004 and Re
egulation (EC)) No
987/2009 are applied accordingly.

Social
S
(
(Minimum
S
Subsistence)
)
S
Support

Explicit re
esidence req
quirements: All nationals o
of EU Memberr States,
the Europe
ean Economic
c Area, nationa
als of Switzerlland, foreigne
ers and
stateless p
persons who have
h
their residence in Rom
mania are entitled to
social assi stance, underr Romanian law and the EU
U regulations and
a
the
agreemen ts and treatie
es to which Romania is a pa
arty.
Implicit residence requirement
s/de facto obstacles: No issues
r
reported
Alternativ
ve conditions/observatio
ons: No issue
es reported
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Other

TAX
ADVANTAGES

RIGHTS AND
BENEFITS
CONCERNING
HOUSING

Explicit residence requirements: No issues reported
Implicit residence requirements/de facto obstacles: No issues
reported
Alternative conditions/observations: No issues reported

Explicit residence requirements: No issues reported
Implicit residence requirements/de facto obstacles: A frontier worker can be
assimilated to a Romanian resident for tax purposes if the frontier worker is present in
Romania for at least 183 days or, alternatively, has his/her centre of interests in Romania.
If a frontier worker is not deemed a Romanian tax resident, he/she will not enjoy tax
advantages analogous to those enjoyed by Romanian citizens.
Alternative conditions/observations: No issues reported
Explicit residence requirements: Grants of land and/or loans are solely granted to those
who are residing or, alternatively, seek to reside in Romania, thus excluding frontier
workers.
Implicit residence requirements/de facto obstacles: No issues reported
Alternative conditions/observations: No issues reported
No additional observations

ADDITIONAL
OBSERVATIONS
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SLOVAK
KIA – NA
ATIONAL FICHE

RIGHT TO
ASS
SISTANCE
BY
EMP
PLOYMENT
O
OFFICES

RIGHT TO
TRA
AINING IN
VOC
CATIONAL
SCHOOLS AND
RET
TRAINING
CENTRES

RIGHT TO
MEM
MBERSHIP
OF
F TRADE
U
UNIONS

MAIIN SOCIAL
ADV
VANTAGES

TAX
ADV
VANTAGES

Explicit resid
E
dence require
ements: No issues
i
reporte
ed
I
Implicit
resid
dence requirrements/de facto obstac
cles: Despite tthe existence of
a
apparent
explicit residence requirements
s, it need be noted
n
that verry few counselling
o
opportunities
exist for crosss-border work
kers. Additiona
ally, it need b
be mentioned that
f
frontier
worke
ers are bound to encounter many de factto obstacles, rranging from low
l
and
inadequate loc
cal cross-bord
der transport to
t insufficiently developed ccross-border
c
cooperation.
A
Alternative
conditions/o
c
observations: No issues re
eported
Explicit resid
E
dence require
ements: No issues
i
reporte
ed
I
Implicit
resid
dence requirrements/de facto obstac
cles: Despite tthe apparent lack of
ariety of obstacles in
e
explicit
residence requireme
ents, frontier workers will encounter
e
a va
g
gaining
access
s to vocationa
al schooling an
nd access to retraining centtres. Namely, inflexibility
w
with
respect to access to ed
ducational serrvices remains
s a persistent issue in a cro
oss-border
c
context.
In ad
ddition, the afo
orementioned
d obstacles pertaining to cro
oss-border tra
ansport,
a
and
lacking crross-border co
ooperation nee
ed be taken in
nto account.
A
Alternative
conditions/o
c
observations: No issues re
eported
Explicit resid
E
dence require
ements: No issues
i
reporte
ed
I
Implicit
resid
dence requirrements/de facto obstac
cles: No issue
es reported
A
Alternative
conditions/o
c
observations: No issues re
eported

Educational
E
B
Benefits

Explicit re
esidence req
quirements: No issues rep
ported
Implicit rresidence req
quirements/
/de facto obs
stacles: Similarly to
access to v
vocational sch
hools and retrraining centress, frontier workers are
bound to e
encounter diffficulties due to
o the inflexibillity of educational
services in
n a cross-bord
der context, as
s well as due to the aforem
mentioned
de facto o bstacles.
Alternativ
ve conditions/observatio
ons: No issue
es reported

Family
F
S
Support

Explicit re
esidence req
quirements: No issues rep
ported
Implicit rresidence req
quirements/
/de facto obs
stacles: Similarly to the
foregoing,, no effective issues have been reported.. Mention can solely be
made of th
he lacking cro
oss-border coo
operation.
Alternativ
ve conditions/observatio
ons: No issue
es reported

Activation
A
B
Benefits

Explicit re
esidence req
quirements: No issues rep
ported
Implicit rresidence req
quirements/
/de facto obs
stacles: Equa
ally so,
pertaining to activation benefits, fron
ntier workers w
will be subjected to de
facto obsta
acles as a res
sult of insufficiient cross-borrder cooperation.
Alternativ
ve conditions/observatio
ons: No issue
es reported

Social
S
(
(Minimum
S
Subsistence)
)
S
Support

Explicit re
esidence req
quirements: No issues rep
ported
Implicit rresidence req
quirements/
/de facto obs
stacles: Lacking crossborder coo
operation hind
ders access to
o social supporrt for frontier workers.
Alternativ
ve conditions/observatio
ons: No issue
es reported

O
Other

Explicit re
esidence req
quirements: No issues rep
ported
Implicit rresidence req
quirements/
/de facto obs
stacles: No is
ssues
reported
Alternativ
ve conditions/observatio
ons: No issue
es reported

Explicit resid
E
dence require
ements: No issues
i
reporte
ed
I
Implicit
resid
dence requirrements/de facto obstac
cles: As a resu
ult of lacking crossb
border
cooperration in conju
unction with in
nadequate kno
owledge of ap
pplicable legisllation,
c
cross-border
workers
w
are lia
able to be disadvantaged with
w
respect to
o tax advantag
ges.
A
Alternative
conditions/o
c
observations: No issues re
eported
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RIGHTS AND
BENEFITS
CONCERNING
HOUSING

ADDITIONAL
OBSERVATIONS

Explicit residence requirements: No issues reported
Implicit residence requirements/de facto obstacles: As has been repeatedly held, de
facto obstacles are prevalent with respect to frontier workers in gaining access to benefits,
including housing benefits.
Alternative conditions/observations: No issues reported
In addition to the aforementioned de facto obstacles which plague cross-border mobility in
Slovakia, it need be mentioned that low salaries and general structural problems with
respect to the labour market highly disincentive cross-border work, resulting in a very
limited amount of frontier workers in Slovakia. Consequently, data with respect to frontier
work is very scarce.
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SLOVEN
NIA – NA
ATIONAL FICHE

RIGHT TO
ASS
SISTANCE
BY
EMP
PLOYMENT
O
OFFICES

RIGHT TO
TRA
AINING IN
VOC
CATIONAL
SCHOOLS AND
RET
TRAINING
CENTRES

RIGHT TO
MEM
MBERSHIP
OF
F TRADE
U
UNIONS

MAIIN SOCIAL

Explicit resid
E
dence require
ements: No issues
i
reporte
ed
I
Implicit
resiidence requ
uirements/de
e facto obst
tacles: Repo
ortedly, frontier workers
r
residing
in Slo
ovenia and w
working in ano
other Memberr State oftentiimes encountter de facto
o
obstacles.
Forr example, inssufficient coorrdination and dissemination
n of informatio
on by some
A
Austrian
emplloyment office
es, place Slov
venian frontier workers in a particularly vulnerable
p
position.
Equa
ally so, with rrespect to Slo
ovenian frontie
er workers em
mployed in Ita
aly, it need
b noted that obtaining an unemploymen
be
nt insurance form
f
might be
e particularly difficult
d
and
m
may
take a substantial am
mount of time
e, during whic
ch period une
employment benefit
b
may
n
not
be recogn
nized in Slove
enia. Convers
sely, no diffic
culties are rep
ported for as
ssistance to
f
frontier
worke
ers by the Slov
venian employ
yment offices.
A
Alternative
conditions/o
c
observations: No issues re
eported
Explicit resid
E
dence require
ements: No issues
i
reporte
ed
I
Implicit
resid
dence requirrements/de facto obstac
cles: No reside
ence condition
ns are
imposed in Slo
ovenia. Howev
ver, concernin
ng Slovenian employees
e
in Austria, it appears that
e
entitlement
to
o training is de
enied if the fro
ontier workers
s do not have
e mandatory health
h
insurance, which is seeming
gly related to residence in Austria.
A
As a rresult thereoff, Slovenian
f
frontier
worke
ers cannot enj oy the benefitts pertaining to
t vocational e
education in Austria.
A
C
Concerning
Slovenian work
kers in Italy it need be noted that no exacct information
n is
a
available
as to
o how to attai n recognition of education and of regulatted profession
ns.
A
Additionally,
procedures
p
to facilitate the latter have be
een known to be fairly lengthy.
A
Alternative
conditions/o
c
observations: No issues re
eported
Explicit resid
E
dence require
ements: No issues
i
reporte
ed
I
Implicit
resid
dence requirrements/de facto obstac
cles: No issue
es reported
A
Alternative
conditions/o
c
observations: No residence requirementts are impose
ed in order
t enjoy the right to memb ership of a tra
to
ade union. In addition to em
mployees, albeit in
c
certain
circum
mstances, penssioners, unem
mployed individ
duals and selff-employed individuals
m
may
join trade
e unions.
Educational
E
B
Benefits

Explicit rresidence requirements: In order to receive a sch
holarship in
Slovenia, two general conditions are
e imposed, na
amely, EU cittizenship in
conjunctio
on with resid
dence in Slov
venia. EU cittizens must have been
resident for 5 uninterrupted yea
ars in orderr to qualify for such
scholarshi ps. However, frontier workers are denotted as a distin
nct category
and are acccorded an im
mmediate righ
ht to a schola rship (including for their
ply for vario
family me
embers). Add
ditional condiitions do app
ous distinct
scholarshi ps.
Implicit residence requirement
r
s/de facto obstacles: No issues
reported
Alternativ
ve conditio
ons/observations: With
h respect to
t
distinct
scholarshi ps, additional conditions may apply.

Family
F
S
Support

Explicit rresidence re
equirements
s: Permanentt residence as
a well as
effective rresidence in Slovenia is required in orrder to acquire parental
birth grants, large family supplements,, care supple
benefits, b
ements and
partial co
ompensation for lost income. For ch
hild benefits registered
residence (next to actua
al living) in Slovenia suffice
es.
Implicit residence requirement
r
s/de facto obstacles: No issues
reported
Alternativ
ve conditions/observatio
ons: No issue
es reported

Activation
A
B
Benefits

Explicit rresidence req
quirements: Every foreign
ner who has free access
to the Slo
ovenian labour market and who legally rresides in Slo
ovenia, (i.e.
has a valiid residence permit)
p
may register as a job-seeker in Slovenia.
EU, EEA o
or Swiss citize
ens, whose employment
e
iss at risk, may have the
easure in Slovenia (jobpossibility to be include
ed in certain activation me
placementt, lifelong carreer consultancy and also
o inclusion in the active
employme
ent measures)) even before
e becoming un
nemployed, insofar they
are registe
ered as job-se
eekers. This is
s the case, ev
ven if he/she would
w
(later

ADV
VANTAGES
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on) not be entitled to unemployment benefit in Slovenia (e.g. frontier
worker with centre of his/her interests in the neighbouring country) or
would only reside in Slovenia (but would be employed in another MS).The
rights of disabled persons with remaining working capacity are linked to
the labour market in Slovenia and the Slovenian labour legislation. It
means that such benefits could only be granted to beneficiaries
permanently residing in Slovenia and/or those who are at the time of
claiming the financial benefits, insurance insured in Slovenia (on the
grounds of their labour status).
Implicit residence requirements/de facto obstacles: No issues
reported
Alternative conditions/observations: No issues reported

TAX
ADVANTAGES

RIGHTS AND
BENEFITS
CONCERNING
HOUSING

Social
(Minimum
Subsistence)
Support

Explicit residence requirements: Permanent residents of Slovenia
(Slovenian citizens and foreigners with permanent residence permit) are
entitled to social assistance. Others may be entitled on the grounds of
international agreements, which according to a somewhat broader
interpretation this includes EU law. Hence workers, EU nationals (if
meeting other conditions) should be entitled to social assistance, even if
they have not established permanent residence (after five years
uninterrupted residence) in Slovenia yet. Nevertheless, (temporary)
residence in Slovenia is required, as social assistance is not exported to
other Member States.
Family assistance (regulated in social assistance law) can only be granted
to an individual who has the same permanent residence as the person
with disabilities who requires assistance.
Implicit residence requirements/de facto obstacles: No issues
reported
Alternative conditions/observations: No issues reported

Other

Explicit residence requirements: No issues reported
Implicit residence requirements/de facto obstacles: No issues
reported
Alternative conditions/observations: No issues reported

Explicit residence requirements: No issues reported
Implicit residence requirements/de facto obstacles: In order to be deemed a tax
resident in Slovenia and thus be accorded the same tax advantages as Slovenian citizens,
a frontier worker would have to generate 90% of his/her total income in Slovenia.
Additionally, despite the various double taxation treaties that Slovenia has concluded, it is
undisputed that issues nevertheless arise due to a lack of knowledge concerning these tax
avoidance/double taxation treaties.
Alternative conditions/observations: No issues reported
Explicit residence requirements: No issues reported
Implicit residence requirements/de facto obstacles: Whilst no residence
requirements are imposed in order to be entitled to subsidised rental or for-profit housing,
it need be noted that if accorded the subsidies, the claimant will be required to
(temporarily) reside in the establishment concerned.
Alternative conditions/observations: No issues reported
No additional observations

ADDITIONAL
OBSERVATIONS
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SPAIN – NATIO
ONAL FIC
CHE

RIGHT TO
ASS
SISTANCE
BY
EMP
PLOYMENT
O
OFFICES

RIGHT TO
TRA
AINING IN
VOC
CATIONAL
SCHOOLS AND
RET
TRAINING
CENTRES

RIGHT TO
MEM
MBERSHIP
F TRADE
OF
U
UNIONS

Explicit resid
E
dence require
ements: No issues
i
reporte
ed
I
Implicit
resid
dence requirrements/de facto obstac
cles: Whilst le
egislation does
s not
impose residence requireme
ents, in practice, regional competent
c
em
mployment offiices do
impose such requirements.
Employment offices will so
r
olely allow the
e registration of
r
residents
in th
he specific reg
gions/specific areas of comp
petence of the
e respective offices. It is
p
possible
that the
t
latter is do
one based upo
on internal ins
structions, spe
ecifically with respect to
u
urgent
measures to improv
ve employability. As a resultt, frontier worrkers hardly have
h
a
access,
if any,, to assistance
e.
A
Alternative
conditions/o
c
observations: No issues re
eported
Explicit resid
E
dence require
ements: No issues
i
reporte
ed
I
Implicit
resid
dence requirrements/de facto obstac
cles: Registrattion as a jobseeker in an
e
employment
office
o
is requissite for attaining free access to training. However, it need
n
be
n
noted,
as aforrementioned, that in order to register in (most of) the
e employment offices,
r
residency
is re
equired. As fro
ontier workers
s are not deem
med residentss and thus can
nnot
r
register,
they are excluded from most off the services provided, inclluding free tra
aining.
A
Alternative
conditions/o
c
observations: No issues re
eported
Explicit resid
E
dence require
ements: No issues
i
reporte
ed
I
Implicit
resid
dence requirrements/de facto obstac
cles: No issue
es reported
A
Alternative
conditions/o
c
observations: No issues re
eported

Educational
E
B
Benefits

Explicit re
esidence req
quirements: No issues rep
ported
Implicit rresidence req
quirements/
/de facto obs
stacles: No is
ssues
reported
Alternativ
ve conditions/observatio
ons: Study grrants and scho
olarships
are grante
ed to depende
ent children off frontier work
kers with EU nationality.
n
Access to study grants and scholarsh
hips is granted
d under the sa
ame
conditionss as those app
plicable to Spa
anish individua
als, namely th
he
existence of a requisite link of employment in Spa
ain. Furthermo
ore, if the
children co
oncerned are aged youngerr than 18, irre
espective of na
ationality,
they enjoy
y the same rig
ghts with respect to educat ion, grants an
nd
scholarshi ps as a Spanish national cittizen.

Family
F
S
Support

Explicit re
esidence req
quirements: In order to re
eceive non-con
ntributory
family ben
nefits, an indiv
vidual is bound to fulfil a re
esidence requiirement in
Spain. On the other han
nd, frontier wo
orkers could rreceive contrib
butory
benefits irrrespective of their residenc
ce.
quirements/
/de facto obs
stacles: No is
ssues
Implicit rresidence req
reported
Alternativ
ve conditions/observatio
ons: There arre two types of
o family
support be
enefits, i.e. co
ontributory benefits and non
n-contributory
y benefits.

Activation
A
B
Benefits

Explicit re
esidence req
quirements: No issues rep
ported
Implicit rresidence req
quirements/
/de facto obs
stacles: Registration as
a jobseeke
er in an emplo
oyment office is requisite in
n accessing ac
ctivation
benefits. IIt need be notted, as aforem
mentioned, tha
at in order to register in
(most of) the employment offices, re
esidency is req
quired. As fron
ntier
workers arre not deemed residents an
nd thus canno
ot register, the
ey do not
have the rright to activation benefits.
Alternativ
ve conditions/observatio
ons: Activatio
on benefits are
e solely
granted to
o unemployed individuals who
w
have exha
austed entitlem
ment
to contribu
utory unemplo
oyment beneffits, and who ffulfil certain additional
requireme
ents.

Social
S
(
(Minimum
S
Subsistence)
)
S
Support

Explicit re
esidence req
quirements: In order to re
eceive social (minimum
subsistencce) support, an individual is
s bound to fulffil a residence
e
requireme
ent in Spain.
Implicit rresidence req
quirements/
/de facto obs
stacles: No is
ssues
reported
Alternativ
ve conditions/observatio
ons: The Spa nish
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integration minimum income is granted by the local authorities according
to the regional legislation, residence being a general requirement.

Other

TAX
ADVANTAGES

RIGHTS AND
BENEFITS
CONCERNING
HOUSING

ADDITIONAL
OBSERVATIONS

Explicit residence requirements: No issues reported
Implicit residence requirements/de facto obstacles: In order for
disabled individuals to obtain a disability card, the individual concerned
must, at one point (current or past), have resided in Spain. Regional
governments are responsible and no specific rules exist for individuals not
residing in but working in Spain. With respect to long-term care, it need
be noted that only those who, at the time of application, reside in Spain,
who have resided for the two years immediately preceding the application
and who have resided in Spain for a total of at least five years are eligible
for long-term care.
Alternative conditions/observations: No issues reported

Explicit residence requirements: Double taxation treaties with Portugal and France
prescribe that Spanish frontier workers will be taxed in the Member State of residence.
However, it need be noted that the definition of a frontier worker in these double taxation
treaties differs from the European definition, to the extent that a frontier worker is deemed
to return to his Member State of residence on a daily basis and thus does not stay in the
employing Member State for more than 183 days. If an individual does not reside in Spain
and is not deemed a frontier worker, he/she will be taxed according to the income tax law
for non-residents. The only tax advantage that subsequently remains available to nonresidents, is the deduction for donations.
Implicit residence requirements/de facto obstacles: No issues reported
Alternative conditions/observations: No issues reported.
Explicit residence requirements: In order to receive rental support, an individual is
bound to fulfil a residence requirement in Spain.
Implicit residence requirements/de facto obstacles: Access to social housing falls
within the area of competence of local authorities. In order to be entitled to social housing,
individuals need to register with the local authorities. Whereas some do not impose a
residence requirement, certain local authorities will indeed impose a requirement as such,
thus disadvantaging frontier workers.
Alternative conditions/observations: No issues reported
The management of the crossing to Gibraltar is challenging, in view of the heavy traffic
volumes in a relatively confined space (some 35,000 persons crossing each day on entry
and an equal number on exit, around 10,000 cars per day) and the increase in tobacco
smuggling into Spain. In December 2013, the Commission invited Spain and the UK to
consider a range of actions.99 In July 2014 it was announced that residents in Spain who
work in Gibraltar, will soon be able to “jump the queue” by showing a special pass issued
by the Spanish authorities. The pass will enable workers to use the red customs channel
allowing them to bypass any delays on the green channel. The scheme will operate at the
land border and is open to both pedestrians and vehicle users. Residents of Gibraltar who
work in Spain will also be eligible to apply. The new arrangement is a response to the
recommendations made by the European Commission.100 According to the document, the
proposal is designed to make the most of the limited space available to improve frontier
flow.

99 OJ EU 2013 C 357/07.
100
Further
details
of
the
proposal
can
be
http://www.boe.es/boe/dias/2014/07/29/pdfs/BOE-A-2014-8059.pdf.
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SWEDE
EN – NAT
TIONAL FICHE

RIGHT TO
ASS
SISTANCE
BY
EMP
PLOYMENT
O
OFFICES

RIGHT TO
TRA
AINING IN
VOC
CATIONAL
SCHOOLS AND
TRAINING
RET
CENTRES

RIGHT TO
MEM
MBERSHIP
OF
F TRADE
U
UNIONS

Explicit resid
E
dence require
ements: No issues
i
reporte
ed
I
Implicit
resid
dence requirrements/de facto obstac
cles: No issue
es reported
A
Alternative
conditions/o
c
observations: The Public Employment S
Service is acce
essible to
a
anyone
who is
s entitled to lo
ook for employ
yment in Sweden. On its w
website specific
cally, it is
p
possible
registter a CV and ffind informatio
on about emp
ployment posittions. Addition
nally, all
s
services
are frree of charge..
Explicit resid
E
dence require
ements: A re
esidence requiirement is imp
posed with res
spect to
f
free
Swedish lessons
l
for miigrant workers as provided for by the mu
unicipalities. However,
H
F
Finnish
residents close to th
he border are equally entitled to these le
essons, where
eas those
w
who
speak No
orwegian and D
Danish are no
ot allowed to participate,
p
en
ntailing that a certain
c
category
of fro
ontier workerss may be disa
advantaged.
I
Implicit
resid
dence requirrements/de facto obstac
cles: With res pect to vocatiional
t
training,
it sufffices to hold S
Swedish or eq
quivalent foreiign qualificatio
ons. It is unclear,
h
however,
to what
w
extent th e equivalence
e of foreign qu
ualifications ca
an be demons
strated,
a
and
whether, if at all, this d
does or does not
n negatively
y affect frontie
er workers.
A
Alternative
conditions/o
c
observations: University sttudies are ava
ailable to all EU/EEA
E
c
citizens,
void of residence rrequirements. One of the applicable cond
ditions, howev
ver, is
E
English
proficiency.
Explicit resid
E
dence require
ements: No issues
i
reporte
ed
I
Implicit
resid
dence requirrements/de facto obstac
cles: Frontier workers may encounter
c
certain
difficullties with resp
pect to certain
n rights, such as the right to
o unemployment
b
benefits.
In orrder to receive
e unemployment benefits in
n Sweden, an individual needs to
h
have
been reg
gistered in an unemployment fund for 12
2 continuous m
months prior thereto.
t
W
With
respect to
t frontier worrkers, issues have
h
arisen with
w
respect to
o registering fo
or an
u
unemploymen
nt fund in the event of unem
mployment in the Member S
State of employment.
A
Additionally,
the levels and practicalities of unemploym
ment benefits may differ de
epending
o the implica
on
ated Member S
States. Lastly, frontier work
kers may equa
ally encounter
d
difficulties
with respect to tthe recognition
n of the attain
ned profession
nal qualificatio
ons.
A
Alternative
conditions/o
c
observations: No issues re
eported.
Educational
E
B
Benefits

Explicit re
esidence req
quirements: No issues rep
ported
Implicit rresidence req
quirements/
/de facto obs
stacles: No is
ssues
reported
Alternativ
ve conditions/observatio
ons: Study grrants may be granted to
EU citizenss who are employed in Swe
eden, as well a
as their respe
ective
children if they have no
ot reached the
e age of 21, un
nless economic
dependenccy can be dem
monstrated.

Family
F
S
Support

Explicit re
esidence req
quirements: Generally, fam
mily support benefits
b
are
granted to
o Swedish residents. Howev
ver, the reside
ence requirem
ment
concerned
d, in conformitty with Regula
ation (EC) No 883/2004, is not upheld
with respe
ect to frontier workers.
Implicit rresidence req
quirements/
/de facto obs
stacles: Issue
es may
arise with respect to infformation exchange betwee
en Swedish an
nd other
Member S
State authoritie
es with respec
ct to family su
upport benefitts. Equally
so, discrep
pancies may arise
a
with resp
pect to the ca lculation of pa
arental
benefits be
etween the im
mplicated Mem
mber States.
Alternativ
ve conditions/observatio
ons: No issue
es reported

Activation
A
B
Benefits

Explicit re
esidence req
quirements: No issues rep
ported
Implicit rresidence req
quirements/
/de facto obs
stacles: No is
ssues
reported
Alternativ
ve conditions/observatio
ons: Activatio
on benefits arre
connected
d with the labo
our market me
easures, whicch are handled
d by the
Public Emp
ployment Serv
vice. No residence requirem
ments are imp
posed with
respect th ereto.
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Social
(Minimum
Subsistence)
Support

Explicit residence requirements: No issues reported
Implicit residence requirements/de facto obstacles: The Social
Services Act states that the municipalities are competent for those staying
within its territory with respect to non-contributory social assistance.
Despite the lack of an explicit residence requirement, this could be
disadvantageous for frontier workers. However, within this competence
individuals who do not have a right to stay in Sweden may be granted
support in emergency situations (money for food, travel costs). For those
working in Sweden and residing in another Member State, the principle on
equal treatment applies in accordance with Regulation (EU) No 492/2011.
Alternative conditions/observations: No issues reported

Other

Explicit residence requirements: No issues reported
Implicit residence requirements/de facto obstacles: Information
exchange with respect to pension benefits has proven to be difficult.
Alternative conditions/observations: No issues reported

Explicit residence requirements: No issues reported
Implicit residence requirements/de facto obstacles: No issues reported
Alternative conditions/observations: A frontier worker residing elsewhere but
employed in Sweden has limited tax liability and may choose to make special rules
applicable (SINK). The rules concerned entail that the individual concerned will be taxed at
a lower rate but will not enjoy tax reductions.
Explicit residence requirements: Housing allowance requires residence in Sweden.
Although it constitutes a social advantage in accordance with Regulation (EU) No
492/2011, the allowance will solely be granted with respect to establishments situated in
Sweden, thus excluding frontier workers. The special housing allowance supplement for a
family with children, however, is considered a family benefit in accordance with Regulation
(EC) No 883/2004 and is thus deemed exportable.
Implicit residence requirements/de facto obstacles: No issues reported
Alternative conditions/observations: No issues reported
A personal identity number is necessary to access various public and private services.
However, a number as such can only be granted if the individual has the right to register in
Sweden, which in turn requires the individual to be planning on staying for the duration of
at least one year. Individuals who do not fulfil these conditions can obtain a coordination
number. However, it is unclear if the latter facilitates the same access to services as does
the personal identification number.
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SWITZE
ERLAND – NATIO
ONAL FICHE

RIGHT TO
ASS
SISTANCE
BY
EMP
PLOYMENT
O
OFFICES

RIGHT TO
TRA
AINING IN
VOC
CATIONAL
SCHOOLS AND
RET
TRAINING
CENTRES

RIGHT TO
MEM
MBERSHIP
OF
F TRADE
U
UNIONS

Explicit resid
E
dence require
ements: No issues
i
reporte
ed.
I
Implicit
resid
dence requirrement/de fa
acto obstacle
es: No issues reported.
A
Alternative
conditions/o
c
observations: The EU-CH Bilateral
B
Agree
ement on free
e
m
movement
forresees in equa
al treatment of
o cross-borde
er EU workers seeking employment in
S
Switzerland.
Insofar EU citi zens are effec
ctively seeking
g employmentt they will be accorded
t
the
same treatment as Swisss nationals by
b employmen
nt offices. How
wever, it need be noted
aining specific
t
that
the conce
erned agreem ent does not encompass prrovisions perta
cally to
f
frontier
worke
ers. Hence an assessment of
o obstacles within this conttext, is difficult to
a
ascertain.
Explicit resid
E
dence require
ements : No issues reported
I
Implicit
resid
dence requirrement/de fa
acto obstacle
es: No issues reported
A
Alternative
conditions/o
c
observations: According to
o the principle
e of equal trea
atment
p
provided
for in
n the EU-CH B
Bilateral Agree
ement, “An em
mployed perso
on who is a na
ational of a
C
Contracting
Pa
arty may not, by reason of his nationality, be treated differently in the
t
territory
of the
e other Contra
acting Party frrom national employed
e
perrsons as regarrds
c
conditions
of employment
e
a
and working conditions,
c
esp
pecially as reg
gards pay, dismissal, or
r
reinstatement
t or re-employ
yment if he be
ecomes unemployed”. There
refore, an emp
ployed
p
person
shall also be entitled
d on the same
e basis and on
n the same te rms as nation
nal
e
employed
persons to educa
ation in vocational training establishment
e
ts and in voca
ational
r
retraining
and
d occupationall rehabilitation
n centres. The
e same provisiion applies for selfe
employed
persons. No speccial regime in that regard is
s foreseen for employed or selfe
employed
fron
ntier workers.
Explicit resid
E
dence require
ements: No issues
i
reporte
ed
I
Implicit
resid
dence requirrement/de fa
acto obstacle
es: No issues reported
A
Alternative
conditions/o
c
observations: By virtue of the EU-CH Biilateral Agreement, an
e
employed
person who is a E
EU citizen and
d is employed in Switzerlan d shall enjoy equal
t
treatment
in terms
t
of mem
mbership of tra
ade union orga
anizations and
d exercise of union
u
r
rights,
includin
ng the right to
o vote and rig
ght of access to
t executive o
or managerial positions
w
within
a trade union organizzation. The EU
U citizen may,, however, be
e precluded fro
om
involvement in
n the manage
ement of publiic law bodies and
a
from hold
ding an office governed
b public law. He/she shall,, moreover, have the right to be eligible for election to
by
o bodies
r
representing
employees
e
in an undertakin
ng. Again, no specific regim
me is provided for
f
frontier
worke
ers.
Educational
E
B
Benefits

Explicit re
esidence req
quirements: No issues rep
ported
Implicit rresidence req
quirement/d
de facto obsttacles: Accord
ding to the
EU-CH Bila
ateral Agreem
ment, an emplo
oyed person a
and the memb
bers of
his/her fam
mily shall enjo
oy the same tax concession
ns and welfare
e benefits
as nationa
als and in confformity with the case-law o
of the CJEU in the
matter. Co
onsequently, there
t
should be
b no differen
nce as far as Swiss
S
and
EU citizenss are concerned, in particular if these are
e employed or selfemployed frontier workers. However, at the canto nal level, for example in
Geneva, th
he rule provid
des that in ord
der to benefit from a study grant, the
beneficiary
y must have its residence or
o to be a taxp
payer in the Canton
C
of
Geneva, w
which is in prin
nciple the case
e of a frontierr worker, thus
s signifying
potential d
de facto obsta
acles and/or re
esidence requ
uirements.
Alternativ
ve conditions/observatio
ons: No issue
es reported

Family
F
S
Support

Explicit re
esidence req
quirements: No issues rep
ported
Implicit rresidence req
quirement/d
de facto obsttacles: No iss
sues
reported
Alternativ
ve conditions/observatio
ons: No issue
es reported

Activation
A
B
Benefits

Explicit re
esidence req
quirements: No issues rep
ported
Implicit rresidence req
quirement/d
de facto obsttacles: No iss
sues
reported
Alternativ
ve conditions/observatio
ons: No issue
es reported
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Social
(Minimum
Subsistence)
Support

Explicit residence requirements: To receive Swiss social assistance
benefits at the cantonal level, the concerned individual has to reside in
Switzerland.
Implicit residence requirement/de facto obstacles: No issues
reported
Alternative conditions/observations: No issues reported

Other

Explicit residence requirements: No issues reported
Implicit residence requirement/de facto obstacles: No issues
reported
Alternative conditions/observations: No issues reported

Explicit residence requirements: No issues reported
Implicit residence requirement/de facto obstacles: Frontier workers may be entitled
to tax deductions of actual costs, yet only insofar specific conditions are met, amongst
which, the requirement of attaining 90% of the household income in Switzerland.
Alternative conditions/observations: Taxes and taxation in Switzerland are complex as
the applicable rules depend on the type of permit (frontier worker or resident) and on the
canton of work.
Explicit residence requirements: No issues reported
Implicit residence requirement/de facto obstacles: According to the EU-CH Bilateral
Agreement, the general rule provides that an employed person who is an EU citizen and is
employed in Switzerland shall enjoy all the rights and all the advantages accorded to
nationals in terms of housing, including ownership of the housing he/she needs. However,
the foregoing is nevertheless linked to a “residence” requirement. Alternative
conditions/observations: Concerning the purchase of immoveable property however, a
frontier worker enjoys the same rights as a national insofar the purchase of immovable
property is for his/her economic activity and as a secondary residence.
The EU-CH Bilateral Agreement is in force since June 1, 2002. It has been implemented at
the federal, cantonal and sometimes municipal levels. This federal structure brings
complexity and makes it more difficult to determine the precise content of the rules at the
different levels, and in the different cantons depending on the issues at stake (for example
the taxation regimes of employed and self-employed frontier workers are different from
one canton to another). Due to these elements of differentiation, the present fiche takes
only into consideration the main rules and principles.
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UNITED
D KINGD OM – NATIONAL
A
FICHE

RIGHT TO
ASS
SISTANCE
BY
EMP
PLOYMENT
O
OFFICES

RIGHT TO
TRA
AINING IN
VOC
CATIONAL
SCHOOLS AND
RET
TRAINING
CENTRES

RIGHT TO
MEM
MBERSHIP
OF
F TRADE
U
UNIONS

Explicit resid
E
dence require
ements: No issues
i
reporte
ed
I
Implicit
resid
dence requirrements/de facto obstac
cles: Employm
ment offices in
n the UK
p
provide
a plethora of servicces and job intterventions. Entitlement
E
is based upon entitlement
e
t other beneffits, known ass ‘passporting benefits’. Witth respect to u
to
unemploymen
nt benefits,
R
Regulation
(EC
C) No 883/200
04 prescribes that the coun
ntry of residen
nce will be com
mpetent.
W
Where
the cou
untry of reside
ence is the UK
K, this will trig
gger the provission of service
es to the
c
concerned
individual by an employment office (Jobcen
ntre Plus). How
wever, Income-based
J
Jobseeker’s
Alllowance is co
ontrolled by th
he Habitual Re
esidence Test and the Rightt to Reside
T
Test,
which co
ould negativel y affect frontiier workers.
A
Alternative
conditions/o
c
observations: Information about jobs ad
dvertised in jo
obcentres
in Northern Ireland and the
e Republic of Ireland
I
is available through
h cross border advisors
in each jurisdiiction to peop le who are res
sident in both countries. Crross border ad
dvisors in
e
employment
offices
o
in the R
Republic of Ire
eland have on
nline access to
o all jobs adve
ertised in
j
jobcentres
in Northern Irela
and and vice versa.
v
For more specific info
formation about
p
particular
jobs
s, advisors in the Republic of
o Ireland can
n put jobseeke
ers in direct co
ontact with
a
advisors
in No
orthern Ireland
d employment offices and vice
v
versa.
Explicit resid
E
dence require
ements: No issues
i
reporte
ed
I
Implicit
resid
dence requirrements/de facto obstac
cles: Individu
uals from the Republic of
I
Ireland
have access
a
to som
me but not all training cours
ses in Northerrn Ireland. Th
hey do have
a
access
to app
prentice train
ning. Howeverr, it should be
b noted thatt they are nevertheless
d
disadvantaged
d due to the
e fact that the individua
als concerned
d will not re
eceive cash
a
allowances
or free equipme
ent, whereas UK
U citizens are
e entitled to tthese.
A
Alternative
conditions/o
c
observations: Very little de
emand for cro
oss-border training
e
exists.
Explicit resid
E
dence require
ements: No issues
i
reporte
ed
I
Implicit
resid
dence requirrements/de facto obstac
cles: No issue
es reported
A
Alternative
conditions/o
c
observations: In order to enjoy
e
the righ
ht to members
ship of
t
trade
unions, it suffices to ttake into cons
sideration the place of work
k and the emp
ployment
c
contract.
If these are UK-ba
ased, the fron
ntier worker will
w not experie
ence any diffic
culties in
a
attaining
mem
mbership. No rresidence or nationality
n
requirements are
e imposed.
Educational
E
B
Benefits

Explicit re
esidence req
quirements: Within this co
ontext a distin
nction must
be made b
between home
e (UK or EU) citizens
c
as opp
posed to interrnational
students. Whilst interna
ational students may not cla
aim education
n support,
the formerr category can
n. In order to qualify as a h
home student (UK or
EU), howe
ever, a habitua
al residence requirement (tthree continuo
ous years
preceding the applicatio
on) are imposed, thus nega
atively affectin
ng (the
children off) frontier worrkers.
Implicit rresidence req
quirements/
/de facto obs
stacles: No is
ssues
reported
Alternativ
ve conditions/observatio
ons: No issue
es reported

Family
F
S
Support

Explicit re
esidence req
quirements:
Under EU regulations, family benefitts are usually
y payable in the
t
country
where the
e person is em
mployed. Howe
ever, if a work
ker does not live in their
country off employment they could be entitled to
o benefits in more than
one counttry. The situattion can be co
omplex for fro
ontier workers
s depending
on family makeup and which
w
side of the border me
embers of the
e family live
and work.
Implicit rresidence req
quirements/
/de facto obs
stacles:
Long delay
ys in administtering cross-border family b
benefits are re
eported.
Alternativ
ve conditions/observatio
ons: No issue
es reported

Activation
A
B
Benefits

Explicit re
esidence req
quirements: No issues rep
ported
Implicit residence requirement
r
s/de facto obstacles: There are
implicit re sidence requirements are attached
a
to ‘a ctivation bene
efits’ as the
conditionss of entitlement to these services are th
hose of the ‘passporting
benefits’. The ‘Work Prrogramme’ is the UK’s maiin activation programme
to supportt people into work.
w
As the route
r
onto the
e Work Progra
amme is via
Jobseekerr’s Allowance,, the basic entitlement
e
cconditions are
e those of

MAIIN SOCIAL
ADV
VANTAGES
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Jobseeker’s Allowance itself. There are two types of Jobseeker’s
Allowance: Contributory Jobseeker’s Allowance and Income-based
Jobseeker’s Allowance. Entitlement to Contributory Jobseeker’s Allowance
requires that a person meets the contributions conditions. There are no
residence conditions. With respect to unemployment benefits for frontier
workers, Regulation (EC) No 883/2004 prescribes that the country of
residence will be competent. Entitlement to Income-based Jobseeker’s
Allowance is means-tested and requires satisfaction of the Habitual
Residence Test and the Right to Reside Test. To claim Income-based
Jobseeker’s Allowance a person must reside in the UK and therefore the
tests apply.
Alternative conditions/observations: No issues reported

TAX
ADVANTAGES

RIGHTS AND
BENEFITS
CONCERNING
HOUSING

ADDITIONAL
OBSERVATIONS

Social
(Minimum
Subsistence)
Support

Explicit residence requirements: No issues reported
Implicit residence requirements/de facto obstacles: Tax credits are
means-tested payments made to low paid individuals and/or individuals
with families and is divided in work tax credits and child tax credit. Whilst
the former presupposes employment the latter does not. It has been
confirmed that frontier workers are eligible to apply for both types of tax
credits. However, a variety of difficulties have arisen in various stages of
the application process for such tax credits, primarily due to lack of
knowledge by all involved parties with respect to the rights bestowed
upon frontier workers.
Alternative conditions/observations: No issues reported

Other

Explicit residence requirements: No issues reported
Implicit residence requirements/de facto obstacles: No issues
reported
Alternative conditions/observations: No issues reported

Explicit residence requirements: Depending on an individual’s domicile and residence,
he/she will be taxed upon the worldwide income in the UK. More specifically, if an
individual is domiciled and resident in the UK, he/she will be taxed upon the worldwide
income, thus including accessibility to relevant tax advantages. If an individual is resident
but not domiciled in the UK, the individual will be given the choice between taxation upon
the worldwide income or solely the income brought into the UK. As frontier workers are
neither domiciled nor residents in the UK, they will not be entitled to tax advantages.
Implicit residence requirements/de facto obstacles: No issues reported
Alternative conditions/observations: A double taxation agreement has been concluded
with the Republic of Ireland and measures such as cross-border tax relief and trans-border
tax relief have been established. Nevertheless, problems still arise due to the complexity of
the imposed means of taxation.
Explicit residence requirements: In order to receive housing benefits, a habitual
residence requirement is imposed.
Implicit residence requirements/de facto obstacles: Social housing will solely be
granted to EEA nationals, despite the fact that they are not habitually resident, if they are
workers, self-employed or family members thereof. Various other categories of EEA
citizens are excluded from social housing because, amongst others, they are not habitually
resident and/or have not fulfilled a past residence requirement of three years in the UK.
Alternative conditions/observations: With respect to social housing, the intention has
been made clear to apply stricter residence conditions to determine entitlement thereto.
Despite the taken initiatives to facilitate cross-border work and the free movement of
frontier workers, issues nevertheless remain due to excessive delays, a lack of information
and misinformation, in conjunction with a lack of understanding by the parties involved.
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